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COVER PHOTO: Cindi Lamb and her paralyzed daughter Laura picket to 
demand that the public be protected from drunk drivers. Laura was 
crippled by a repeat offender drunk driver when she was five months old. 
By April Saul, Baltimore Evening Sun. 
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FOREWORD


This work was inspired by what happened to Laura Lamb, Cari Lightner, and 
Tommy Sexton, Jr. Three innocent children whose lives were violently destroyed 
by drunk drivers. Their tragedies could have been prevented. But our society 
let these three children down. 

A drunk driver crippled Laura when she was five months old and was riding to 
a local grocery store with her mother. Laura is now a quadraplegic, and will be 
confined to a bed or a wheelchair for the rest of her life. Tommy, 15, was killed 
while being driven home from 'a fishing trip. And Can, 13, was walking in a 
bicycle lane when a car ran off the road and struck her from behind, killing her. 
The driver, who was out of jail on bail from another hit and run drunk driving 
"accident," didn't even stop to render first-aid. 

What happened to Laura, Tommy, and Cari happens to too many innocent child
ren. The numbers are staggering. The continuing toll is unexcusable and appal
ling. Yet, what happened to Laura, Tommy, and Cari continues to happen everyday 
in the United States. 

Their parents, like all parents who have lost a child or had a child 
seriously injured, crippled, or maimed by a drunk driver, will suffer forever. 
They will learn to cope with their grief, but they will never get over their 
loss. For many parents it is an almost impossible burden to bear. 

Millions of American families are suffering because of drunk drivers. There 
is much unnecessary grief in our country. 

While several States are now making what appear to be serious attempts to 
control drunk drivers and reduce death and injury caused in alcohol-related 
crashes, prior to 1980 not much was being done effectively about the problem in 
most places in the nation. 

In early 1980, victims and concerned citizens, galvanized by the disgrace the 
drunk driving problem had become, organized and learned how to demand that State 
and local government do a better job protecting the public from drunk drivers. 

People like Tommy's mother and father, Laura's mother and Cari's mother 
learned how to fight back at the system and demand reform. 

And they got it. 

They were able to help lead the efforts necessary to obtain significant 
1Z reform of the drinking driving problem in California where Cari was killed and in 

Maryland where Tommy was killed and Laura was crippled. 

Joined by thousands of other victims and concerned citizens, together they 
were able to help get better anti-drunk driving laws in their States and a new 
commitment from their governors and other State officials to aggressively attack 
the drunk driving problem. 



Their struggle to get the drunks off the roads helped alert the nation to 
the problem, and the success they achieved has helped to inspire thousands of 
people to also work for reform in their States and communities. 

Much work remains to be done to improve the anti-drunk driving systems in 
California and Maryland and other States that have begun working on the problem, 
but it is clear that many lives will be saved and injuries prevented because 
people like Tommy's parents, Laura's, and Cari's mothers fought back and refused 
to allow the carnage caused by drunk drivers to continue unchallenged any longer. 

Much of the strategy that they used (and additional strategy) to force 
significant efforts to better control drunk driving is contained in this guide. 

What Mr. and Mrs. Sexton, Mrs. Lamb, and Mrs. Lightner accomplished can be 
duplicated in any State, city, or county in the nation. And what they did needs 
to be done in every State, city, and county in the nation. With this manual as a 
guide it can be done. 

This guide is based on more than 1,000 interviews conducted nationwide by an 
investigative reporter, Sandy Golden, and the knowledge formulated while helping 
to induce corrective action in Maryland, California, West Virgina, Pennsylvania, 
and numerous other States and local communities. The methods in the manual have 
been proven to work and the advice to be sound in these situations. It provides a 
framework from which to build. 

The public doesn't won't put up with drunk driving anymore and will get 
behind efforts to correct the problems that drunk drivers cause. With this 
guide, a victim, a survivor, or a concerned citizen can help save lives and 
reduce serious injuries caused by drunk drivers. The future of many innocent 
children and adults will depend on its use. Your life may depend on it. 
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WHAT THIS GUIDE IS ABOUT 

This guide is designed to teach you the basics of exactly how to get drunk 
drivers off the roads in enough numbers so that there will, in fact, be signifi
cantly fewer innocent people killed and injured where you live. And it only 
takes one motivated person to get the needed efforts underway. 

By using this manual, you can expect to: 

o Educate the public about how serious the drunk driving problem really 
is. 

o Trigger significant efforts to control drunk drivers. 

o Help get better anti,-drunk driving laws in your State. 

o Get the police to arrest significantly more drunk drivers. 

o Discourage social drinkers from excessive drinking and driving. 

o Obtain better prosecution of drunk drivers. 

o Improve the courts. 

o Obtain better sentencing by judges. 

o Help improve alcohol abuse treatment and education programs for drunk 
drivers. 

o Generate public support for improved drunk driver control. 

The concepts, methods, and advice given in this guide have been proven to 
work. They will work for you. 

The fact of the matter is that you don't have to tolerate drunk drivers in 
your community any longer. With this guide it will be possible to obtain better 
control of drinking drivers to the point that significantly fewer innocent people 
will be killed and injured in alcohol-related crashes. 
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THE WORD ACCIDENT 

Let's get the word "accident" out of our vocabulary when referring to an 
alcohol-related crash. There is no such thing as a drunk driving "accident." It 
is a collision that follows a crime--the crime of drinking to excess and driving. 

People who are killed or injured by drunk drivers are the victims of a 
violent crime, they are not accident victims. Citizen activists can help change 
the public's attitude toward drunk driving by encouraging police, prosecutors, 
judges, the media, and everyone else to stop saying "accident" when they really 
mean an alcohol-related crash or collision. Citizen activists must get in the 
habit of never using the word accident--it promotes the idea that the drunk 
driver really didn't mean to do any harm. 

Any time people drive while impaired by alcohol they risk other people's A 
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lives. It's no "accident." 



THE TERM: DRUNK DRIVER


The term "drunk driver"-as used in this guide refers to any person who 
drinks alcoholic beverages (beer, wine, or distilled spirits) and then drives 
while impaired. In the majority of States it is illegal to drive with a blood 
alcohol concentration (BAC) of .10 percent or above. 

To reach .10 percent BAC the average-size adult male weighing 140 pounds 
would need to consume four 1/ ounce drinks or four 12 ounce beers within an hour. 
A person with a BAC of .10 is too impaired to drive safely. However, impairment 
can occur at a much lower BAC. While the majority of States in the United States 
set the legal limit at .10 percent BAC, it is important to note that the majority 
of the rest of the civilized world sets the legal limit at half that rate or .05 
percent. 

It is also important to understand that there is no stereotypical "drunk 
driver." A drunk driver can be young or old, male or female, rich or poor, a 
light social drinker or an alcoholic, and a drunk driver can be from any walk of 
life. Anyone can be a drunk driver, even those who believe they do not drink to 
excess. 

According to the Alcohol Research Information Service, beginning with the 
first drink, alcohol starts to slow down reaction time, impair judgment and cut 
down overall driving skills. One of the first effects 4f alcohol is to increase 
a person's self-confidence. At the same time it decreases a person's driving 
skills. 

Even though the legal limit for drunk driving in most States is .10 percent 
BAC, driving skills are reduced long before that much alcohol is in the body. In 
other words, it is possible to be "legally" not under the influence of alcohol, 
but actually "drunk" enough to cause an alcohol-related crash. 

For example, a driver is twice as likely to cause a collision with only .06 
percent BAC as is a completely sober driver. (A 110-pound person could reach a 
BAC level of .06 percent with two drinks in a half-hour period.) 

And long-before most people are aware, long before there are any obvious 
signs of drunkenness, alcohol will reduce the driver's tolerance to glare, cut 
down on his or her peripheral (side) vision, cause the driver to underestimate 
speed and distance, and encourage impulsive response and risk-taking. 

And studies have shown that younger, less experienced drivers are affected 
adversely by smaller amounts of alcohol than older, more experienced drivers. 
Studies have also shown that beer drinkers are just as likely to get involved in 
drunk driving crashes as are drinkers who have had wine or liquor.* 

Alcohol Research Information Service, 1120 East Oakland Avenue, Lansing, 
Michigan 48906 



While anyone who drinks can become a "drunk driver" it is also important to 
recognize that alcohol abusers are responsible for a significant share of the 
tragedy that results from alcohol-related crashes. 

According to Federal data, the average BAC of drinking drivers involved in 
fatal crashes is .20 percent, double the legal limit for presumed intoxication. 
This means that the average drunk driver who kills or is killed on the highway 
has had about 15 drinks before getting behind the wheel. And the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration claims that there is strong evidence that 
most alcohol-related fatal crashes are caused not by the many social drinkers, 
but by the relatively few heavy or problem drinkers.* Drivers with a BAC of .15 
percent are 25 times as likely to cause a fatal crash as a driver who had not been 
drinking. 

Problem drinkers must be identified and removed from our roads. Unfortu
nately, it is not unusual in most of the States for a problem drinker to be 
arrested'over and over again without much being done effectively to correct that 
person's problem or to protect the public. Repeat offenders must be severely 
dealt with if we are to save lives and prevent injuries. 

SUGGESTION: To gain a better appreciation for the effects of alcohol on a 
person's driving skills and a clearer understanding of BACs and their relation
ship to driving, obtain a free copy of the movie "Under the Influence" from your 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative or the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. (Copies will be available beginning in the summer of 1982). The 
movie could be shown at a citizen activist meeting or public forum and to State 
and local task forces. 

* This statement should not be taken to mean that just getting problem drink
ers off the road will solve the problem. Social drinkers also kill and 
maim, and they too must be removed from our roads. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE ALCOHOL CRASH PROBLEM IN THE UNITED STATES


To be able to work for effective reform of the drunk driving problem in your 
State and community, it is first necessary to understand the magnitude and nature 
of the problem. 

THE PROBLEM 

There is an uncontrolled epidemic of dangerous alcohol-impaired drivers to 
which no one is immune in virtually every community in the nation. 

There are so many drunk drivers on our roads at all hours of the day and 
night, seven days a week, that our streets are not safe. Weekend nights between 
the hours of 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. are the most unsafe. And the risk of violent 
death and brutal, devastating injury posed by drunk drivers has become one of the 
major threats to health and safety in America today. 

All levels of government have in the past failed to protect the public from 
drunk drivers. Little was being done about the problem in most States and 
communities that would effectively get drunk drivers off the roads, despite the 
fact that it was and is possible to do so. The general public until recently has 
been virtually uninformed about the magnitude of the problem and its seriousness, 
and this has contributed to a lack of action by officials. 

The fact is that anytime you or a member of your family leave your home, 
even to go on a routine trip to a local grocery store, a drunk driver in a matter 
of seconds, without any warning, could violently end your life or the life of a 
member of your family. It happens all the time. Drunk drivers kill about the 
same number of people each day as were killed when a jet in January 1982 crashed 
into the 14th Street Bridge in Washington claiming about 70 lives. And drunk 
drivers seriously injure about 1,800 people everyday. 

The cumulative toll taken by drunk drivers has become a monstrous national 
tragedy and a neglected national disgrace. Millions of people of alt ages in the 
United States have suffered because drinking and driving has been allowed to 
become an accepted way of life in our country. 

In the past ten years alone an estimated 250,000 people, about five times 
the number of Americans killed in the Vietnam War, have been killed in alcohol-
related crashes. And another 650,000 people a year have been seriously injured 
in a drunk driving collision on some 6.5 million in the last decade.. 

This year in the United States another 25,000 people will be killed and more 
than 650,000 people will be seriously injured by drunk drivers. In 1975 the 
Department of Health Education and Welfare estimated the annual cost of drunk 
driving accidents to be $5 billion. The current figure may be closer to $24 
billion. And the problem is projected to get much worse in the near future 
unless immediate steps are taken to control drunk drivers and remove them from 
our roads. 

Currently, drunk driving is the most often committed violent crime in the 
nation. Drunk driving is a leading cause of death of children and a principal 
cause of quadraplegia, paraplegia, and epilepsy. Yet, most people are unaware of 
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the magnitude and nature of the American drunk driving problem. That is because 
the media until very recently failed to grasp the significance of the routine 
deaths and injuries caused by drinking drivers in every community. Victims 
suffered alone and did not know how to effectively call for reform. 

The public was left uninformed about the grisly tragedy that was taking 
place in our country. And because the public was left uninformed, no pressure 
was mounted for reform. 

Studies suggest that on a typical Friday and Saturday night, one or more 
drivers out of every ten is legally drunk and a threat to public safety--your 
safety. But only a very few will be caught. It is claimed that for every one 
drunk driver who is arrested, another 500 to 2,000 will escape detection and 
arrest. 

And despite the overabundance of drunk drivers on the road available to be 
arrested, it is also claimed that the average police officer arrests less than 
five drunk drivers a year. What it all means is that the chances of being 
arrested for drunk driving throughout most of America is mathematically insig
nificant. And the drinking public knows it. 

In the United States we make it easy for the drinking public to drive while 
dangerously intoxicated without fear of being arrested. And, as a direct result 
of dangerously lax enforcement, a drunk driver can drive impaired dozens of times 
a year for years without any real risk of being caught. 

According to one study, the average DWI (driving while intoxicated) viola
tor will drive drunk about 80 times a year for nearly four years without being 
arrested. And then they are treated as a first offender, when really it is their 
first time caught. 

To make matters worse, those drunk drivers who are arrested, even those who 
kill or maim, are rarely effectively dealt with by the criminal justice system 
and many become repeat offenders. It is not unusual for a convicted drunk driver 
who has killed someone to be frequently slapped on the wrists by the courts and 
put back on the road to kill or seriously injure another innocent person. 

Drunk driving is a national, State, and local problem and needs to be 
addressed at all levels of government. But the problem is mainly a local one and 
it is at the local level of government where steps must be taken that will to many 
effectively protect the public and reduce death and injury associated with alco
hol-related crashes. 

At the national level, until recently there has been a lack of Federal 
attention to the problem, a lack of clear direction, and a less than effective 
use of resources. There is much the Federal Government can do to help State and 
local governments come to grips with the drinking driver that is not yet being 
done. The recently formed Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving is a step in 
the right direction. 



At the State level, the problem exists because in the majority of States, 
the laws to deal with drunk drivers are inadequate, poorly enforced, and poorly 
adjudicated and because State administrative policy and procedures to deal with 
drunk drivers are inadequate and loaded with deficiencies. 

At the local level of government (the county and city level), there is a 
system that is supposed to protect the public from drunk drivers. That system is 
made up of police, prosecutors, judges, probation officers, rehabilitation coun
selors, and others. In every city and county in the nation, with only a handful 
of exceptions, the local system save flawed and inadequate. These flaws and 
deficiencies at the local level are the main reason why innocent people are 
killed and injured by drunk drivers. These problems at the local level have to 
be identified and corrected. 

But the drunk driving problem is more than a series of systems throughout 
the nation that are flawed and inadequate: drunk driving also is a political 
problem in the sense that our elected officials have not focused on the problem, 
because the public has not demanded this focus. Our elected officials have the 
power to correct the problem because the knowledge to substantially reduce death 
and injury caused by drunk drivers in every State, city, and county in the 
nation. That knowledge simply is not being used. Any expert will tell you that. 

This fact bears repeating: The drunk driving problem in the final analysis 
is primarily a political problem is available. It is not a technological one. 
We know to a great extent what needs to be done! If an informed public learns to 
demand reform--they will get it. 



CHAPTER 2: THE SOLUTION TO THE ALCOHOL CRASH PROBLEM IN THE UNITED STATES 

IS THERE A SOLUTION TO THE ALCOHOL PROBLEM? 

The answer is an unqualified yes. Since the knowledge and methods now exist 
to better control drunk driving, it will be possible for the death and injury 
rates to be substantially reduced. 

And since the alcohol crash problem is essentially a political problem, it 
will be possible for citizens who learn how to insist on reform to get it. 

THE SOLUTION 

Unfortunately, innocent people will always be killed and injured by drunk 
drivers. It would be impossible to get all drunk drivers off the road just as it 
would be impossible to stop all other forms of violent crime. But unlike other 
forms of violent crime, large numbers of drunk drivers can be deterred from 
driving on our roads. 

While there is no total solution to the drunk driving problem, it is possi
ble to substantially reduce death and injury associated with alcohol-related 
crashes. Thousands of lives can be saved and hundreds of thousands of serious 
injuries can be prevented. 

To accomplish the goal of saving lives and reducing injuries it will be 
necessary for State governors and the highest elected officials in local govern
ments to establish a solution-oriented task forces to come to grips with the 
problem. 

This approach is endorsed by both the National Safety Council (NSC) and 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). 

If State and local officials refuse to establish State and local task forces 
it will be necessary for victims and concerned citizens to insist that the needed 
task force efforts are undertaken. 

A State task force needs to investigate the adequacy of State laws that deal 
with drinking drivers and investigate the State's system for dangerous flaws and 
deficiencies in the policies and procedures used by the State to protect the 
public from drunk drivers. 

Every governor must order the drafting and then implement a comprehensive 
master plan for his State that will coordinate efforts at the State and local 
level and is specifically designed to both control and deter drinking drivers. 



The general public must be educated through public information and 
education programs to the true nature and magnitude of the drunk driver problem 
and demand, if necessary, that enforcement efforts be substantially increased, 
deterrence (prevention) of drunk drivers be established and that the 
adjudication and sanctioning of drunk drivers be substantially improved. 

By getting substantially increased enforcement that is continous and well 
publicized and by providing that adjudication guarantees swift, sure, certain 
and meaningful penalties that include license sanctions and treatment for those 
drunk drivers who are convicted, the death and injury rates will be decreased. 

How many lives are saved and injuries prevented will depend on the level of 
commitment each State or community makes. 

The drinking public must be taught that drunk driving will no longer be 
tolerated in every community and that lesson must be continuously reinforced. 

The most important part of the solution will be the establishment of effec
tive, aggressive, anti-drunk driving citizen activist groups made up of dedi
cated victims and concerned citizens. 

Part of the problem in the United States in the past decade has been a lack 
of public support and understanding of the nature of the alcohol-crash problem. 
And without public support of, the kind that can be generated by citizen activist 
groups, highway safety specialists who knew what to do to diminish the problem 
have had little success. 

Citizen activists have proven that they can unchain the efforts necessary to 
save lives and reduce injuries at the State and local level. Without citizen 
activists working for reform, the problem will worsen. 

A GOOD SYSTEM TO CONTROL AND DETER DRUNK DRIVERS 

Drunk driving is not the intractable problem many feel it to be, but solving 
it will require greater effort by all levels of government and society. 

The ultimate responsibility for solving it must be accepted at the local 
level: it is there that society's attitudes toward drinking and driving are 
established, and it is there that the consequences of drunk driving are most 
acutely felt. 

A good system at the local level will: 

o Conduct programs oriented toward deterring the majority of drunk driv
ers who are never arrested, rather than "treating" the few who are. 
Programs that focus only on the relatively few drunk drivers arrested 
this year will not significantly reduce next year's alcohol-related 
crashes. 



o Provide for the integration and coordination of the various. functions 
of the drunk driving control system including enforcement, prosecu
tion, adjudication, education and treatment, public information, and 
licensing. These functions now exist in every State and locality but 
often fail to operate as a system because of insufficient coordina
tion. 

o Provide for financial self-sufficiency by assessing fines, court 
costs, and treatment fees so that convicted offenders defray program 
costs. The funds obtained through fines and.fees can be used to pay 
local governments for increased enforcement, better prosecution and 
adjudication, and treatment programs. The burden of paying for better 
drunk driving control and deterrence must,be placed on the drunk driv
ers and shifted off the taxpayer's back. 

o Provide for system coordination by a project director attached to the 
chief executive (mayor, county executive, etc.) of the local juris
diction. The role of the project director is to provide the leader
ship, liaison, and management decisions necessary to make the. system 
work. 

o Provide for up-to-date training of police, prosecutors, judges, licen
sing.officias, probation o icers, treatment, and education specia
lists. 

o Stress vigorous and continuous selective enforcement by police, inclu
ding the use of traffic check points (road blocks) designed to detect 
and deter drunk drivers. 

o Continuously publicize the increased enforcement efforts and.make spe
ee ends such as New; Year's and highcial emphasis on key holiday weekends'


school prom weekends which are known for increased DWI fatality rates.


o Continually warn the public through vigorous public education and 
media efforts that drunk driving will not be tolerated in the community 
and that enforcement'efforts have been increased and consequences have 
been made more severe. 

o Provide that arrested drunk drivers will be promptly moved through the 
criminal justice system. 

o Provide a driver record system capable of identifying repeat offenders 
that is easily accessible to the courts. 

o Provide for administrative license suspension, revocation, or restric
tion for all first and repeat offenders and empower the courts to make 
recommendations on such license actions. 

o Provide the courts with the following sanction options for all persons 
convicted of driving un er the influence of alcohol: (1) for first-
time offenders, community service, stiff fines, and attendance in 
either an alcohol education program or a treatment program depending 



on the type of drinking problem the person has; (2) for multiple 
offenders, community service, imprisonment, or both, as well as fines 
and attendance in a treatment program. 

o Provide monitoring to assure compliance with court-ordered sanctions. 

o Provide for efficient arrest procedures. 

o Provide for pre-sentence screening of offenders to provide a basis for 
selecting appropriate sanctions. 

o Assure that convicted drunk drivers get swift, sure, and certain pun
ishment and sanctions. 

o Provide for prompt court hearings for probation violations. 

o Stress prevention by educating tavern owners not to serve intoxicated 
patrons or minors and provide for enforcement against establishments 
that serve alcoholic beverages to the public. 

o Publicize the names of persons arrested for drunk driving and later 
publicize the sanctions imposed on drunk drivers by the courts, and 
licensing officials. 

o Provide for long-term prevention with more effective educational pro
grams in schools and communities so that responsible attitudes toward 
alcohol use and driving can be developed in the pre-driver population. 

THE CURRENT SYSTEM IN STATES AND COMMUNITIES 

The system that deals with the drunk driver (police, prosecutors, courts, 
education, and treatment, etc.) in virtually every State and community is defi
cient, uncoordinated, and loaded with dangerous flaws--flaws and deficiencies 
that allow innocent people to be routinely killed and injured. 

The system in each State is different. And the systems in each county and 
city within a State are different. That is why a task force approach is needed in 
every State and local level of government in the nation. 

While many of the flaws and deficiencies are generic-type problems and can 
be similar from State to State, and county to county, the only way to uncover the 
specific problem in each system is by a thorough investigation at the State and 
local levels of government. 

Deficiencies and flaws can include: 

o Inadequate State laws. 

o Poor record keeping by a State department of motor vehicles that makes 
it impossible to know when a person is a repeat offender, or failure of 
courts to send records of convictions to the department of motor 
vehicles. 



o Lax law enforcment at the State and local levels by State, county, and 
city police. 

o Lax prosecution efforts and routine plea-bargaining or reducing alco
hol-related offenses to a non-alcohol related offense; inadequate time 
for case preparation. 

o Inadequate training of police, prosecutors, and judges. 

o Probation violations that go ignored. 

o Dangerously slow adjudication. For example, one local task force 
found that DWI offenders were routinely being arrested for a second 
offense without having gone to trial for the first offense. One driver 
was arrested a fourth time without having gone to trial for the three 
prior arrests. It is not unusual for 6-8 months to elapse before an 
individual is brought to trial. 

o Antiquated arrest and processing procedures. 

o Failure to use deterrent publicity to advise the public that increased 
enforcement efforts are continuously underway and that convictions 
have increased. 

o Failure to use selective enforcement procedures. 

o Courts routinely sending repeat offenders to the same education pro
grams five and six times. 

o Failure to monitor convicted drunk drivers to make sure they comply 
with court orders. 

o Failure to use license sanctions. 

The list of deficiencies and flaws is endless. Every system needs to be 
thoroughly checked and the problems corrected. There is no other way. 

Y 
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CHAPTER 3: CITIZEN ACTIVISM 

CITIZEN ACTIVIST GROUPS 

Citizen activist groups demanding reform of the drunk driving problem and 
keeping public pressure on elected officials are the single most important tool 
that is needed to effectively get drunk drivers off the roads. 

Citizen activist groups led by knowledgeable and capable leaders are needed 
across the nation to spearhead well-planned campaigns against drunk drivers at 
the State and local level. 

Citizen activist groups are easy to start and the work of such groups can be 
accomplished in the spare time of volunteers at little or no cost. 

Citizen activist groups have proven that they are able to easily mount the 
grass-roots pressure necessary to bring about needed changes at the State and 
local level. 

In the past two years, citizen activist groups have been able to: 

o	 Trigger State and local task force efforts. 

o	 Get better anti-drunk driving laws enacted. 

o	 Focus unprecedented media and public attention and pressure on the 
drunk driver issue. 

o	 Get police to increase substantially arrests of drunk drivers at the 
State and local level. 

o	 Get more vigorous and effective prosecution of drunk drivers. 

o	 Get judges to hand down stiffer, more meaningful sentences. 

o	 Expose dangerous deficiencies in the drunk driver control system and 
get corrective action. 

o	 Coordinate efforts of other organizations and concerned citizens 
working for better drunk driver control. 

o	 Help victims cope with their tragedy. 

o	 Saves lives and prevent injuries. 

The results achieved by citizen activist groups have been dramatic and 
effective and can be duplicated in every State or community. 

An effective citizen activist group can be started by one person or a few 
people who are motivated and committed to helping reduce unnecessary death and 



injury caused by drunk drivers. A new group can be started from scratch or one of 
the existing national organizations can be joined. Either way can be effective 
as long as a total coordinated or systems approach to the problem is taken. 
Anything less means more unnecessary death and injury. 

Both victims and concerned citizens have proven to be effective in leading 
anti-drunk driving citizen activist groups. But the leaders must learn how to 
organize other people to accomplish their mutual goals, to fully understand the 
drunk driving issue and the strategies needed to force reform. It's not that 
difficult and the basics are contained in this manual. 

EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS 

MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Drivers) and RID (Remove Intoxicated Drivers) 
are the two major anti-drunk driving citizen activist groups in the U6ited 
States. The majority of the active members in both groups are victims. 

MADD is headquartered in California and RID is headquartered in New York. 
Both organizations have chapters in other States and both groups. are looking for 
volunteers to set up new chapters in every State. 

The efforts and successes of both groups have received extensive nationwide 
publicity. There can be no question that both MADD and RID have been extremely 
effective in forcing major efforts to better control drunk driving in a number of 
States. 

Both groups have recently undergone quick growth in members and chapters. 
Rapid growth can put a strain on any organization, so before joining either 
group, contact both and request their complete literature. (Find out what each 
group will do for you.) 

Although MADD and RID have essentially the same goals, their methods of 
attacking the problem and their leadership styles are substantially different. 
And the requirements and methods to set up a new chapter are different and so is 
the help you can expect from each organization. 

Find out exactly what type of help people setting up new chapters can expect 
and find out how much money (dues,fees) will be required and if fund raising for 
the national organization (to fund staff-workers) is required or if seed money is 
provided for the new chapter. 

Join the group that you feel will help you do the best job i,n your State or 
community to get drunk drivers off the road. 

Remember: Your group should take a complete, broad view of the problem and 
the solutions needed. Reducing death and injury caused by drunk drivers to the 
fullest extent possible will take a well-planned total systems approach. Simply 
getting police to make more arrests or getting judges to get tougher is not 
enough and the apparent results obtained will be short-lived--the whole-system 
must be improved. This is what is meant by the "systems approach." Also major 
fund raising. efforts are not really necessary and could detract from the time a 
new anti-drunk driving citizen group can spend on the issue. 



Until recently both MADD and RID were "shoestring" operations, but now, as a 
result of massive publicity and with Federal grants, private donations, and 
member fees to help carry on their work, both organizations appear to be 
permanently established forces demanding and getting better control of the 
drinking driver and helping to improve other aspects of the alcohol-crash 
problem. 

Much of both groups' many accomplishments were achieved with volunteer 
effort and very little funds. 

If none of the existing MADD nor RID chapters appeal to you, it is still 
possible to start an aggressive citizen activist group in any State or community 
that can achieve the needed results. 

Starting a citizen activist group from scratch just takes a little work and 
know-how. How to start a group is explained in this manual. 

In addition to writing to MADD and RID, contact any existing citizen 
activist anti-drunk driving group that is established in your State and consider 
contacting other State organizations to exchange ideas. 

RID-Missouri and the MADD group in Maryland (this group is only loosely 
affiliated with the national MADD organization) have both earned excellent 
reputations. They are among the best in the nation. They are both worth 
contacting. (A list of citizen activist groups is included in the Appendix.) 

HOW TO ORGANIZE A CITIZEN ACTIVIST GROUP 

All it takes to start a citizen activist group is one person or a small 
group of people who have the motivation and commitment to volunteer their time 
and energy to work for better drunk driving control in their State and community. 
All it takes is for a person or small group to decide that they are going to 
launch a campaign to get drunk drivers off the road and they are in business. 
It's as simple as that. 

Starting a citizen activist group does not require hiring an attorney or an 
accountant or the expense of incorporating. There are no permits to obtain or 
fees to pay. 

The new group can accomplish its goals with little or no funds. Everything 
needed can be obtained by donations. 

Here are the major organization steps: 

Step 1: Set Goals 
Step 2: Educate Your Organizers 
Step 3: Research the Problem 
Step 4: Set Strategy 
Step 5: Go Public 



STEP 1: GOALS FOR A CITIZEN ACTIVIST' GROUP 

The goals of a citizen activist group are: 

o	 To reduce death and injury caused by drunk. drivers. 

o	 To educate the public and public officials to the true magnitude 
and nature of the drunk driving problem and the steps that must be 
taken to correct the problem. 

o	 To work for better control of the drunk driver problem at the 
State and local level. To demand reform, if necessary. 

o	 To promote general deterrence to keep the drinking public from 
excessive drinking and driving. 

o	 To work for increased arrests of drunk drivers. 

o	 To work for more vigorous and effective prosecution. 

o	 To work for more effective sanctioning by Judges 

o	 To help ease the pain of victims. 

o	 To request and obtain State and local task forces. 

o	 To make sure that once the problem is corrected to the fullest 
extent possible, it stays corrected. 

STEP 2: EDUCATION FOR CITIZEN ACTIVIST ORGANIZERS 

To be effective, the organizers of the new citizen activist group need'to 
learn about and understand the drunk driving problem. So, the first step after 
forming a new citizen activist group is to make sure that the organizers fully 
understand the issue. 

While the drunk driving issue is a complex problem, it is an easy one to 
understand. 

There are several newspaper and magazine articles in the appendix of this 
manual that will help you understand the drunk driving problem. 

Organizers of a new citizen activist group, including those who want to join 
one of the national organizations should read this entire guide and review some 
of the reference material before beginning to tackle the problem. 

Have new members of a citizen activist group who are going to be active 
workers also read this manual. 



STEP 3: HOW TO RESEARCH THE PROBLEM IN YOUR STATE AND COMMUNITY 

One of the best ways to learn about the specific deficiencies in a particu
lar State or local governmental jurisdiction is to take a look at the total 
system firsthand. 

Go out and talk to police officers who make drunk driving Arrests. Ask the 
officers for their viewpoints on the problem. Ask to be an observer on a drunk 
driving patrol. (Many police departments have "ride-along" programs and welcome 
citizen observers.) Find out from the police what they think needs to be done 
and what specific problems they encounter with the system. Look at detection 
techniques, apprehension, processing, and court-related procedures. 

Police officers, in general, detest drunk drivers (because they see the 
carnage drunk drivers produce) and many are very willing to help citizen activist 
groups fight the problem by providing information about problems in the system 
and recommendations for corrective action. The advice of the police is invalu
able. 

On many police forces there is at least one officer (it could be the chief 
of police or a private) who recognizes the severity of the drunk driving problem 
and is committed to helping put a halt to the problem. That officer can be a boon 
to a citizen activist group. Ask officers on the local police department if they 
know of such an officer. Ask them if they know who goes out.of his or her way to 
arrest drunk drivers. That's the officer you want to talk to. You need each 
other's help. 

Meet with a member of the prosecutor's office who routinely handles drunk 
driving cases and ask for an explanation of how drunk drivers are processed after 
being arrested. Ask about office policy (both in writing and in practice) on 
plea-bargaining and violations of probation stemming from previous drunk driving 
convictions. Ask the prosecutor to explain what problems exist in the system 
from his perspective and what needs to be done to correct those problems. Walk 
through the steps in the system with the prosecutor. Find out the minimum and 
maximum time it takes for each step. 

Sit in a courtroom and observe routine drunk driving cases being processed. 
Observe how repeat offenders are sentenced. (Sit in the front row so you can see 
and hear everything.) Ask to meet the judge and ask for an explanation of 
problems from the judge's perspective and recommendations to improve matters. 
Find out from the police who is the toughest judge on drunk drivers--that is the 
judge you want to talk to first. 

Talk to probation officers and rehabilitation counselors. Ask about pro
blems in the system. 

Find out which State legislators have been introducing drunk driving legis
lation. (Call the legislative reference office in your State capitol and ask to 
be told the sponsors of recent drunk driving legislation.) Ask then what are the 
roadblocks to getting new legislation passed and ask if they are interested in 
working with your citizen activist group. 



Drunk driving is an apple pie and motherhood Issue. It is almost 
politically impossible to be against it. That is one reason why citizen activist 
groups can gather so much power. 

Throughout this effort keep notes about problems in the system you uncover 
or learn about so that they may be addressed at a later date, hopefully by a task 
force. 

TIP: When talking to anyone who is connected with the system that deals 
with the drinking driver always ask if they know of any problems in the system 
that endanger the public. Many times if you don't ask, you won't find out. Also, 
get their view on what needs to be done to correct the system. 

Using the above approach of education and research it is possible to learn 
enough about the issue in a few weeks and then begin immediately to design 
systematic steps to get significant efforts underway to protect the public from 
drunk drivers. 

Make sure that as part of your research you find out what efforts have been 
attempted in the past year at the State or local level depending on which 
jurisdiction you are trying to improve. 

STEP 4: A PROVEN STRATEGY FOR A CITIZEN ACTIVIST GROUP 

An effective citizen activist group can accomplish the goal of reducing 
death and injury caused by drunk drivers in any State, city, or county. But each 
group will need an coherent strategy to at least use as a road map. 

An effective strategy will: 

o Alert the public to the problem. 

o Demand that corrective action be taken immediately

0 Coordinate efforts to obtain the needed corrective action. 

o Obtain the needed corrective action. 

o Provide for further improvements and forever monitor progress 
made. 

After the citizen activist group has been formed and the organizers have 
educated themselves about the drunk driving issue, then efforts should begin to 
get corrective action. 

The following strategy works. It can and should be customized for individ
ual State and local needs. 

1. Use the media to help educate the public to the true seriousness of the 
drunk driving problem. Ask the public to write to specific elected 
officals to demand reform. 

x 



o Hold press conferences on the problem and generate news and fea
ture stories. (See section on the media.) 

o Arrange to go on radio and television talk shows. Explain the 
problem to the public and what they should do.* 

2. Request and obtain a State or local task force or begin 'to build public 
pressure to force the appointment of a task force. 

o Let the media know what steps you are taking to get the task 
force. 

o ' Launch a petition drive and a letter writing campaign. 

o Meet with the police chief, the elected prosecutor, judges, etc., 
and explain the need for the task force to them and ask them the 
endorse the call for the task force. 

o Obtain media support. Ask for editorials supporting the call for 
the task force. Write letters to the editor. Ask for investiga
tive stories on drunk driving to be done. 

o Speak out at church groups, PTAs and other groups. Each time ask 
that letters be written and petitions signed to support the call 
for the task force. 

o Lobby for the task force. 

o Refuse to take "NO" for an answer. Refuse to give-up. The drunk 
driving crisis is real. Responsible elected officAis have got to 
either appoint a task force which will be required to take a total 
systems approach or take alternative action that will reduce 
death and injury caused by drunk drivers. They can't be allowed 
to do nothing any longer. 

3. Work for increased enforcement. 

o Meet with police officials and request that substantially more 
drunk driving arrests be made and that increased police efforts 
be well publicized to help deter the drinking public from drink
ing and driving. 

o If police management won't promise and deliver increased enforce
ment, bring citizen pressure to bear. 

See appendix for a short articulate explanation of the problem that can be 
used",to take to Talkshows. 



o Every chance you get (on talk shows, when interviewed by report
ers, and when writing letters to editors) ask that friends, 
neighbors, and members of the general public call the police 
department and insist on increased enforcement. 

o Have people call elected officials to put pressure on police for 
more arrests. 

o Launch a petition drive asking that the chief of police order his 
officers to arrest more drunk drivers. 

o Ask that police to consider setting up roadblocks to catch drunk 
drivers.* This is currently being done in several States and 
communities. However, some legal issues have not been fully 
resolved. 

4. Work for improved prosecution and handling of drunk drivers by judges. 

o Meet with prosecutors and judges. Ask for more vigorous prosecu
tion of drunk drivers and better sentencing and sanctioning by 
judges. 

o Ask that plea-bargaining to non-alcohol-related offenses be dis
continued. 

o Ask that victim impact statements be part of the sentencing pro
cedure. 

o Ask that pre-sentencing investigations including drinking problem 
assessments be conducted on all convicted drunk drivers. 

o Organize court monitoring and publicize the results. 

o Encourage victims to get involved in their own cases and demand 
vigorous prosecution and effective, fair sentencing. 

o Keep the media informed of the progress of newsworthy drunk dri
ving cases. (A case involving a fatality or the arrest and 
prosecution of a famous person or "respected" member of the com
munity such as a judge, an elected official, or others.) 

o Encourage the media to publicize the names of those arrested for 
drunk driving and later the dispositions of their cases. 

o Try to have published the names of those drivers whose licenses to 
drive has been suspended or revoked and-encourage the public to 
report those who drive anyway. 

The purpose o police roadblocks or traffic checkpoints is to increase the 
fear of being arrested, not to significantly increase numbers of drunk 
drivers arrested. Other types of selective enforcement need to be used in 
conjunction with roadblocks. 



5. Work for improved alcohol education programs and treatment for both 
first time and multiple offenders in addition to license suspensions 
and revocations, stiffer fines, jail, etc. 

o Attend the programs and learn firsthand what the problems are or 
talk to people connected with the programs or who have attended 
the programs and demand that corrective action be taken when 
problems are identified. 

6. Encourage and help establish student groups against drunk drivers, 
such as Students Against Drunk Drivers (SADD). 

o Meet with interested school principals and teachers who want to 
start student groups. 

o Try to get "Dial-a-Ride" programs started so that no youngster 
will have to drive home intoxicated or with a friend who is 
intoxicated.* 

7. Work to involve the business community. 

o Get the business community to help publicize the issue and pay for 
some items needed to bring about corrections. 

8. Work to improve State laws on drunk driving. 

o Examine existing legislation, find the loopholes and identify 
additional legislation needed and have correcting and new legis
lation introduced. 

o Work actively to get bills passed and signed into law. 

9. Work to get your governor to make the protection of the public from 
drunk drivers a State priority. Meet with your governor and get a 
commitment from him to do everything possible to get the drunk driver 
off the road. 

STEP 5: GOING PUBLIC 

When the strategy of the new group has been decided, and a name for the 
group has been chosen, it is time to go public. (See Chapter on the Role of the 
Media.) 

Issue a press release to all radio and television station news departments, 
and local newspapers announcing the formation of the organization. Write letters 
to local churches and other organizations to announce your existence. (Get 
distinctive stationery with your organization's name on it--it helps to 
establish the grcup's identity.) 

* See Appendix for sample Dial-A-Ride program. 



Let your community know that you have started a citizen activist group to 
fight drunk driving and that from this day on drunk driving will not be tolerated 
in your community. 

SUGGESTION: Have a phone number that you can make public and if possible a 
telephone answering machine. Try to get a phone line and an answering machine 
donated to your organization as soon as possible. Your phone will soon start 
ringing off its hook. Also consider paying for an answering service for a few 
months until you can get an answering machine. 

ORGANIZING MEETING 

After a core group of victims and concerned citizens have gotten together 
and planned the strategy they will be using as a citizen activist group, an 
organizing meeting should be held to build up the membership of the newly formed 
organization. 

Issue a press release to all radio and television stations, and local 
newspapers announcing the time, date, and purpose of the meeting. (An evening is 
best). Send letters to businesses, community leaders, local churches, and other 
civic groups to let them know about the meeting and that an effort to fight drunk 
driving in the State or community is being launched. Ask the church leaders to 
make announcements to their congregations about the organizing meeting and ask 
the civic groups to let their membership know. 

Plan a meeting agenda so that time at the meeting will be well spent. 

An agenda could include a showing of the film "Until I Get Caught" or 
"America's Greatest Tragedy." Both are excellent trigger films for discussion 
about the drunk driving issue and are available from the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) in Washington. 

Have several speakers--victims, a judge, police official, a prosecutor, 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative, or others--talk at the meeting about 
the local aspects of the drunk driving problem. 

The meeting's organizer should explain the new group's goals and how they 
will be accomplished. Solicit volunteers to help with the work of the 
organization. And announce a schedule for a future meeting. 

But don't get discouraged if the first few meetings are sparsely attended. 
(In some communities as a result of extensive national and local news coverage of 
the drunk driving issue, first meetings will be packed). It takes time for 
victims and concerned citizens to become sensitized to the issue and in time the 
new organization will grow into a healthy number of dedicated people. And until 
it does, remember that it only takes a few motivated people to accomplish the 
necessary objectives of the organization. 



GETTING HELP


VOLUNTEERS 

At first the organizer(s) of the newly formed citizen activist group will be 
doing all the work of getting the anti-drunk driving campaign underway. And 
while it only takes a few people who know what they are doing to achieve the 
needed results, each additional volunteer makes the job easier for everyone and 
helps get results quicker. 

As long as the new citizen activist group demonstrates aggressive, effec
tive leadership then new members will join. There are many victims and concerned 
citizens who want to get the drunk driver off the road and share some of the many 
goals of an anti-drunk driving citizen activist group. When word gets out that 
the organization is in existence then people will contact the group to volunteer 
their help. 

But keep in mind that building a membership base takes time. Although it 
can happen overnight (following extensive media publicity about the new group), 
finding good members often takes months. So be patient and don't get 
discouraged. 

There is always work that volunteers can do in the fight against drunk 
drivers. But it may not be possible to assign meaningful Jobs to new volunteers 
right away. So find out what special skills each person volunteering to help has 
and record their name and phone number for later use. 

There are many tasks that need to be done in the fight against drinking 
drivers. There is something everyone can do. 

The work that needs to be done includes: 

o Public speaking at press conferences, testifying at public hear
ings, and talking to PTAs, church, and other groups about the 
drunk driving issue. 

o Writing letters, typing, filing, and general office work. 

o Working for tougher, more effective State laws. 

o Lobbying for State and local task forces. 

o Serving as a member of a State or local task force. 

o Researching and investigating the issue. 

o Helping to organize demonstrations such as a candlelight vigil. 

o Public relations and helping get media coverage on the problem. 



o Helping to distribute petitions, educational materials, and 
posters. 

o Court monitoring. 

VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS 

Through publicity and word of mouth, ask for victims and survivors to 
contact the citizen activist group either to help fight the drunk driving problem 
or to be helped themselves in coping with their tragedy. 

Losing a loved one or one's health to a drunk driver is very difficult to 
cope with. Just being able to talk with other people who have gone through the 
same type of experience with a drunk driver helps ease the emotional pain. And 
the citizen activist group can help exp-lain why it happened and what must be done 
in the future to keep drunk drivers off the road. 

Every new victim and survivor, who has suffered because of a drunk driver, 
needs to immediately arrange to meet with the prosecutor who will be handling 
their case and find out what the facts are and what the prosecutor plans to do 
about what happened. 

Victims and survivors need to be encouraged to tell the prosecutor that they 
expect and demand that the drunk driver be prosecuted to the fullest extent of 
the law and that a responsible sentence be sought. The prosecutor needs to be 
told that plea-bargaining will not be acceptable and that you want a victim 
impact statement filed prior to sentencing. 

The prosecutor must be asked to keep the victim or survivor fully informed 
of the case as it progresses through the court. Victims and survivors should 
attend all key hearings and the actual trial. After sentencing, the victim or 
survivor needs to keep track of what happens to the drunk driver to make sure the 
sentence is carried out. This all helps keep pressure on prosecutors-And judges 
to improve the system to better protect the public. 

Many victims are advised by their civil trial attorney(s) to keep away from. 
the criminal proceedings of the case and not to contact the prosecutor. Find out 
exactly why your attorney is recommending this, weigh the pro's and con's, and 
make your own decision. 

If the trial involves a fatality or a very serious injury, call the news
papers, radio stations and television stations and ask if they will cover the 
trial. If the judge was lenient or the prosecutor less than vigorous then 
complain to the press, write letters to the editor. If the outcome was totally 
unfair, then picket the courthouse to demonstrate and publicly criticize the 
outcome. Insist on reform. 

THE LOSS OF A CHILD 

Losing an innocent child as a result of a needless alcohol-related crash is 
perhaps one of the most difficult problems a parent will have to deal with in his 
or her life. 



The loss of a child often imposes severe emotional strain on the surviving 
parents. Everyone handles their grief differently and some parents may need help 
overcoming the grief that follows the death of a child. 

Anti-drunk driving citizen activist groups should be prepared to offer 
support and help for bereaved parents. There are established groups that provide 
support to the sorrowing parent and the names of local groups should be made 
available to the parents who need such help. 

One such group is called The Compassionate Friends. The Compassionate 
Friends is a self-help organizatio 0o fe`riendship and understanding to 
bereaved parents. The purpose of the organization is to promote and aid parents 
in the positive resolution of the grief experienced upon the death of their 
child, and to•foster the physical and emotional health of bereaved parents and 
siblings. The organization has no religious affiliation and offers support and 
friendship to any bereaved parents, regardless of race, creed or financial 
status. Parents come as they wish, as long as their needs are met. 

There are many other similar organizations all with the same purpose-
helping parents get through and understand the grief process. Call your local 
health department to find out the names of groups in your State and community. 

The address of The Compassionate Friends is: 

The Compassionate Friends 
National Headquarters 
P. 0. Box 1347

Oak Brook, IL 60521

Phone: (312) 323-5010


FUNDING AND FUND RAISING 

A newly organized citizen activist group can carry out a very effective 
campaign against drunk drivers at the State or local level with little or no 
funds. It does not require a lot of money for a citizen activist group to wage 
and win the war against drunk drivers. 

The battle can be waged on a "donated shoestring." Everything an activist 
group needs can be easily obtained by small donations from government agencies, 
other organizations, businesses, and concerned people. Most of the amounts 
needed are so small that group members fund much of the needed work out of 
pocket. 

While little money is needed to carry on the work of the citizen activist 
group, there may come a time when funds are needed for specific projects. (For 
example, buying stationery and business cards with the group°s name printed on 
it.) 

Hold a bake sale or a car wash. High school students will help and such 
events can raise several hundred dollars. Larger amounts will rarely be needed 
by any citizen activist group made up of volunteers. 



OBTAINING DONATIONS 

The general public wants drunk drivers off the road and will support efforts 
to protect itself from drunk drivers. Everything needed to conduct the business 
of a citizen activist group can be obtained by small donations. 

Government agencies responsible for drunk driver control also often will 
help'with photocopying of needed materials, a few office supplies, etc. If long 
distance calls need to be made pertaining to the drunk driver issue, many groups 
are willing to let citizen activists use their phone facilities at no charge. 
You just have to ask. 

There is much. that the private sector can and wi11 do to help wage an 
effective campaign against drunk driving. 

For example, in Montgomery County, Maryland, several new car dealers got 
together after a task force on drunk driving was appointed by the county execu
tive and formed an organization they call DADD (Dealers Against Drunk Drivers). 
They have offered to help publicize the issue and to purchase some preliminary 
breath testers to donate to the police department. 

In other places the private sector has: 

o Paid for taxi fares of people who are impaired and choose not to 
drive home. 

o Paid for billboards warning the public about drunk drivers. 

o Paid for advertising promoting public awareness on the issue. 

o Donated large and small amounts of money to help an activist group 
carry on its work. For example, one insurance company paid to 
rent an office for a year when MADD first started. 

o Television stations have donated studio facilities to help pro
duce public service announcements on the drunk driving issue and 
air time. 

o Donated copies of petitions, etc., office supplies, and other 
needed small items. 

There are a few items that will make the work of a newly formed anti-drunk 
driving citizen activist group much easier. 

They include: a separate telephone line for the organization, a telephone 
answering machine, and a copying machine. Many organizations after they learn 
about your group's efforts to fight drunk driving will ask what they can do to 
help your organization. Ask them if they can provide your group with the above 
mentioned items. 

I 



IMPLEMENTING STRATEGY--TOOLS FOR THE ACTIVIST 

Just as a few people with the right tools (steam shovels, front-end loaders, 
and dump trucks) can move a mountain, so can citizen activists fight drunk 
driving if they know how to use a few tools that will unleash grass-roots citizen 
power. 

THE CANDLELIGHT VIGIL 

Let your elected officials know that the citizens will no longer tolerate 
drunk driving in your State or community. 

When elected officials are reluctant to pass needed legislation, a public 
protest helps bring the message to them that drunk driving is an important issue 
that they must address. 

In Maryland, victim activist leaders held a candlelight vigil to bring 
pressure on the politicians. They used press releases and telephone calls to 
alert victims and concerned citizens throughout the State that the vigil was 
being held. The first year, while the drunk driving issue was in its infancy in 
Maryland, only 70 people showed up at the State capitol. But the second year, at 
the second annual candlelight vigil, more than 300 victims and concerned citizens 
marched outside the capitol silently holding candles to commemorate the dead. 
Bus loads of people came from outlying counties. 

The names of those killed by drunk drivers were read from the State capitol 
steps and the leaders of the vigil demanded that more be done to protect the 
public from the drunk driver. It was very effective. 

SUGGESTION: Make sure that the press is notified, including the television 
stations. The vigil held in Maryland received widespread media attention--and 
the attention of the State's elected officials. 



THE PETITION DRIVE 

If a governor, mayor, or county executive refuses to establish an anti-drunk 
driving task force or drags his or her feet, then launch a petition drive as part 
of the strategy needed to force reform. 

The petition should call on the reluctant elected offical to establish a 
solution-oriented task force to identify exactly what steps must be taken to 
protect the public from drunk driving. People of all ages should be encouraged 
to sign the petition--because everyone (children, young adults, adults, and 
senior citizens) is at risk. 

A petition drive is a very effective way to help build public pressure 
needed to get drunk, drivers off the roads. And the petition drive also helps 
raise public awareness about the issue. 

It needn't cost any funds to conduct an effective petition drive. All 
copies of the petition needed can be donated. 

Ask a group or business organization sympathetic to the anti-drunk driving 
cause to donate 500 or 1,000 copies of the petition to your organization. Or ask 
a friendly local politician for the copies. A lot of groups will help by 
donating copies, if asked. You only need a few copies to start. 

Put your name and address on the petition so that they can be mailed back to 
you when filled out. 

Have volunteers put petitions (and pick them up at a later date) on bulletin 
boards in hospitals, bowling alleys, supermarkets, fire stations, and everywhere 
else you can think of. Ask permission first. 

Ask groups like the Boy and Girl Scouts, church youth groups, and others to 
help get the petition signed. Set up booths in shopping centers if you have 
enough volunteers. 

Generate publicity about the petition drive and ask the general public to 
request a copy of the petition by mail. Ask people to send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. 

Keep collecting signatures until you get the task force. Remember, the main 
function of the petition drive is to build public pressure and awareness. 

And every additional signature is one more person who has been alerted to 
the critical nature of the drunk driving problem. 

With minor changes (name, date, place, etc.) the sample petition in the 
appendix can be used in your campaign to get a task force. 
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THE PRESIDENTIAL PETITION APPROACH 

In late 1981 President Reagan was asked to establish a Blue Ribbon 
Commission to develop a national master plan to coordinate efforts needed in 
every State to control drunk drivers and reduce to the greatest extent possible 
death and injury associated with alcohol-related crashes. 

A letter calling for the President to appoint a Commission was drafted and 
handed to several congressmen who circulated it through the Congress. The 
request for the Commission got nationwide publicity, a number of influential 
major national organizations sent letters in support of the Commission to the 
White House, and victims and concerned citizens around the nation called their 
members of Congress asking them to sign the petition to the President. A 
majority of the Congress signed the letter and Congressman Jim Hansen of Utah 
hand delivered the letter to the President and made a personal appeal for the 
Commission. (Congressman Hansen and his family were victims of two alcohol-
related crashes during 1981.) 

Upon receipt of the letter signed by more that 300 members of Congress, 
President Reagan took only a few minutes to decide that something had to be done 
about the drunk driving problem in the United States. He directed the Secretary 
of Transportation to begin immediate efforts to formulate an approach to the 
drunk driving problem. The Commission was announced in April 1982. 

The job of the Commission is to encourage a total systems approach in every 
State and community in the nation. Every governor will be encouraged to appoint 
a State task force and encourage the establishment of local level task forces. 
But citizen activist groups have an important role to play in getting State task 
forces, local task forces, or equivalent efforts started. One very effective way 
to get a governor to establish a task force is to use the same approach that 
worked for the Presidential Blue Ribbon Commission. 

Draft a letter similar to the one in the appendix or on page 28. Find a 
member(s) of your State legislature who will send a copy of the letter to every 
member of the State legislature along with a cover "dear colleague" letter 
requesting that they sign it. After a few days, have the letter sent out again 
with a list of those who have signed it. Repeat the process several times. 

Announce the circulation of the letter to the media at a press conference 
which should be attended by the member(s) of the State legislature who agrees to 
circulate it. Write to every newspaper in the State and ask that the call for the 
State task force be supported editorially and that members of the general public 
call their legislators to ask them to sign the letter. 

Get other organizations, such as PTAs, churches, police, etc., to send 
letters of endorsement to the governor supporting the call for the task force. 



Members of the activist group should try to get as many people as possible 
to call their elected officials and ask them to sign the letter. The more calls 
the better. 

Have volunteers go to the State capitol or to the private office of every 
member of the legislature and ask if they have seen the letter and if they plan to 
sign it. If they do not plan to sign it, it usually is because they don't 
understand what the task force is supposed to accomplish. Have someone who is 
very knowledgeable on the drunk driving issue call back legislators who won't 
sign and explain the need for the task force or photocopy key pages of this 
manual and submit them to the elected officials so they can be made aware of the 
needed efforts to bring the drunk driving problem under control. 

When the petition is turned over to the governor, get plenty of press 
coverage. Make it hard for the governor to duck the demand for corrective 
action. The same approach can be used at the city or county level. 



SAMPLE LETTER 

ADDRESS THIS TO THE GOVERNOR OF YOUR STATE 

Dear Mr. Governor: 

We, the undersigned members of the State legislature wish to-bring to your 
attention the need for you to take a firm public leadership role to help resolve 
what is perhaps "America's Greatest Tragedy," the alcohol-crash problem in our 
country. 

Drunk driving and the gruesome toll it takes everyday is the most often 
committed violent crime in our country and has been allowed to become a national 
disgrace. Drunk driving is virtually uncontrolled in our State and is the most 
serious health and safety hazard our citizens face. In the past ten years (find 
number) people died in alcohol-related crashes and (find number) more were 
seriously injured in our State. 

The problem is projected to get much worse. 

We are convinced that much of the pain and suffering inflicted on innocent 
American families by drunk drivers is needless and preventable. In a State as 
great as ours, with our wealth of resources and talent, there is no sane reason 
to let this carnage continue. Drunk drivers can be removed from the highways. 
Death and destruction can be substantially reduced. But for this to happen, your 
immediate involvement is needed. 

Therefore, we ask that you appoint a solution-oriented task force that will 
bring together the most qualified persons to develop a coordinated plan of attack 
against drunk drivers in our State so that everything possible is done to reduce 
drinking driving and save lives and prevent injuries associated with alcohol-
related crashes. 

We ask that you encourage the establishment of local level task forces in 
every county and city within the State and use the powers of your office to help 
educate the public to the crisis we face because drunk drivers have been allowed 
to use our streets uncontrolled. 

We know the people of (your State) do not want the tragic problem of the 
drunk driver to continue. We believe that the public will get firmly behind your 
efforts to reduce death and injury caused by drunk drivers. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SIGNED 



PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS 

If necessary, there may be a time when it is necessary for victims to 
arrange a public demonstration. 

A group of 20 or more people carrying signs against drunk drivers is most 
effective. Students should be enlisted to help. 

Make sure the press, including the television stations, are alerted. 

Citizen activist leaders must maintain control of the demonstration and 
make sure that everyone conducts him or herself in a respectable and orderly 
manner. 

Before proceeding, check with the proper police authorities to find out if 
permits are needed and if any special restrictions apply. 

SIGNS:	 Have a theme. Don't demonstrate against the entire State 
legislature. Single out the people who stand in the way of drunk 
driving reform. 

Successful public demonstrations by victims of drunk drivers have been held 
in front of the State capitols in Maryland and California. And during the Carter 
administration, victims circled the White House. 

Such demonstrations are media events. Their purpose is to help generate 
media attention to alert both the public and elected officials that "drunk 
drivers must go." 

STUDENT POWER 

High school and college students are all too often the victims of drunk 
drivers. The loss of a classmate to a drunk driver or as a result of a student 
driving while impaired often creates the desire among the surviving students to 
take effective action to help stem the carnage associated with alcohol-related 
crashes. All too often, they simply don't know what to do. 

Suggest that students be organized into SADD groups. 

There is much that such groups can do to help in the battle against drunk 
drivers. 

They can help lobby for legislation, circulate petitions, and generate 
letter writing campaigns and, most importantly, they can help build peer pressure 
to keep other students from drinking and driving. 

In Virginia, in early 1982, a group of students organized after the death of 
a classmate helped arrange a meeting with the governor to request a State task 
force be established. Also, students are sitting members of the Fairfax County, 
Virginia, Task Force on Drunk Driving. 



Citizen activists should help foster such groups and the best way is to 
simply suggest to educators that such groups be sponsored. The potential of such 
groups is unlimited and their activities will help teach our young people good 
citizenship habits. 

THE PROCTOR APPROACH 

On Christmas Eve, December 23, 1981, five young people, the children and 
grandchildren of the Director of Religious-Education at the Westminister Metho
dist Church in Carroll County, Maryland, were killed by an alleged drunk driver. 

The group was on its way to church to take part in the Christmas Eve 
Pageant. They were killed in a head-on collision. A four-week-old infant who 
was going to play the part of baby Jesus was among the dead. 

The congregation was shocked into action. 

The Rev. Loren Gisselbeck decided that the death of five members of the 
Proctor family would have meaning, and he organized a public forum to 
aggressively attack the drunk driving problem in Carroll County. 

He invited elected officials, police, the county prosecutor and the Presi
dent of the County Commissioners to speak on ways the problem could be addressed 
and future tragedies, such as the one that befell the Proctor family, prevented. 

It was the coldest day since 1934 and yet more than 300 people, including a 
wide spectrum of community groups and churches, attended. 

A plea was made from the pulpit for a county task force to be established. 
Within minutes, the request for the task force was granted by the President of 
the County Commissioners. And Rev. Gisselbeck accomplished a major step toward 
his goal to make the streets of Carroll County safer. 

The same approach, which has become known as the Proctor Approach, can be 
successfully undertaken by any church or. community leader or citizen activist 
group. It's fast and it works. A week later, on Super Bowl Sunday, within less 
than two hours to 'game time, more than 150 people attended a similar forum in 
Fairfax County, Virginia, sponsored by Marie and Edward Kunec who lost their 20
year-old son to a drunk driver. They asked publicly for a task force to be 
established and the county executive, who was in attendance, immediately agreed 
to the request. 

The Proctor Approach is simple to implement and it is an effective way to 
obtain a local task force. 

How to do it: 

o Pick a date and place (a church, or large community meeting room). 



o Invite the highest elected official in the county or city or their 
representative, members of the police departments, the prosecu
tor's office, a judge and other elected officials. 

o Arrange to show the 20 minute version of the movie "Until I Get 
Caught." It shows the problem and is available free from the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 

o Issue a press release to all radio stations, local newspapers, 
and television station news departments alerting them to the pub
lic forum being held and its purpose, "To get something done about 
the drunk driving problem." Make sure the press release clearly 
invites the public to come. 

o Call each recipient of the press release to explain the purpose of 
the meeting and sell them on the idea of advance publicity about 
the meeting. 

o At least three days before the meeting, call the media again and 
ask for coverage of the meeting. Speak to assignment editors and 
try to get them to commit to covering your public forum. 

o Arrange for a good speaker, who is knowledgeable on the issue to 
explain to your audience what the problem is and why a task force 
is needed. 

o If your State has no State task force, prepare a petition or open 
letter to your governor calling for the formation of a State task 
force and the development of a comprehensive plan of action in 
your State to reduce death and injury caused by drunk drivers. 
(Sample letters to a Governor are on page 28 and in the Appendix.) 

o Send out the message loud and clear that "Your Community will no 
longer tolerate drunk driving." 

o After the meeting, arrange for your open letter petition to be 
copied and distributed in churches and schools and to as many 
civic organizations and interested individuals as possible. 

Not all of the above needs to be done and not all was done by Reverend Loren 
Gisselbeck. Pick the parts that you need to get the job done. 

NETWORKING 

One person can easily enlist the aid of thousands of people to help fight 
drunk driving if they know what they are doing. 

The technique that needs to be used is called "networking." 

It goes like this. 



Suppose you have a petition calling for the formation of a State task force 
by your governor. (You have already tried without success to get the governor to 
appoint the task force and that is why you are launching a petition drive.) 

You could have thousands of copies of the petition printed and begin the 
slow and ineffective process of getting them distributed one by one around the 
State. 

But with networking you go mainly to heads 'of organizations and enlist them 
to do the work for you. For example, you contact the president of the local PTA. 
You ask that PTA president to have copies of the petition made and distributed 
locally and, more importantly, you ask that a letter be written to the president 
of the statewide PTA and that that person, in turn, contact all PTA groups 
throughout the State (or county). Do the same with other organizations and that 
way with just a few telephone calls and meetings you will have the petition being 
circulated to thousands of people. 

Don't forget the religious community. A religious leader can be urged to 
contact all other religious leaders (they have local and State associations that 
are interdenominational) to get the petition circulated through the church com
munity. 

SUGGESTION: When involved in a petition drive or letter writing campaign, 
ask anyone you talk to about the drunk driving issue to bring the matter to the 
attention of the organizations they belong to and help get the petitions circu
lated. It's simple. It's effective and it works. 

THE TELEPHONE TREE 

There may be times when all of the members of a citizen activist group need 
to be contacted as quickly as possible to help further the cause. For example, 
an important, tougher anti-drunk driving bill could be hung up in a legislative 
committee at the State capitol and in danger of being killed. Lots of phone 
calls from angry constituents to committee members can save the day. 

So be prepared in advance with a telephone tree. Using a telephone tree it 
is possible to contact hundreds of concerned members and get them into action in 
a matter of minutes. 

The telephone tree method can also be used to inform members of demonstra
tions and meeting times. Using a telephone tree saves time for everyone. 

How it works: Assign a number to each member of the activist group. The 
leader calls number two, three, and four. Member number two calls members number 
five, six, and seven. Member number three calls members number eight, nine, and 
ten and so on until-all members are called. It is simple and it works. 

Hint: All members when asked to call to help work for a bill should also be 
asked to call their friends and neighbors and ask them to call also. Very often 
the family and friends and neighbors of a victim are willing to help by attending 
demonstrations or making calls to public officials to keep the pressure on. 



LOBBYING FOR BETTER DRUNK DRIVING LEGISLATION 

The majority of States have inadequate laws to control drunk drivers. Bad 
laws desperately need to be replaced and dangerous loopholes need to be filled. 
That has been the situation in most States for more than ten years. 

In many States, stiffer anti-drunk driving laws have been routinely intro
duced in the legislatures year after year only to be killed in committee. 

This happened because the public was uninformed about the need for improved 
laws, the media failed to adequately cover the issue, the elected officials, in 
general, didn't care about the problem and mainly because there was not citizen 
pressure coupled with effective work to get the bills passed. 

Citizen activist groups need to learn what is wrong with the existing State 
laws, what new laws are needed and to get the needed bills introduced and enacted 
into law. 

Citizen activist groups need to learn how to work legislatures to see that 
necessary laws are enacted. 

HOW TO WORK FOR BETTER DRUNK DRIVING LAWS 

The following are suggested steps to take and research needed to be done to 
effectively lobby for better drunk driving laws. 

Many of the steps were used by citizen activists in Maryland and California 
to get better, tougher new State laws during the past year. 

1. Learn exactly how the legislative process works in your State. (Call 
the governor's office and ask if the State has a booklet on the legis
lative process.) Ask them to send you a copy. Also ask to talk to a 
staff member who understands the process and can explain any pitfalls 
in the process. 

2. Get copies of existing legislation on drunk driving. Learn what the 
laws mean. If you have any questions about the laws, then ask a 
qualified person (a prosecutor, a judge) for an answer. Many people 
will be glad to help. 

3. Talk to judges, police, prosecutors, and others and find out what is 
wrong with existing laws on drunk driving and what changes and new laws 
are needed. 

4. Get copies of the drunk driving laws from New York State, California, 
Maine and Minnesota. Copies may be obtained by writing to the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration or to the Governor's Representa
tive for Highway Safety in each of these States (see Appendix). 

5. Find out what new laws on drunk driving have been introduced and died 
over the past five years. Get copies of the laws and the names of the 
sponsors. Talk to them or their staffs and find out what the road



blocks are to getting the new laws through. Find out if the laws that 
were introduced were any good. Find out who will be introducing' more 
new laws in the coming legislative session. 

6. Find out who would be a good sponsor for bills that need to be intro
duced and ask that person to sponsor the new legislation that is 
needed. 

7. Generate publicity about the newly introduced bill. Hold a press 
conference if the bill is newsworthy enough or issue press releases. 
Talk about the need for the bill whenever interviewed by the media. 

8. Track the bill through every step of the legislative process. If 
necessary call the proper committee every day to find out what is hap
pening to the bill. 

9. Make sure that the hearing on the bill will be held in plenty of time 
to finish other needed steps to have the bill voted on and passed into 
law. Talk to the staff of the committee chairman and find out the 
hearing date, if necessary request a public hearing. Say you want to 
be notified by mail so your group can attend. Let the staffer know 
that there is widespread citizen support for the bill and that your 
group wants to be kept abreast of everything that happens to the bill. 

10. Find out when the hearing will be held on the bill. Help to line up 
lots of witnesses, victims, police, judges, and qualified experts to 
testify why the bill is vital to public safety. 

11. Have members of the citizen activist group telephone and if possible 
visit every committee member to educate them about the merits and need 
for the bill. Ask them how they are going to vote. Get a commitment! 
Let them know that your group is building citizen pressure to get the 
bill passed once it is out of committee. 

12. Concentrate attention on the committee chairman. The committee chair
man has. the power to get the bill out of committee. Find out what 
objections the committee chairman has. If they are unreasonable, then 
put political pressure on the chairman. Point out to the media why his 
or her objections are unreasonable. Arrange a public meeting, formal 
or informal, to highlight your position. Call in the media, television 
and print reporters. Let the public know what is. happening in the 
legislative process. 

13. Get other organizations to help persuade the elected officials that 
the bill is needed. If possible, organize a meeting of persons or 
groups interested in drunk driving legislation and plan a concerted 
attack on the issue. Insurance companies, medical societies, police, 
all work to get bills passed. Many of those types of groups will help 
on the drunk driving issue, if asked. 



14. Keep a record of how each committee member votes on the bill and make 
their vote public through the media, organizational newsletters and 
anyway you can. Let the officials know you are going to do that. 

15. When the bill is before the committee or before the full House or 
Senate, get lots of people calling their local elected officials and 
ask them to vote for the bills. The callers should ask how the 
official is going to vote. Get a commitment! 

16. Educate members of the citizen activist group about the bill and have 
them call as many legislators as possible to push the bill. 

17. Generate lots of letters from the public to specific members of the 
legislature asking them to vote for the needed drunk driving bill. 

18. Find out who is for and against the bill (take a straw vote--ask each 
member of the legislature how they.are going to vote) and then concen
trate on the members who are against the bill. 

19. Consider holding demonstrations (such as a candlelight vigil) at key 
times during the legislative, process. 

20. Write letters to all editors and ask for their support on the bills. 
Ask them to do editorials about the bill and the need to control drunk 
drivers. 

21. Ask the governor to take a public position on the bills. If the 
governor supports the bill(s) ask that the governor and his staff lobby 
to get the bills passed. If the governor won't support the bills, 
find out why. Also ask that the sponsors of the bill help lobby for 
it. 

Vocal grass roots support is very effective--but it takes time to learn how 
to do it and some trial and error. Every State is different. But it can be done. 
Citizen activist groups must learn to refuse to take "no" for an answer and to 
refuse to accept defeat. 

ANTI-DRUNK DRIVING LAWS 

A thorough review of your State's laws on drunk driving needs to be 
conducted to determine what changes and additions should be made so that police, 
prosecutors, and the courts can effectively protect the public from the drunk 
driver. 

Drunk driving laws are complex. Have each and every anti-drunk driving law 
explained to you by a competent authority who is both knowledgeable with your 
State laws and the problems with them. Contact your Governor's Highway Safety 
Representative for help. Also, to get a range of opinion, contact other.compe
tent authorities. Ask police officials who deal with the drunk driver problem, 
senior prosecutors, and judges what the problems with existing law are from their 
perspective. Ask them what additional laws are needed. Their input is invalu
able and needs to be solicited. Many of them have known for years what the 
problems are and what changes need to be made. But without public support of the 



kind citizen activist groups can generate, they have had little success in most 
States getting the needed changes enacted into law. 

So-called "tough" laws, those which require minimum-mandatory jail in the 
past have only worked for a short time. The death rate can be expected to decline 
after their enactment, but the fact is that after the public learns that they are 
not really being enforced, the death rate climbs back up to where it was. 
Because of the magnitude of the problem, the vast numbers of Americans who drink 
and then drive, there simply is no way to enforce the laws. We don't have enough 
jails. 

Instead of taking a chance of frustrating the public with "tough" laws that 
most likely.are doomed to failure, consider working for reasonable laws that can 
be enforced and are designed to accomplish the twin goals of removing large 
numbers of drunk drivers from our roads by creating general deterrence and at the 
same time reducing death and injury associated with alcohol-related crashes. 
General deterrence means you have increased the arrest and conviction rate, you 
are assuring penalities, that the law is being publicized and supported by all 
levels of State and local government, and that,At results in the public 
perceiving that drunk driver will be arrested. "Tough" laws sound good, but in 
the past they have proven to be a false hope. 

SUGGESTION: However, if you are interested in looking at "tough" laws 
obtain copies of the laws of California and Maine. These provide for mandatory 
jail. Also request copies of the laws from New York State and Minnesota and West 
Virginia. New York law provides funding for the local community that is 
generated by DWI offenders and the Minnesota law provides for immediate driver 
license sanctions. From these five sets of laws, savvy State legislators will be 
able to custom design laws that are effective and fit the needs of your State. 
Your Governor's Highway Safety Representative can obtain the laws for you. 

There are also new laws that are designed to support anti-drunk driving 
efforts which should also be considered. 

They include laws which will allow preliminary (roadside) breath testing by 
police, making the fact of having a blood alcohol content of .10 percent illegal 
in and of itself (illegal per se law), the requirement of a mandatory record of 
all alcohol-related driving offenses, and vehicle impoundment. 

Copies of model illegal per se, preliminary breath testing, vehicle im
poundment, and a model child restraint law should be obtained from your 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative. 

JAIL 

When drunk drivers are sent to jail, what are the conditions? Does the jail 
have alcohol treatment programs and work release programs? If a person is 
sentenced to two days in jail, is it served or is it really 48 hours or just parts 
of two convenient days? 

You need to know how jail fits into the system and should talk to a correc
tion official. 



DOES JAIL WORK? 

The answer is no one really knows. There is no scientifically evaluated

evidence that proves that mandatory jail for a first offender works.


In States with minimum-mandatory jail penalties for convicted drunk

drivers, judges have too often ignored or danced around the requirement. Thus,

minimum-mandatory jail penalties were never really given a chance to work.


The leading experts in the nation who understand the complexity of the

alcohol-crash problem advocate license sanctions--suspension or revocation, in

stead of jail for a first offender, in addition to stiff fines and treatment or

alcohol-abuse education.


Recently, a committee of the National Safety Council recommended that

efforts to reduce death and injury associated with alcohol-related crashes "Eli

minate severe penalties such as jail sentences for first offenders, and mandate

license suspension and or revocation for fixed periods for all convictions for

DWI," and identification on driving records of all arrests involving DWI.


The reason for this position is because we don't have enough jails to house 
all the potential drunk drivers who are available to be arrested and the evidence 
to date suggests that license suspension for 30 to 120 days will have a greater 
deterrent effect than one to two days in jail. Police, it is expected would make 
fewer arrests out of compassion and issue tickets for a lesser offense. Demands 

.for jury trials would skyrocket clogging up the court system and convictions 
would go down. 

But with the change in national attitude that is emerging against drunk 
driving, it is possible that minimum-mandatory jail for first offenders, if 
imposed, could work, but such sentences could not be fairly imposed. There are 
too many drunk drivers who would be eligible, and there is not enough jail space. 

The State of Maine has a new law (1981) that can put first-offenders in jail

for 48 hours when convicted of drunk driving. And California also recently

enacted a law requiring jail in certain circumstances. Death rates have come

down in those States. But it is too early to tell if they will stay down and if

jai 1 really wi 11 be imposed in all cases. The fear of heavy fines, coupled with

mandatory license suspension and/or revocation and mandated treatment or educa

tion will serve as a better deterrent without putting additional burden on

already overcrowded jails and tax roles. Also, some jurisdictions are using

alternative public service--such as requiring convicted individuals to work in

emergency rooms on weekend nights.


The use of jail for a first offender is a choice each State will have to

make. Jail sounds like a good solution from a common sense point of view, but is

it really? If used, mandatory jail for first offenders needs to be

scientifically evaluated. The question is, can drunk drivers be deterred better

with or without mandatory jail for first offenders?




SUGGESTION: Obtain a copy of the California law, the Maine law, and the New 
York "Stop DWI Law" and compare them. 

THE DRINKING AGE QUESTION 

Teenagers and young adults are the group most vulnerable to death and injury 
associated with alcohol-related crashes. 

The quickest way to reduce death and injury to this group is to raise the 
drinking age to 21. 

SUGGESTION: Work in your State to raise the drinking age to 21 if it is not 
already there. Contact the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety for informa
tion on this issue. 

Their address is: Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 
Watergate 600 
Washington, DC 20037 
Phone (202) 333-0770 

Request a copy of the report titled "The Effect of Raising the Legal Minimum 
Drinking Age on Fatal Crash Involvement" and a copy of their newsletter called 
"Status Report" Vol. 16 #14 on Teenage Driving. 

RECOMMENDATION: If the drinking age is raised to 21 in your State and 
neighboring States stay at 18 or 19, there will still be the problem of young 
people leaving their home counties to go to a neighboring State to drink. So 
have police increase selective enforcement at entrances to your county and widely 
publicize that fact. This must be done if we are to reduce teen and young adult 
death and injury to the fullest extent possible. 

There is also an issue paper on the drinking age question prepared by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration that you should write for. 

VEHICLE IMPOUNDMENT 

One possible sanction that will help to deter chronic repeat offenders from 
continuing to drive after their license is suspended or revoked is to impound 
their cars. This can be done in California, although the sanction is rarely 
invoked. The possibility of impounding cars should be considered--it is a strong 
deterrent. 

It is also possible to impound the cars of drunk drivers at the time they 
are arrested in many jurisdictions. The cost and inconvenience of retrieving 
their cars help serve as a deterrent. Citizen activist groups should see if 
police are taking advantage of this possible deterrent. And if impounding is 
being done or will be used, that fact must be widely publicized so that it can act 
as a deterrent. 

SUGGESTION: Obtain a copy of a Model Law on Vehicle Impoundment from your 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative. 



GETTING A BILL INTRODUCED 

Getting new State legislation introduced is easy. Getting it enacted into 
law is another matter. 

After researching the set of State laws that deal with the drunk driver 
problem and identifying what changes or additional laws are needed, the next step 
is to find qualified members of the State legislature to introduce the bills. 

Almost any legislator approached will gladly introduce anti-drunk driving 
legislation, but it is better to find a legislator(s) who has a reputation for 
being effective and for being a heavy weight in your State legislature. If you 
have an ineffective legislator introduce your requested bills, no matter how 
important and right they are, you will have an almost zero chance of getting them 
passed. 

Learn exactly what steps are required to get a bill passed into law in your 
State and monitor the bill each step of the way. Usually bills are put into a 
committee where they die. But with public pressure generated by a citizen 
activist group, public hearings will be held and the bills can be forced out of 
committee. 

Put plenty of pressure on the committee chairman and members of the commit
tee. Use the telephone tree concept to generate hundreds or thousands of phone 
calls from constituents and, if necessary, hold demonstrations at the State 
capitol (see section on public demonstration). 

Also try to get your governor to endorse needed changes in legislation. 

MEETING THE GOVERNOR 

Getting an appointment to see the highest elected official in all but the 
largest of cities and counties is fairly straight forward. Usually a telephone 
call asking for the appointment works. Or at least you will be able to meet with 
a high-level staff assistant who will then arrange the meeting. 

But getting an appointment with a governor, a mayor, or county executive of 
a large city or county takes a little work. 

The first and only rule is never take "no" for an answer when asking for the 
meeting. (The same rule holds true for every phase of work done by anti-drunk 
driving citizen activists.) 

The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the drunk driving problem and to 
get a commitment to begin effective corrective action including the establish
ment of a task force if one has not already been appointed. 

If you are turned down, start a letter writing campaign. Ask powerful and 
influential people to ask that the governor (mayor or county executive) meet with 
you. 
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A lot of people will say that they want to help your group fight the drunk 
driving problem and ask what they can do. Ask them to write a letter urging that 
the elected official you need to meet with grants that meeting. If you keep 
enough pressure up it will work. 

In Maryland, an executive of GEICO Insurance Company wrote to the governor 
to request a meeting for citizen activists and within a,few days the meeting was 
granted. 

So enlist everyone you meet who has clout to write a letter or make a 
telephone call to help arrange the meeting between your group and the elected 
official. 

Also, whenever talking to reporters, don't fail to mention that you are 
trying to get the meeting but that the governor (mayor or county executive) has 
not responded to your request. If you get quoted in the newspaper it will help. 

When you finally get the meeting, take a letter outlining exactly what you 
want and give it personally to the governor or other high elected official. Ask 
for a point-by-point response (see sample letter in Appendix). 

Point out in the meeting that numerous other governors and local communities 
have agreed to establish State and local task forces and that the concept is 
endorsed by both the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the 
National Safety Council. 

When the President of the United States was given the petition that had been 
signed by a majority of Congress calling on him to establish a Blue Ribbon 
Commission on Drunk Driving, it only took him a matter of minutes to direct the 
Secretary of Transportation to take action to establish the Commission. Thus, it 
should not take a long time to get an answer from your governor, mayor, or county 
executive on your request for a task force. 

But if you don't get an answer within two weeks, start calling and asking 
why. Talk to the media. Get people to write letters of protest. Refuse to take 
no for an answer. If you keep up the pressure, eventually you will get what is 
needed. Just don't give up. 



CHAPTER 4: THE TASK FORCE CONCEPT 

Solution-oriented task forces are needed in every State, city, and county in 
the nation. 

The purpose of the task force is to identify deficiencies in the system that 
is supposed to protect the public from drunk drivers, recommend how those defi
ciences should be corrected and develop a plan that will deter the general 
drinking public from driving while impaired. 

The task force needs to take a total systems approach to the alcohol-crash 
problem. 

The nature of the drunk driving problem is different in every State, city, 
and county. Even adjacent counties can have vastly different problems that 
contribute to unnecessary loss of life and serious injuries. 

In every State, city, and county there is a system that is supposed to 
protect the public from drunk drivers. The system is not perfect in any State, 
city, or county. And in the overwhelming majority of places the system is 
dangerously inadequate and as a result innocent people are being killed and 
injured. 

The deficiencies of both individuals and institutions must be identified 
and corrected. One job of the task force is to identify the deficiencies and 
recommend how they can be corrected. Then a plan of action must be developed by 
the task force to aggressively pursue implementing the recommendations and gene
rate general deterrence. 

The task force must be appointed by the highest elected official at the 
State, city, and county level, because it is that elected official who is respon
sible for public safety. It will be up to that official to show leadership to 
help get the recommendations of the task force implemented, or alternative 
approaches that will accomplish the goal of reducing death and injury. 

State task forces need to carefully review all State laws that pertain to 
the drunk driving issue and ascertain if such laws are adequate and effective. 
Loopholes must be sought out and corrected. The adequacy and effectiveness of 
procedures used by the State Department of Motor Vehicles, the State police and 
any other State agencies that impact on the drunk driving issue must be 
thoroughly investigated and deficiencies must be corrected. 

The State task force should also develop a master plan for the State to 
follow for the next five years in its efforts to control drunk driving. The plan 
should set minimum guidelines for cities and counties to follow and the State 
should provide assistance to local governments that attempt to deal with the 
drunk driver problem. 

The local level task force needs to investigate the system that deals with 
the drunk driver from arrest through disposition, to identify flaws and short
comings in the system, to recommend corrective action and to develop a local 
master plan to deter drunk drivers and effectively handle the ones who are 
arrested. 



There are many benefits to having a task force. It helps to get people who 
work in different parts of the system to talk to one another about mutual 
problems and the task force is able to help generate much publicity about the 
drunk driving issue to inform the public just how serious the problem is. A task 
force helps set the climate for aggressively attacking the drunk driving problem. 

The task force is really just a team of people, police officers, prosecu
tors, judges, probation officers, rehabilitation program managers, driver licen
sing officials, victims and concerned citizens and others, all working together 
to ascertain how the public can be better protected from drunk drivers and then 
helping to make sure that necessary corrective action is taken. 

If a State, city, or county is really serious about protecting the public 
from drunk drivers then a task force is an absolute must. The task force 
approach is a solid beginning. of the concerted efforts needed to control drunk 
drivers and reduce death and injury caused by them. 

HOW TO GET A STATE OR LOCAL LEVEL TASK FORCE STARTED 

A phone call or a meeting with a governor, mayor, or county executive or a 
well written letter* may be all that it takes to get a State or local task force 
started. Or it could take months of phone calls, meetings with officials, 
petitions, a press conference or two, letter writing campaigns, some appearances 
on TV and radio talk shows and vocal grass roots efforts to get a task force 
started in your State, city, or county. 

In St. Louis County, Missouri, for example, members of a newly formed RID 
(Remove Intoxicated Drivers) organization after learning of the task force 
concept outlined in this manual met with their county executive. The members of 
RID clearly explained why a task force was needed and what it could be expected 
to accomplish. In less than an hour the county executive agreed to establish the 
task force. It can be that easy. 

But it could take a well planned strategy to get a reluctant governor, 
mayor, or county executive to address the drunk driving issue and appoint a task 
force or take alternative action designed to accomplish the same goal as the task 
force. 

As more States and counties across the nation establish task force efforts, 
it should become easier for new ones to be started. Have your State and local 
officials contact States and counties where task force efforts are underway or 
completed to learn first hand of the advantages. Copies of task force reports 
from the States and counties that have completed them should be obtained for 
references and turned over to county and State officials being requested to start 
a task force. 

The task force or an alternative total systems approach is vital to public 
safety--so don't take "no" for an answer. Many innocent lives depend on a 
successful task force effort. 

* See samp a etter n Appendix. 
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Yet there may be some resistance to establishing an anti-drunk driving task 
force. There can be a variety of reasons why a governor, mayor, or county 
executive refuses to address the drunk driver issue and appoint a task force or 
take alternative action. One reason is lack of knowledge about the issue and 
what steps must be taken to protect public safety, another is lack of citizen 
pressure demanding that something effective be done to control drunk drivers. 

The tragic nature and outrageous magnitude of the drunk driver problem makes 
it fairly easy (if you know what to do) to persuade an elected official'to take 
necessary corrective action immediately, including the appointment of a task 
force. 



The following is an example of a letter that will work. With a few changes 
it can be sent to a governor or mayor or your county executive. 

Date 

Dear County Executive NAME (or mayor, etc.) 

Drunk driving has gotten out of control in our county and poses a major 
threat to public health and safety. 

Your immediate attention to this life-threatening problem is needed and 
requested on behalf of the citizens of our county. There is broad-based support 
for this request. 

Therefore, please explore the possibility of appointing an aggressive solu
tion-oriented task force so that drunk drivers can be controlled in our county 
and death and injury caused by them substantially reduced. 

A task force made up of qualified people can help set the stage for effec
tive new measures to control drunk drivers. 

The task force should take a total systems approach to the problem and 
develop any and all possible solutions that will lead to a reduction of death and 
injury caused by drunk drivers. 

Drunk driving is one of the most serious health and safety hazards facing 
county residents, yet not enough is being done to effectively combat the problem. 
And as a result there is unnecessary tragic human suffering in our county. 
Innocent people including a disproportionate number of our youth are being vio
lently killed, crippled and maimed. We look to you for the leadership to help 
stop the carnage. 

A thorough investigation of the system that deals with drunk driving in our 
county will identify dangerous deficiencies in the system that can be corrected 
so that our public can be protected. 

The knowledge exits in our county to control drunk; drivers in a way that is 
politically, econcomically and socially feasible. 'Through the task force 
approach we can begin to use that knowledge. 

We encourage you to contact other States and counties that have conducted 
task forces on drunk drivers to learn of their experiences. 

May we have a meeting with you or a member of your immediate staff as soon as 
possible? 

We are in the process of organizing in the county and will identify broad-
based support for reform of the county's drunk driving problem. Concerned 
citizens, survivors, and victims of alcohol-related crashes will not rest until 
everything possible is being done to correct the problem. Thank you. 

Signed 
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THE STRATEGY 

Many governors, mayors, and county executives are very concerned about the 
tragic toll taken in their jurisdictions by drunk drivers. Many of them would 
take decisive action to stem the tide-if they only knew what to do. 

Many of them do not want to waste money or time on futile attempts to curb 
drunk drivers and they do not want to raise false hope among their people that 
the drunk driving plague will be brought under control. Because numerous 
attempts in the past have failed to "solve" the problem, many elected officials 
are skeptical that anything will work. 

But of those elected officials who allow themselves to be fully briefed on 
the total systems task force approach to the drinking driver problem, many will 
immediately see the wisdom of the approach and agree to appoint a task force. 

For those elected officials, simply meeting with the proper staff person to 
request the task force and. give the reasons why a task force should be formed 
will be all that it takes to obtain the task force and the start of significant 
new efforts to better control drunk drivers. 

Unfortunately, there may be governors, mayors, and county executives who 
don't want to be bothered by the drunk driving issue, despite the fact that it is 
one of the most serious health and safety hazards in their jurisdiction and is 
causing outrageous suffering among their citizens. 

However, effective citizen activist groups have the power to influence 
these officials and this is what this section of the guide is all about. 

WHAT TO DO 

If the leaders of citizen activist groups cannot get a meeting with an 
elected official or a top aide to encourage appointment of a task force within a 
reasonable period of time or, if after such a meeting has taken place no action 
is being taken on the request, they should consider doing all or some of the 
following: 

o Hold a press conference. Announce that a request has been made to get 
a task force appointed and why. Announce a petition drive and letter 
writing campaign to help get the task force. Sharply critize the 
elected official who has failed to take the needed action. 

o Conduct the petition drive and letter writing campaign. 

o Talk to PTAs, church groups, etc., about the need for decisive action 
to control drunk driving. Ask them to help put pressure on the reluc
tant elected official. 



o Find out the faults in the system that need to be exposed and turn that 
information over to reporters and generate news stories. 

o Call editorial writers and, if possible, meet with them to enlist their 
support for action to be taken to curtail drunk driving. 

o Write letters to the editor of every newspaper asking for people to 
write to the governor (mayor/county executive) demanding that imme
diate action be taken. 

o If it is an election year, make drunk driving a political issue. Put 
pressure on your elected officials and.those running for office. 

o Put the pressure on police, prosecutors and the courts to do a better 
job. Tell citizens to write or call the police and demand more drunk 
driver arrests, to write or call the judges and prosecutors to demand 
that prosecution be vigorous and the court system be made effective in 
protecting the public. 

o Keep the pressure up and at every opportunity criticize the position of 
the elected official who refuses to make drunk driving a high priority 
issue. 

The key to getting drunk drivers better controlled is to refuse to take "no" 
for an answer. The responsible elected official either has\to appoint the task 
force or agree to promptly take alternative action that will result in less drunk 
driving and less death and injury. Remember, public officials who fail to 
respond to citizen interests are not long in office. 

LETTERS OF ENDORSEMENT 

Getting drunk drivers off the roads is everybody's business. Letters from 
individuals and organizations are very effective in helping an elected official 
reach a decision to establish a task force and start a crack down on the drunk 
driver problem. 

Getting. letters of endorsement is easy. Usually all you have to do is ask. 

Make or obtain a list of key organizations in your State, county, or city. 
Contact those organizations by phone or letter requesting them to write a letter 
to the governor, mayor, or county executive also asking that the task force be 
appointed. Supply the organization with a packet of background information on 
the effort to get the task force and a sample letter they can use as a basis for 
their letter (see sample letters in the Appendix). 

t 
Many organizations can draft and send the letter on the authority of the 

group's president or executive director. Those types of groups can send a letter 
in a matter of days, but some organizations have so much bureaucratic red tape 
that it could take a year to get a letter. They should still be asked. 
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A copy of the letter sent to the official being asked to appoint the task 
force should be retained by you or your group for later use. A stack of letters 
from major organizations in the State makes an impressive visual for TV news 
stories or newspaper photographers. 

Influential people who know the public official being asked to appoint the 
task force should be asked to call, in addition to writing, the elected official. 
This can be very effective. 

WHO SHOULD BE ON THE TASK FORCE 

At least one person from each of the major components of the drunk driver 
control system should be on the task force. 

For example, a member of State and local police departments, a member of the 
prosecutor's office, a judge, a knowledgeable victim, a member of the clergy, a 
representative of the liquor industry and a representative of the official who 
appointed the task force are the types of people who must be on it. 

The best people, of course, are those who want to help reduce death and 
injury. 

Ideally, the chief of police, the elected prosecutor and a senior judge 
should be on the task force, but unfortunately they may not want to take the time 
because they fail to see just how serious a problem drunk driving is. Insist 
that they be on the task force. 

The major components of the system include: Police, Prosecution, Courts, Proba
tion, Treatment and Rehabilitation, The County Jail, Liquor Licensing Commis
sion, the Department of Health, the Department of Transportation, and the Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles. The Board of Education is also part of the system and 
provides for preventative education of our youngsters. 

At least one person from each of the above components should be on a State or 
local task force. In addition consider having: 

o A legislator 

o A member of the city or county council (In Montgomery County, Maryland, 
the president of the county council was an active and productive member 
of the task force.) 

o A religious leader 

o A member of the Bar Association 

o Victims and concerned citizens (This should be a must.) 

o A member of the Hotel/Motel and Restaurant Association 

o A member of the insurance industry 



o And any other groups or persons who can make a contribution and are 
willing to work. 

SUGGESTION: See "Preliminary Objectives and Work Plan of the St. Louis 
County's Alcohol and Highway Safety Task Force" in the appendix for further 
guidelines. 

STAFF FOR THE TASK FORCE 

The task force approach need not take up much staff time, but staff is 
necessary and should be arranged for by the elected official who appointed the 
task force. 

The staff can be used to help with the writing of the task force report and 
do research on questions brought up at task force meetings. 

THE TASK FORCE REPORT 

TRANSCRIPTS 

Every meeting of the task force ideally should be recorded. But you should 
remember to get the group's agreement first. Don't surprise anyone with the 
recording. Typed transcripts should be made and copies distributed to each task 
force member. 

This allows all task force members, including those who may have been absent 
from a meeting to review the record. Having transcripts also helps with the 
preparation of the final report writing of the task force. Volunteer typists, if 
necessary, can prepare the transcripts. 

If you use a tape recorder, it can be turned off for "off the record" 
discussions, but all meetings of the task force should be open to the public and 
the transcripts should be public record. 

Prince George's County, Maryland, one of the first counties in the nation to 
have a drunk driving task force taking a total systems approach, had transcripts 
prepared for task force members. The transcripts proved to be invaluable. 

THE REPORT 

When the task force concludes its work, a written report should be prepared 
and presented to the elected official who appointed the task force. 

The presentation should be done at a press conference. Copies of the report 
should be given to the media and copies made available to the public. Copies 
should be sent to every elected official in the jurisdiction that was investi
gated and to the officials who manage components of the system that the task 
force reviewed. Copies should also be placed in public libraries. 

The report should briefly explain how the system that is supposed to protect 
the public from drunk drivers works at the State, city, or county level. 



The report should contain all statistics pertinent to the drunk driving 
issue. Number of arrests. Number of convictions. How the cases were disposed. 
How many people killed, etc. 

All deficiencies that have been found by the task force need to be identi
fied in the report and the impact the deficiency has on the system explained. 
Recommendations on how the deficiencies should be corrected must be included in 
the report. 

The report should explain who is responsible for correcting each deficiency 
and what cost if any is involved. 

The report should recommend any changes in State laws that are needed and 
other major changes needed to protect the public from drinking drivers. 

The report should also have a one- or two- page summary that highlights the 
most important findings of the task force and the most important recommendations. 
The summary makes it easier for the general public and the media to understand 
the report. 

Finally, the report should recommend that the task force meet again in three 
months to check progress being made in implementing the recommendations of the 
task force or the reasons why no action is being taken. The task force should 
evolve into an advisory role and help monitor the drunk driving problem forever. 

RECOMMENDATION: Obtain copies of other State and local task force reports 
to benefit from their experience. 

Montgomery County, Maryland, conducted one of the first county task forces 
on drunk driving in'the nation. The task force had major impact and helped set 
the climate in the county for much improved public protection from impaired 
drinking drivers. Write to the county and request a copy of their task force 
report. It is worth having. 

The address is: Charles Short, Chairman

Drunk Driving Task Force

Montgomery County Government

200 Park Avenue

Rockville, Maryland 20850

The phone number is: (301) 279-1530


Also write and request a copy of the executive summary of the New York State 
Task Force Report on Drunk Driving. It is excellent and must reading. It is a 
model report. 

Write to: Richard Smith, Director 
Governor's Alcohol and Highway Safety Task Force 
Empire State Plaza 
Swan Street Building 
Albany, New York 12228 
The phone number is (518) 474-9119 



CHAPTER 5: THE DRUNK DRIVER CONTROL SYSTEM 

UNDERSTANDING AND EXAMINING THE SYSTEM 

In virtually all communities, the system that is supposed to protect the 
public from drunk drivers does not work effectively and is loaded with dangerous 
flaws and deficiencies. There are many reasons why this is true. The problems 
in every component of the system must be exposed and corrected. To do that will 
take a thorough investigation. 

In order to investigate the total system it is necessary for citizen activ
ists and State and local task force members to understand both the drunk driving 
problem and how the various components of the system function and interrelate and 
know exactly where to look for system problems. 

The following section on the various components of the system is intended as 
a guide to help make the investigative process possible for any motivated 
individual to conduct. It should be used by citizen activist groups and task 
force members. But it is not meant to point a blanket finger of blame at our 
police, prosecutors, courts and others who are involved in the drunk driver 
control system for what has become an accepted way of dealing with drunk drivers 
in almost every community in the nation. 

There are many dedicated and concerned members of each part of the system 
and there may be valid reasons why they can not do a better job protecting the 
public from drunk drivers. These people deserve fair treatment from citizen 
activist groups and task force members. 

So keep an open mind when investigating the system in your State and commu
nity. While it is fair to criticize publicly and demand corrective action when 
flaws and problems are uncovered, and it may be vital to public safety to do so, 
it is also important for citizen activist groups and task forces to approach an 
investigation of the system responsibly. 

Ask the tough questions, but be fair. Always take the time to give those 
persons who are responsible for the operation of each part of the system a chance 
to tell their side of the story. When problems are found, find out why they are 
not being corrected. It could be that the needed authority to correct the 
problem is out of the hands of those who seem to be most responsible. It could be 
that they are on your side. And, in general, it must be stated that no right-
thinking individual wants drunk drivers on our roads any more than you do. When 
the public learns to demand improvements in the system, improvements will be 
made. 

THE POLICE 

Police officers are a key element of the State and local drunk driver 
control system. In most communities the police could pay & much more significant 
role and have a greater impact in combating the drunk driver problem. 



Police officers as a general rule do not arrest enough drunk drivers. The 
average police officer in the United States arrests less than five drunk drivers 
a year, according to Federal data. 

In most cities and counties the chances of being arrested for drunk driving 
are mathematically insignificant. Drinking drivers can drive drunk dozens of 
times a year for ten or fifteen years without being arrested. It is claimed that 
in many communities for every drunk driver arrested by police another 500 to 
2,000 are not. The result of current enforcement levels by police is that the 
general drinking public has no fear of being arrested for driving while impaired. 
Without fear of arrest there can be no general deterrence. 

Using existing resources our police could arrest substantially more drunk 
drivers and help deter drunk driving. Police don't make more arrests because of 
a variety of problems. They include: 

o Lack of police leadership attention to the drunk driving problem. 

o Inadequate training for the officers on how to detect and properly 
arrest drunk drivers. 

o Antiquated or unnecessary time-consuming arrest procedures. 

o Lack of enough alcohol breath testing devices and trained operators. 

o Lack of public demand and support for increased arrest efforts to catch 
drunk drivers. 

o Lack of police public relations programs and vigorous selective en
forcement to foster general deterrence. 

o Lack of faith by police officers that anything meaningful will happen 
to the drunk driver in the court system. (In many cases it is justi
fied--nothing effective does happen to drunk drivers in most court 
systems.) 

The potential list of deficiencies within the law enforcement segment of the 
drunk driver control system is endless. The citizen activist group needs to 
thoroughly investigate exactly how the police deal with drunk drivers. Such 
investigation will uncover most of the major flaws that need correction as part 
of the total system approach that needs to be taken. 

HOW TO INVESTIGATE THE POLICE 

The policies and procedures used for drunk driving control of all law 
enforcement agencies (State, city, and county police and the sheriff's depart
ment) that operate in the jurisdiction under review by the citizen activist group 
or task force need to be separately and thoroughly investigated. 



It may turn out that the police are doing an outstanding job arresting drunk 
drivers and letting the public know that anti-drunk driver laws are vigorously 
being enforced. If that's the case, then the police deserve to'be applauded for 
their efforts. But if arrests are low compared to what they could be based on the 
number of estimated drunk drivers on the road, then finding out the reasons for 
the low arrest rate is vital. 

Start by asking the chief of police or a qualified alternative and a line 
officer who deal with traffic control on a daily basis to outline department 
policy and strategies for drunk driver control. Arrest procedures should be 
explained and questions about the department's role in drunk driving control by 
citizen activist groups and task forces members answered. 

Find out how many arrests are made each year by each police department. Ask 
how many arrests each officer makes and if more arrests could be made using 
existing resources. Find out what specific problems stand in the way of increas
ing arrests and find out what other problems the police management see in the 
system that hinder effective drunk driver control. 

In addition to explaining how the department functions, all known problems 
with drunk driver control should be submitted to the activist group or task force 
in writing along with suggestions for corrective action. The problems the police 
can identify should not just be limited to the police function. If police feel 
there are problems in the courts or in the prosecutor's office or other parts of 
the system, then those problems must be identified. 

If there are any changes in policy or procedure that have been made in the 
drunk driving area that affect arrests over the past year then those changes need 
to be explained. 

Copies of training materials used by the police department should be 
reviewed and copies of written procedures and standing orders on drunk driving 
control should be made available along with any letters of understanding between 
police and prosecutors, if any exist. 

Citizen activist group members and task force members should be encouraged 
to go on a police "ride-along" to observe police arrest procedures. 

Go out and meet and talk with police officers who make drunk driving 
arrests. Find out who makes the most drunk driving arrests in the department and 
talk to that officer. Get recognition and publicity for those doing a good job. 

Ask the officer why he or she can make so many arrests while other officers 
make so few (provided that is the case). 

Find officers who could make drunk driving arrests and choose not to. Ask 
them why. 

Ask judges, prosecutors, and other persons who have contact with the police 
to comment on problems they are aware of with the way police handle drunk driving 
arrests. 

5 



Encourage police officers to bring to the attention of the citizen activist 
group or task force any problems that pertain to the drunk driver issue. 

Ask the police unions such as the FOP (Fraternal Order of Police) to give 
input to the task force process. The advice of police unions can be invaluable 
and should be solicited. 

You might want to consider circulating a questionnaire to all police 
officers (also to prosecutors, judges, etc.) asking for input. The police do not 
need to sign their names to the questionnaire. There should be a notice attached 
to the questionnaire explaining to the officers (and others) exactly what the 
citizen activist group or task force is trying to accomplish. 

The main questions should include: 

o Are there problems with State or local laws that hinder police efforts 
to control drunk drivers? 

o What police department problems hinder increasing drunk driving 
arrests? 

o What problems in the prosecutor's handling of drunk driver cases have 
you observed? 

o What are the problems in the courts? Is any one judge particularly 
lenient? Why? 

o Are you encouraged or discouraged from making drunk driving arrests? 
What is the attitude of your chief of police towards DWI arrests? 

o Do you know of problems with probation procedures pertaining to con
victed drunk drivers who violate probation? Can you be specific and 
give examples? 

o Are alocholic beverages illegally being sold to minors and are intoxi
cated people routinely being served at bars or restaurants? What is 
being done to enforce liquor control laws? 

o What suggestions do you have for improvement? 

When the questionnaires are returned they need to be carefully read and 
analyzed. The problems identified through the questionnaire approach need to be 
compiled and a written report made.* If any life-threatening problems are 
uncovered that demand immediate attention, that information should be turned 
over to the proper authority immediately along with suggestions for corrective 
action. 

* The report can be submitted to the task force when it is appointed or 
released to the media. 



The questionnaire is an attempt to improve public safety--not an attempt to 
point a finger of blame. Unless you know exactly what the deficiencies are in 
the system, many of them will not be corrected. Lives are at stake and that alone 
justifies circulating the questionnaire. 

Note: Higher participation from officers can be expected if the chief of 
police personally or by memorandum encourages the officers to fill out the 
questionnaire. Citizen activist group leaders or task force members should ask 
for that type of cooperation from the police chief. At a minimum, the group will 
probably need permission to distribute the questionnaire in the police depart
ment itself. 

WHAT'S AN EFFECTIVE LEVEL OF ENFORCEMENT 

No one can say exactly what number of drunk drivers needs to be arrested by 
police so that the drinking public will be deterred from driving drunk. With 
estimated national average arrests of drunk drivers at less than five per officer 
a year, obviously it won't be hard to double or quadruple the numbers of impaired 
drivers who are arrested. 

Right now in most communities it is easy, if you know how to detect drunk 
drivers, to find plenty of them. Police should increase arrest levels as much as 
they can. When it becomes difficult to find drunk drivers to arrest, then they 
are at the right number. 

Research shows that in communities where enforcement is lax, for every one 
drunk driver arrested, another 2,000 are not; where enforcement is vigorous, for 
every one arrested another 500 are not. With selective enforcement, coupled with 
continuous deterrent publicity, and swift, sure and certain punishment and 
sanctions, it will be possible to decrease this ratio even1further. 

HOW TO GET BETTER ENFORCEMENT 

Get a commitment from your police management to substantially increase 
arrests of drunk drivers and let the public know that increased efforts to detect 
and arrest impaired drivers are underway. This commitment by itself will help 
deter large numbers of drinking drivers from our roads and help decrease the 
death and injury rate associated with alcohol-related crashes. 

Meet with the chief of your police department(s) and ask for increased 
enforcement efforts. Ask that the police department consider setting up traffic 
checkpoints (roadblocks) to help create general deterrence. Ask that all drivers 
in hazardous moving violations or crashes be tested by a reliable breath alcohol 
screening device or some other chemical test for alcohol, and widely publicize 
these changes in enforcement. And ask that vigorous, well publicized patrols be 
made in areas where there is known high DWI activity and crash experience. 
Traffic checkpoints coupled with aggressive selective enforcement that is well 
publicized works and will keep large numbers of drunk drivers off the roads as 
well as result in substantially increased arrest rates. Increases of 500 to 
1,000 percent in arrests would not be considered unusual--and even higher arrest 
rates are possible. 



The word will get out in the community that drunk driving laws are being 
enforced and the chances of being arrested have been substantially increased. 
General deterrence will be created. 

But remember, when selective enforcement techniques are being used it Is 
vital that the efforts be continuously well publicized. The police, if they are 
serious about their efforts, must at least, on a weekly basis, issue news 
releases telling the public of their efforts. And on holiday weekends special 
publicity programs should be launched. Police should announce the numbers of 
drunk drivers arrested last week and what happened to those who were earlier 
arrested and processed through the court system. (The best time for publication 
or broadcast is Friday, so it will serve as a reminder to people over the 
weekend.) 

Because of the large numbers of alcohol-impaired drivers on the road at all 
times, unless the police practice aggressive public information campaigns to let 
the public know that the odds of being arrested have been greatly increased and 
that the increased enforcement efforts are continuing, the new police attempts to 
control drunk drivers will only have a short-term effect. 

It is important to understand that, according to National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration research, if every drunk driver arrested in 1981 were put 
in prison and the key thrown away, then the next year's fatal rate would only 
decrease by less than one percent. This is because there are so many drunk 
drivers on the road--all of them potential killers behind the wheel. 

Bear in mind that the average DWI violator drives drunk about 80 times a 
year for nearly four years before being arrested. Many drive impaired for 15 to 
20 years without being caught. This means that the most important job of police 
is not only to detect and arrest drunk drivers but to practice known techniques 
that will prevent large numbers of alcohol-impaired drivers from getting on the 
road in the fir^st place. This fact bears repeating: With continuous effective, 
selective enforcement, coupled with aggressive public information campaigns, the 
goal of keeping drunk drivers off the road in large enough numbers can be 
accomplished so that death and injury associated with alcohol-related crashes 
will be substantially reduced. 

Finally, there is a new tool that all police departments should obtain to 
help with the detection of alcohol-impaired drivers. It is called a preliminary 
breath test (PBT) device and is used at the roadside to screen for alcohol 
impairment. It is about the size of a pack of cigarettes and allows an officer to 
make an accurate determination of a driver's blood alcohol content. State law 
may have to be changed to allow use of the device, which takes the place of the 
highly inaccurate "field sobriety test" in which a police officer asks a 
suspected impaired driver to perform a variety of tests such as walking a 
straight line and touching one's nose with the tip of one's finger while the eyes 
are closed. Field sobriety tests can be fooled by alcoholics or problem drivers 
who have developed tolerance to alcohol. You can't fool a PBT. Ask your police 
department to check it out. 



Ask that a budget be prepared and submitted to the proper authority to show 
what continuous enforcement efforts will cost. But note that increased efforts 
can be accomplished by good management techniques without new funding in many 
police departments. It's just a matter of setting priorities. Drunk driving is 
the most often committed violent crime and deserves a higher priority from your 
police. 

SUGGESTION: Have your police departments obtain more information on PBT's 
and other known effective enforcement methods. Contact Your Governor's Highway 
Safety Representative* or the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 

PROSECUTION 

Despite the fact that drunk driving is the most often committed violent 
crime in American today, most drunk driving prosecution is dangerously lax and 
ineffective. In many instances prosecutors fail to protect the public from 
chronic repeat offenders. 

Obviously not all prosecutors handle drunk drivers negligently, but many do 
and as a major part of the system that is supposed to protect the public from 
drunk drivers, a breakdown in the prosecutor's office leads directly to inappro
priate and inadequate sanctions for arrested drunk drivers. 

When the public is poorly protected from drunk drivers because of inadequa
cies in the prosecutor's office, it is a symptom of poor management and a lack of 
understanding of the alcohol-crash problem. 

Inadequate prosecution has a devastating effect on the local drunk driving 
control system. The public soon learns that they can get away with drunk 
driving. So with no deterrent, drunk driving increases along with death and 
injury. Police, if prosecution is lax, make fewer arrests mainly out of frus
truation and the knowledge that literally nothing will happen to the drunk 
drivers they arrest. 

Substantially better efforts can be made by any prosecutor's office that is 
currently lax in handling drunk driving cases. 

Problems in a prosecutor's office can include: 

o Inadequate training for assistant prosecutors handling the actual 
drunk driving cases in court. 

o Lack of adequate time for assistant prosecutors to prepare cases. 

o Routine plea-bargaining from an alcohol-related charge to a lesser 
non-alcohol-related charge to speed up cases and clear court dockets. 
(This is very dangerous to the general public.) 

List of the Governor's Highway Safety Representatives is included in the 
appendix of this manual. 



o Lack of written guidelines for assistant prosecutors to follow. 

o Failure to screen for chronic repeat offenders and vigorously prose
cute them to take every step to protect the public. 

o Failure to screen all convicted drunk drivers with alcohol-abuse 
assessments prior to sentencing so that punishment, education, or 
treatment and other sanctions can be meaningful and have a better 
chance of preventing future drunk driving than the current practice of 
sentencing without essential data. 

o Failure to have a complete driving record of the accused drunk driver 
at time of trial. Failure to obtain pre-sentence investigations. 

o Having an attitude among the prosecutor's staff that drunk driving 
cases are routine traffic offenses and should be treated as such. 

o Failure to work closely with victims and keep them informed about how 
fatality and serious injury cases are proceeding. 

o Failure to obtain and present victim impact statements. 

o Failure to use public relations to build general deterrence. 

HOW TO EXAMINE THE PROSECUTION ROLE 

Examining the prosecutor's role in the drunk driver control system mainly 
involves asking the right questions. 

The prosecutor and an assistant who handles drunk driving cases on a day-to
day basis should be asked to explain policies and procedures that pertain to the 
drinking driver cases. They should outline problems in the prosecutor's office 
and in other parts of the system that affect handling of drunk driver cases in 
the courts. Known problems of any nature that affect drunk driver control should 
be explained to the citizen activist group and recommendations of corrective 
action for all problems should be suggested. 

Copies of any office policies or guidelines in handling drunk driving cases 
should be made available to the citizen activist group. 

Questionnaires similar to the ones sent to every police officer should be 
sent to all members of the prosecutor's staff. 

Citizen activist group and task force members should contact Judges, police 
and victims to check on possible problems in the prosecutor's office. 

Find out how many drunk drivers were arrested by police in the past two or 
three years and the dispositions of those cases. How many were dropped? Now 
many were plea-bargained to a lesser non-alcohol related offense? How many of 
the original number of drunk drivers arrested were convicted? How many 
convictions were appealed? Find out what the results were. 



Of the convictions that were appealed, how many were dropped or nolle 
prosequi without being heard in the higher court? How many were plea-bargained? 

Does the chief prosecutor review all cases that are dropped without going to 
trial? Does the chief prosecutor review all fatal and serious personal injury 
cases to make sure that the cases are being adequately and vigorously prosecuted? 
Are victim impact statements used as part of the sentencing process? Are all 
drunk driving cases being vigorously prosecuted? 

Ask judges, police, probation officers and others if they are aware of any 
problems in the prosecutor's office that need to be corrected. 

Find out if repeat offenders get special treatment from prosecutors and if 
cases are screened to identify repeat offenders. 

All members of the prosecutor's trial staff should be solicited for their 
input and suggestions for corrective action. They can choose to remain anony
mous, if necessary. 

Citizen activist group and task force members must be encouraged to sit in 
court and observe how actual trials are conducted by both the judges and prosecu
tors. 

Find out any policy or procedure changes that have been made in the past 
year on drunk driver prosecution. 

And find out what problems the prosecutor's staff have with police and the 
judges. 

Also talk to newspaper reporters who routinely cover the courts to get their 
opinions and observations. 

Ask the prosecutor for a detailed budget of any funds needed to correct 
existing problems. 

HOW TO GET MORE EFFECTIVE PROSECUTION 

Meet with the elected prosecutor (he or she may be called a State's Attorney 
or District Attorney) and get a commitment to vigorously prosecute arrested drunk 
drivers. 

Make sure that alcohol-related offenses are not allowed to be plea-bar
gained to a non-alcohol related offense such as a charge of having a defective 
muffler (it really happened). 

Ask that victim impact statements (see page 59) be used and that the prose
cutor publicize his policy towards drinking drivers. 

The prosecutor needs to let the public know that drinking and driving will 
not be tolerated in the community and that excuses will no longer be accepted-
with no exceptions. 



VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENTS 

Drunk driving is the most often committed violent crime in the United 
States. Yet when it comes to sentencing drunk drivers who have injured and 
killed, it is not unusual for the judges to be unaware of the impact the drunk 
driver has had on innocent people. 

A statement explaining the impact on victims should be filed with the court 
in all cases where there has been serious injury or extensive property damages 
and loss of life. The victim impact statement helps judges understand the true 
nature of the crime that was committed. The victim impact statement is written 
by the victim or survivors in the victim's family. 

It should be the responsibility of the prosecutor to obtain and submit to 
the courts the victim's impact statement. 

The citizen activist group should ask that the prosecutor begin using victim 
impact statements. 

The Victim's Responsibility 

Typically in the United States, victims are encouraged to stay away from the 
criminal proceedings of their case by their civil attorneys. Victims should 
discuss this with their attorney, the prosecutor, and other victims who have been 
present at criminal proceedings. After weighing all their recommendations, 
victims should make their own decisions as to whether or not to attend the 
criminal proceedings. 

It is important for victims to get involved with the prosecutor. They 
,should ask to be kept informed of every step of the court proceedings and they 
should attend every hearing and trial date. The victim has a right and a need to 
know what is happening in their case and victims who stress vigorous prosecution 
help keep prosecutors on their toes when it comes to prosecuting drunk driving 
cases. 

Victims should consider joining or establishing a local organization such 
as MADD or RID or starting their own group. 

Such involvement helps ensure that the crime of drunk driving is adequately 
delt with by the system and it also helps ease the pain of what happened. Victims 
joining together help all of us to be better protected from drunk drivers. 

JUDGES AND COURTS 

Judges and the courts are by far the most often blamed and complained about 
part of the drunk driver control system. Often the complaints are well founded 
and the criticism well deserved. 

Most judges in the United States are, in fact, lenient when they sentence 
drunk drivers. And judges routinely allow plea-bargaining arrangements that are 
not in the best interest of the public to go unchallenged. 



Chronic repeat offenders are not viewed by many judges as the dangerous 
criminals they really are, and drunk drivers are often put on meaningless 
informal probations. Drunk drivers routinely break the conditions of probation 
placed on them by judges and no action is taken against them. It is not unusual 
for a person on probation from an alcohol-related charge to be involved in an 
alcohol-related crash, sometimes killing or injuring innocent persons. The 
courts and the judges who run them are in effect ignoring the problem or are not 
aware of the problem. 

Judges also use legal schemes such as deferred sentencing and probation 
before judgment to speed up court dockets and to give a break to those people 
arrested for drunk driving. As a result, the public suffers. What the judges 
are doing is a dangerous practice that enables drunk drivers an opportunity to 
continue to drive while impaired and pose a risk to the public. 

In some court systems it is literally possible to buy your way out of an 
alcohol-related charge. By hiring an expensive defense attorney who knows how to 
get around the system,and demands a jury trial and is willing to appeal the case 
to higher courts and constantly get continuances from judges, it is possible all 
too often to get the case dismissed or plea-bargained to a non-alcohol related 
offense. 

Many judges do not or are not able to get a pre-sentence investigation con
ducted on a convicted drunk driver. All too often at the time of sentencing, a 
judge has incomplete records and can't tell if the person before him is a repeat 
offender. 

The alcoholic, problem drinkers, and social drinkers who drive impaired 
need to be. treated in a vastly different manners by the courts. Without alcohol-
abuse assessments and pre-sentence investigations and complete driver records, 
judges can not make intelligent choices of sanctions when passing sentence. That 
lack of knowledge jeopardizes public safety and sends a message to the drinking 
public that drinking and driving is not a very serious offense, at least from the 
court's perspective. 

One of the reasons judges in the United States don't do a better job 
protecting the public from drunk drivers is that most judges lack knowledge about 
the dynamics of the alcohol-crash problem in the community and don't understand 
the vital role they must play in the local drunk driver control system. Put 
another way, most judges fail to protect the public from the drunk driving menace 
because they are uninformed about the problem or simply don't know what are the 
most effective ways to both control and deter drunk driving.. 

The judges don't understand the impact their actions from the bench have on 
public safety. Judicial lack of knowledge is one of the most frustrating aspects 
of the drunk driver control problem. Many police view arresting drunk drivers as 
an unappreciated waste of their time because the judges let them go virtually 
unpunished. 

Mistakes and mishandling of drunk drivers by well-meaning but unknowledge
able judges often cost innocent people their lives or health. 



HOW TO MAKE COURTS MORE EFFECTIVE 

Much can be done to improve how the courts and judges handle drunk drivers. 
Judges react to public pressure and criticism and will change the way they deal 
with drunk drivers if demanded to do so by the public. They won't like it, but 
they will change. 

The first step towards improving the courts is to find out what is going on 
in the courts. This can be accomplished by auditing court records or by court 
monitoring. The results should be made public through the media. 

Citizen activist groups must make sure that judges understand that the 
citizens in your community will no longer tolerate drunk driving and that judges 
are expected to play a key role in creating general deterrence. Unlike most 
other forms of violent crime, drunk driving is one crime that can be largely 
prevented. Citizen activist leaders should meet with the judges and demand more 
effective processing of drunk drivers by the courts. Make sure that all the 
judges who handle drunk driving cases understand the nature of the alcohol-crash 
problem and that judicial training for new judges and inservice training on drunk 
driving is mandatory for all judges. 

When a local task force established, a judge should be a member. The 
judge(s) needs to explain to the task force from his or her perspective how the 
system works and lay out the problems in the total system he or she sees and what 
steps can be taken to correct those problems. (Task force members should be 
encouraged to sit in on the court to observe firsthand how drunk driving cases 
are processed.) 

COURT RECORDS 

Court records of drunk driving cases are public documents and the public has 
a legal right to see them. 

The task force and/or citizen activist group should audit court records that 
pertain to drunk driving cases. Volunteers can be used. 

The audit will uncover what actions each judge usually takes when sentencing 
drunk drivers. The court records can tell a lot about how the courts are 
operating and will help reveal dangerous deficiencies in the processing and 
sentencing of convicted drunk drivers. 

The audit should examine what happens to a drunk driver on the first arrest 
and subsequent arrests and what the sentence patterns are for each judge. 

The results of the audit should be released to the local media and made 
public. 

THE JURY 

Judges and prosecutors often claim that juries won't convict drunk drivers 
because the majority of people, the argument goes, have at one time or another 
driven while impaired. "There but for the grace of God go I," judges and 
prosecutors claim is the thinking of the average juror. 



Don't buy that argument. It is utter nonsense and an attempt to shift he 
blame of ineffective prosecution and court processing to the general public. 
When the public is sensitized to the magnitude and nature of the drunk driving 
problem by citizen activists getting the problem to the public's attention 
through the use of the media and publicly speaking out on the issue before groups 
such as PTAs, juries will convict. The public must be taught that "There but for 
the grace of God goes my child or loved one who was killed or injured by a drunk 
driver." In areas where the public's awareness has been raised by citizen 
activists, juries are convicting drunk drivers who killed, and judges are 
sentencing them to prison. 

EFFECTIVE COURTS 

An effective court system will have judges who are professionally educated 
to understand the alcohol crash problem and who understand the role they play in 
protecting the public from repeat offender drunk drivers. 

The courts.will provide for swift, sure and certain punishment and sanc
tions. The courts will order treatment and alcohol education in addition to 
punishment and sanctions and not in lieu of punishment and sanctions. 

In addition to efficient case processing, Judges should order presentence 
investigations for all convicted drunk drivers to determine the best mix of 
punishment, sanctions, and treatment. Without diagnosis of the drinker, there is 
no way for the judge to impose an intelligent sentence designed to protect the 
public. Both the treatment and education and presentence investigation should be 
paid for by the drunk driver. For additional information on this aspect, call 
your Governor's Highway Safety Representative. 

Judges should ensure that all alcohol-related offenses are put on the 
driver's record. 

Effective courts will make sure that the public is aware of the court's 
(hopefully) tough stance on drunk drivers. 

The message should be that the courts will not tolerate drunk drivers. 

Finally, any problems with State law, processing by prosecutors or police 
that are observed by the courts should be brought to the attention of appropriate 
authorities so that they can be corrected. 

ALCOHOLISM ASSESSMENTS 

Every convicted drunk driver before being sentenced by a judge should under
go an alcohol-abuse assessment to determine the nature of the drinking problem 
that led to the arrest, so that proper punishment and sanctions designed to 
protect the public can be imposed by the judge. The cost of the assessment 
should be paid for by the drunk driver. 

A social drinker arrested for drunk driving needs to receive different 
sanctions than a person with a severe drinking problem or an alcoholic. Judges 



need to know the nature of a person's drinking behavior in order to make intel
ligent choices when determining sentencing. Currently in the United States the 
majority of convicted drunk drivers are not assessed. This is a serious flaw in 
the system and leads to repeat offenses being committed. 

Citizen activist groups need to check the sentencing practices of judges to 
see if they are using pre-sentence alcohol-abuse assessments and if the system 
provides for the drunk driver to pay the cost of the assessment. Without the 
assessment, judges cannot possibly make an intelligent choice of sanctions. 

There is no way to simply look at the vast majority of people who are 
arrested for drunk driving and determine the nature of their drinking problem 
that led to the arrest. Taking shortcuts compounds the drunk driving problem and 
leads to repeat offenses and the loss of innocent lives and preventable injuries. 

COURT MONITORING 

What is going on in the courts? Are the courts effective? Are local judges 
too lenient with drunk drivers?. Are judges routinely approving dangerous plea-
bargain arrangements? Are prosecutors prepared with their cases when they are 
being tried? Are the prosecutors doing a good job in the courtroom? Are the 
judges? 

Are repeat offenders continually put on probation? Do the prosecutors ob
ject? 

Can alcohol-related convictions be wiped off the record? Are pre-sentence 
alcohol-abuse assessments being used? Is judge and court shopping going on? Are 
numerous delays in starting drunk driving trials routinely granted? 

Are victim impact statements used to help determine sentencing? Are drunk 
driving charges often dismissed without going to trial? Are probation violators 
brought back to the court and punished or given more probation? 

Are drunk drivers routinely slapped on the wrist by judges who do not 
understand the alcohol-crash issue or fail to grasp the hazard drunk drivers pose 
to the community? 

Finding out the answers to these questions and more and making the answers 
public through the media is vital to the public's safety. 

One way to find out what is going on in the courts is to sit in the courtroom 
observing drunk driving trials being conducted and keeping records of how the 
cases are handled. This is called court monitoring. It can be very effective. 

All citizen activist groups should consider court monitoring to learn what 
is taking place in the courts and as a way of bringing public pressure for 
improved court procedures to deal with drunk drivers. 

Every judge who handles drunk driving cases should be court monitored. 
Judges who effectively deal with every drunk driver they convict help deter other 
drunk drivers from breaking the law and endangering innocent people. Those 



judges often welcome court monitors and will meet with citizen activists to 
explain how the system works. f 

Other judges may resent the intrusion of citizen activists. Judges who are 
doing questionable work will often vehemently resent the adverse publicity 
citizen activist groups generate when they turn the results of their court 
monitoring over to the media. 

But that is part of what it takes to force reform so that the public will be 
better protected in the future from drunk drivers. 

The volunteers who do court monitoring need to be trained so that they will 
understand what they observe in the courtroom and will be able to record obvious 
deficiencies. For example, RID and MADD Chapters have trained individuals on how 
to monitor court programs. 

When monitoring the court system it is also important to meet and talk to 
several judges to get their views on the drunk driving problem. Ask if they know 
of deficiencies in the court system? If they do, ask what steps they are taking 
to get them corrected. Find out the time table for the corrections to take , 
place. Ask the judges what are the problems with the State laws. Judges who 
refuse to be interviewed should be sent a written questionnaire soliciting their 
views on the problem. 

When beginning a court monitoring program issue a press release and send a 
letter to each judge whose court will be monitored to let them know that the 
public is watching. (See sample court monitoring letter in the Appendix.) 

SUGGESTION: Court monitoring is perhaps the single most effective way to 
get immediate improvements in the courts. To be effective, court monitoring must 
be well organized and planned. Volunteers should be sought to do the actual 
court monitoring. Try soliciting the help of the local League of Women Voters, 
senior citizen groups and other civic minded groups such as the American Asso
ciation of University Women to help staff a court monitoring project. 

CAUTION: While it is important to find out what the specific problems are 
in your court system, it is also important to ask the judges for their side of the 
story. Ask why such deficient practices exist and the rationale for them and the 
sentencing practices of the judges. Just understanding a problem is often the 
key to its solution. 

PROBATION 

Convicted drunk drivers, even those who have killed an innocent person, are 
often put on some form of probation when they are sentenced in lieu of going to 
jail. 

Probation is often violated and nothing further happens to the drunk driver. 
Many court systems simply ignore the fact that serious violations have taken 
place or they are not made aware of such violations. 

The conditions of probation that are violated include, continuing to drive 
while intoxicated, continuing to drive while the driver's license is suspended or 



revoked, and failing to attend some form of treatment for alcohol-abuse or 
alcohol education programs. 

Every violation of a condition of probation set by the judge must be 
promptly reported and acted on so that immediate steps can be taken to protect 
the public. 

Ignoring probation violations of convicted drunk drivers is a serious defi
ciency and enables known drunk drivers to pose obvious and clearly unnecessary 
threat, to public safety. 

Deficiencies in probation policy or procedures often directly contribute to 
the innocent loss of life and tragic injuries. 

For example: Five-month-old Laura Lamb, who was paralyzed for life from the 
tops of her shoulders down by a repeat offender drunk driver who was on probation 
for drunk driving, probably would be normal and healthy today if probation 
procedures in the county where Laura's tragedy occurred had not been dangerously 
flawed. 

Any convicted drunk driver who is on probation and disregards the conditions 
set by the judge when probation is granted is an obvious menace to the public and 
must,be immediately brought back before the judge so that appropriate action can 
be taken before someone is killed or maimed. 

Thoroughly check out probation procedures and policy and make sure that 
probation violations are not ignored. If probation violations are routinely 
ignored then find out why and determine how to correct the problem. It could be 
that the prosecutors or the judges are the problem and not the probation 
officers. 

Find out exactly what steps are taken when probations are violated and what 
steps the prosecutors and courts take. 

Find out what action the driver license agency takes, if any, of if the 
agency is made aware of the probation violations. 

EDUCATION AND TREATMENT 

Drunk driver school (alcohol education) and treatment programs also need to 
be thoroughly investigated by the citizen activist group. 

Treatment programs often are not effective at keeping drunk drivers who 
attend from continuing to drink and drive. 

And alcohol education programs can be detrimental if poorly conducted, even 
causing increased drinking and driving by those who complete the school. 

Find out answers to questions like these: 

o Has the program been scientifically evaluated to see how effectively 
it prevents future drunk driving? 



o	 Are repeat offenders allowed to go through the same program multiple 
times? 

o	 What happens if a person shows up drunk or had been drinking? 

o	 What happens when a person required by the judge to attend does not 
show up or misses sessions? 

o	 Are people obviously in need of treatment that is unavailable in the 
program they are attending sent back to the court for further 
disposition, if necessary? 

o	 Are there separate programs to meet the needs of young people? 

o	 Are treatment and education programs regulated by the State? (If they 
are not they should be.) 

A member of the task force or citizen activist group should sit in on an 
education and a treatment program to learn what is going on. And qualified 
personnel from both types of programs should make a presentation to the task 
force when it is established. 

SUGGESTION: Education and treatment is a complex area. Write or call 
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for additional information. 
But remember, a panel of experts from the National Safety Council and the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recently recommended that present 
alcohol treatment programs be disallowed as an alternative to license suspension 
or revocation and other penalties such as stiff fines, etc. (Such programs could 
be an additional mandatory requirement for all offenders.) 

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

The State agency that issues driver's licenses needs to be investigated for 
deficiencies. 

Find out if records kept by the agency are adequate and available when 
needed. Find out the role of the agency in suspending or revoking the licenses 
of convicted drunk drivers and what is actually being done. 

One problem, for example, could be if the agency has a poor recordkeeping 
system that does not provide timely information on a driver's past record when 
the judge is ready to.sentence a convicted drunk driver. The judge would not 
know that he or she has a multiple offender to sanction. 

Find out if convictions are promptly reported by the courts to the driver 
licensing agency. Ask how long it takes to record convictions on the driver's 
record. 

Find out what happens to out-of-state drivers who are convicted of drunk 
driving in your State. Is the record of conviction forwarded to the State where 
the driver's license was issued? And if not, why not? How about the other way 
around? 



A thorough investigation into the practices and policies and procedures in 
the handling of alcohol-related driving offenses by each State's department of 
motor vehicles is justified and part of the efforts needed to effectively control 
drunk drivers. 

HOW TO FINANCE THE DRUNK DRIVER CONTROL SYSTEM 

It has been proven that it is possible to reduce deaths associated with 
alcohol-related crashes for short periods of time. But to permanently reduce the 
risk of unnecessary tragedy caused by drunk drivers it will be necessary to 
undertake and forever maintain costly additional efforts mainly at the local 
level of government. 

Sufficient additional funds will have to be made available to pay for 
substantially more arrests (by State and local police), better prosecution, pre
sentence alcohol-abuse assessments, better handling of drunk driving cases by 
the courts and judges, more effective punishment and rehabilitation, and other 
needed control efforts. 

If the money isn't found, then over the long run drunk driving will remain 
largely uncontrolled and public safety will remain unnecessarily jeopardized. 
Gains made resulting from massive citizen and media pressure during 1981 and 1982 
will be short-lived and innocent people in large numbers will continue to be 
killed and injured. 

The amounts needed to pay for effective drunk driver control, while substan
tial compared to today's level of expenditures for drunk driving control are only 
a small fraction of the costs associated with the destruction to human life and 
property caused by drunk drivers. It is conservatively estimated that the 
alcohol-crash problem cost the nation more than $5 billion annually. And that 
figure does not take into account the cost of human suffering (which can not be 
calculated) or the loss to the nation of the future talents of citizens killed or 
disabled. 

While better drunk driver control programs are going to be expensive, the 
general public need not pay one extra dime to be more effectively protected from 
the crimes committed by drunk drivers. All of the costs can and should be borne 
by the drunk drivers themselves (user fees, increased court costs) and by the 
alcohol beverages industry (earmarked taxes). Fines and user fees must be used 
in the future for better drunk driver control. 

USER FEES AND COURT COSTS 

In most States, fines, court costs, and user fees that are assessed against 
convicted drunk drivers need to be substantially increased and used to help pay 
for effective drunk driver control at the local level. Citizen activist groups 
should evaluate the current system of such fine-and-fee structure, if there is 
one, and request appropriate changes in State law so that fees generated by drunk 
driving convictions will be returned to the local community to pay for effective 
enforcement and control. 



In New York State, State Senator William T. Smith, whose daughter was killed 
by a drunk driver, worked for years without results to get effective legislation 
enacted into law. With citizen support, he finally got his way. 

Smith's efforts, with the support of the RID organization, resulted in a law 
that dramatically increased fines for drunk driving convictions and set the stage 
for more comprehensive enforcement of anti-drunk driving laws. 

Under Smith's "STOP-DWI" legislation, first-time convictions for driving 
while impaired were increased from $50 to a new mandatory level of $250. Driving 
while intoxicated now carries a $350 minimum mandatory fine, with a $500 maximum. 
Subsequent convictions for both offenses carry correspondingly more severe pen
alties. 

In addition, the STOP-DWI legislation provides new revenues to local gov
ernmental jurisdictions from the increased fines to ensure that drunk drivers 
will be caught and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. 

While the law provides that fines collected as a result of drunk driving 
offenses be returned to the counties to establish Special Traffic Option Programs 
for improved enforcement, prosecution, and adjudication efforts to combat drunk 
driving, a local jurisdiction to qualify for the funds has to designate a STOP
DWI Coordinator who will report annually to the county governing body and the 
State's Department of Motor Vehicles on program activities and money expended. 

When the bill was passed in 1981, Smith said, "The STOP-DWI efforts by local 
governments will apply resources to meet specific community needs, and increase 
public awareness about the problem. Funds may be used in approved programs to 
combat drunk driving through enforcement, prosecution, adjudication, education, 
and rehabilitation. What this bill is saying is that from now on, the drunk 
driver will be paying the tab to protect the rest of us." 

Smith has also said that citizens must tell their elected officials they 
will no longer tolerate drunk drivers. He had nothing but praise for the RID 
organization and the work it has done. 

The Smith bill and other new State laws recently enacted in New York State 
as mentioned elsewhere in this manual should be obtained and considered by 
citizens activist groups who want to make sure that they have the best available 
laws to compare to their State laws. 

THE NICKEL-A-DRINK TAX LAW 

The nickel-a-drink tax concept is the brainchild of Forst Lowery, who was 
the project director of the Hennepin County, Minnesota, Alcohol Safety Action 
Project. Several States are considering the proposal as a means of supporting 
the increased level of effort needed for a comprehensive community-based alcohol 
safety effort. 

The nickle-a-drink law shifts the burden of paying for controlling drunken 
drivers from the general taxpayer to a tax on the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
Lowery has designed the law so that the proceeds of a minimum tax on beverage 



alcohol will make it possible to sharply increase drunk driving arrests and 
provide for all costs--State and local--of drunken driver control, including 
rehabilitation and education. 

The nickel-a-drink tax is an excise tax on the gross receipts from the sale 
of beverage alcohol by wholesalers to retail dealers for the purpose of resale at 
an establishment by the glass or by the drink. Beer, wine and distilled spirits 
would be subject to the tax. 

The additional tax is at the rate of 5d per ounce of distilled liquor, 5t 
per 12 ounces of beer and 5t per four ounces of wine. The tax collected (at the 
wholesale level by a formula) would be more than enough to pay for effective 
drunk driver control. The surplus funds generated could be used for other 
alcohol-related problems in the community such as spouse-abuse programs, etc. 

The nickel-a-drink tax or an alternative measure that will raise enough 
funds to effectively control drunk drivers, needs to be enacted into law in every 
State. Anti-drunk driving citizen activist groups can have such bills introduced 
and then lobby to have them enacted into law or, if possible, to have the concept 
put on a statewide referendum and let the voters decide the issue. 

Complete literature on the nickel-a-drink law can be obtained by writing to: 
Forst Lowery, Project Director; 635 Second Avenue South; Minneapolis, MN 55402; 
(612) 338-4756. 

Lowery says "It's time to get the drunk driver off the property taxpayer's 
back." He is right. 



CHAPTER 6: THE MEDIA 

" ..the press has become the greatest power within the 
Western countries; more powerful than the legislative, the 
executive, and the judiciary." 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
Harvard Commencement, 1978 

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA 

The media--radio, televison, newspapers and magazines--is the single most 
important and powerful tool that an anti-drunk driving organization must learn 
how to use. The media is a mighty sword you can use to slay the drunk driving 
dragon. And it is easy to learn how to use and work with the media. 

Prior to mid-1980, the media payed little attention to the drunk driving 
issue throughout most of the United States. The general public was virtually 
left ignorant about the true magnitude and nature of the problem and that is why 
little pressure was mounted for reform. The media failed to do its job. But that 
is all changed now. The media has been sensitized to the issue and your job of 
getting press coverage will be much easier. 

Starting in mid-1980 following the tragic crash in Maryland that crippled 
Laura Lamb, the media became dramatically more responsive on the issue because 
citizen activists were taught simple steps that work to use "the power of the 
press" to inform the public about the problem and focus public pressure on 
elected officials to obtain reform. 

By the end of 1981, literally a small handful of victim activists and this 
author, a journalist turned activist, made drunk driving a well-publicized issue 
throughout the nation. 

The story about drunk driving that started with Laura Lamb turned into more 
than a thousand stories on the issue that reached more than an estimated 100 
million people across the nation. Television, radio, newspapers and magazines 
all jumped on the drunk driving "bandwagon" and did drunk driving stories. Today 
the drunk driving issue is fast becoming a national priority. 

Much of the news coverage on the issue was orchestrated by ordinary people 
who learned that they have access to the media and how to get coverage on the 
issue. There is no reason why you cannot have the same success in your State and 
community. 

The power of the press was used to get the point across that drunk drivers 
have become epidemic in virtually all communities and threaten or affect everyone 
of us everyday. 

During the last quarter of 1981, all three networks did major stories on the 
drunk driving problem. 



Tom and Dot Sexton and what happened to their son Tommy Jr. were featured on 
ABC's 20/20 program. Cindi and Laura Lamb were featured on 60 Minutes and Candy 
Lighter, founder of MADD, was on NBC Magazine. 

Numerous network shows including Donahue and Good Morning America have 
focused on the issue and the work of RID and MADD. 

Even the entertaiment side of the televison industry got into the act. 
Quincy solved a murder that was made to look like an alcohol-related crash to 
make the point that drunk drivers often get away with murder, and Lou Grant was 
arrested in one segment. of his show and rehabilitated to make the point that 
anyone--even Lou Grant--can be a drunk driver. 

Now victim activists around the country who have learned to use the media 
get enormous coverage of the issue in their States. Most recently the RID group 
in Missouri has successfully gotten the media behind its efforts and have 
generated almost weekly coverage of the issue. 

You can do the same thing. 

HOW TO USE THE MEDIA 

Begin by learning what coverage your local media has already given the 
issue. Call local reporters who cover the issue, if reporters are so assigned, 
and ask to be briefed on what coverage has already taken place. Ask to see clips 
of all stories done on drunk driving. These will help serve as a starting place 
for future coverage and may reveal deficiences in the system that have already 
been exposed by reporters. 

Call and ask to sit down with reporters and editors and explain what your 
group is all about. Build a relationship with them and anytime you think you 
have something about the issue that is newsworthy, call the reporters and let 
them make the decision about whether it is or is not. That's their job and good 
reporters want to be kept up to date on your group's progress. 

Ask editors, including television assignment editors to consider doing in-
depth articles or video pieces on the drunk driving problem in your State or 
community. Suggest possible stories for them to do such as the problems in the 
courts with plea-bargaining or the impact drunk drivers have on the victim. 

Do not get discouraged. In the long run, if you build a good relationship 
with your local media you will get all the coverage you need. The press is just 
as concerned about drunk drivers as you are (most of the media, but not all) and 
want to cover the story. 



STORY IDEAS 

There are many reporters who would like to be able to devote their full-time 
to the drunk driving issue so that they can do the best job possible. But, 
reporters have bosses (editors) and they are told what to do. Reporters have 
more than just the drunk driving issue to keep track of. So the easier you can 
make the reporter's Job, the more stories and coverage you will generate. 

So feed stories to the press whenever possible. Suggest story ideas and 
help the reporter gather the information. The more information on a story 
(names, dates, places, phone numbers, and incidents) you provide a busy reporter, 
the better the chances of getting the story published. 

SUGGESTION: Newsday, the largest evening newspaper in the United States 
was one of the few exceptions to the fact that, in general, the media did not do a 
good job alerting the public to the true horror and magnitude of the drunk 
driving problem. They did an excellent investigative series on the drunk driving 
issue. It is titled "Drunk Driving: The Dismal Record" and is must reading for 
all who are concerned about the drunk driving issue. It is a model that other 
reporters can use from which to glean ideas on how the story can be covered in 
their home States. The series also shows numerous generic deficiencies that 
exist in most places in the nation and is a good learning tool for citizen 
activist groups to use to learn what types of problems may exist in their State 
and local system of drunk driver control. 

The publisher of the newspaper has agreed to make available a good supply of 
"free" reprints of the Newsday series on drunk driving. To obtain a free copy 
write to: 

Paula Cohen, Public Relations

Newsday

Long Island, New York 11747

(516) 454-2173 

Show the series to your local reporters and ask their to try to emulate the 
work done by the Newsday reporters. 

The series is also good background for task force members when such efforts 
are undertaken. 

PICKING A REPORTER TO WORK WITH 

Call the assignment editors of your local newspapers, radio, and television 
stations and ask which reporters cover or will cover the drunk driving issue. 
Meet with those reporters and solicit their help to get the issue before the 
public. Ask that indepth stories on drunk driving be done and that reporters 
research the system for dangerous flaws and deficiencies and report them to the 
public. 

If you talk to enough reporters, sooner or later you will find one or more 
who will become concerned about the issue and take it on as a project. Feed that 
reporter as much information as you can. 



Suggest story ideas to the reporter. Whenever a new development occurs make 
sure the reporters are informed about them. Don't be afraid to keep after 
reporters. They are used to it. 

Citizen activists will get a lot of telephone calls from other victims, 
concerned citizens and organizations to discuss the drunk driving problem. They 
will also get calls from reporters. Always return the telephone calls of a 
reporter as soon as possible. The reporter may be working on a tight deadline 
and you might miss an opportunity to get an important point across to the public. 

EDUCATING REPORTERS 

Just as the general public is virtually ignorant about the true magnitude 
and seriousness of the alcohol-crash problem, so are the majority of reporters. 
After reading this manual you will know more about the drunk driving issue than 
most reporters. Take the time to teach interested reporters all you can about 
the alcohol-crash problem. 

A reporter who understands the problem and its solutions will be able to do 
a better job putting his or her story together. Photocopy key sections of this 
manual (especially Chapters 1, 2, and 5) and given them to the reporter for 
background information. These sections of the manual and the Newsday series on 
drunk driving will provide any good reporter with enough information to be able 
to thoroughly investigate the drunk driving problem in your State or community. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Writing letters to the editor about news stories or features that have been 
done on drunk driving, or about problems in the system that the newspaper has not 
yet covered, or commenting on an editorial about drunk driving that has run is a 
very effective and worthwhile way to keep the issue alive. 

If you take exception to information contained in a news story, write a 
letter to the editor and let the public know. 

Such letters should be done immediately after an editorial or story appears. 
Keep the letter short and to the point. One to six short paragraphs is usually 
more than sufficient. Put the most important information at the top of a longer 
letter so that if the editor has to shorten the letter (and many letters are 
shortened) he can easily cut off the least important information. Make the 
letter interesting and make sure of your facts. 

Encourage others to write to the editor. 

SUGGESTION: If you are working to get an anti-drunk driving bill passed or 
want to show public displeasure with a lenient judge, ask in your letter that the 
public write to their elected official in support of the bill or to critize the 
judge. Such suggestions in a letter to the editor can generate a lot of mail and 
a lot of public pressure. 



TELEVISION EDITORIALS 

Television editorials can have a lot of impact. Call and discuss the drunk 
driving issue with the station's editorial director and ask that the station take 
a position on the drunk driving issue editorially. Keep up your relationship 
with the editorial director. 

Work with all the local stations and try to get continuous editorials. WDVM 
the CBS affiliate in Washington, D.C., has done more than a dozen editorials 

or drunk driving and its coverage has helped sensitize the public in the 
aashington area to the issue. (See sample editorial in the Appendix.) 

OP-ED 

Ask your local newspaper editors if you can write an article that can appear 
on what is commonly known as the OP-ED (opposite the editorial) page. This will 
give you a chance to get all your points across without the screening of a 
reporter. 

MEDIA ALERT 

When a bill on drunk driving is languishing in a committee at the State 
legislature, write a letter to every editor (use a form letter) of every newspa
per in the State (or if a local issue, to every county or city newspaper) and all 

and radio news departments and ask that the public call their elected 
officials and express support for the bill. Activists in Maryland have used this 
approach several times with great success. They generated hundreds of letters 
and calls to reluctant politicians. 

TELL THE TRUTH 

Never under any circumstances lie to a reporter (or to anyone about drunk 
driving). If you do, you will lose your credibility. Reporters almost always 
find out the truth and the issue will suffer. If you don't know the answer to a 
reporter's question or it is a question you don't want to answer (such as 
personal details about the death of a victim) tell the reporter you don't know or 
do not care to answer. They will understand. Most reporters, even if they don't 
say so, are on your side on the issue of drunk driving. If you don't know the 
answer to a question, offer to find the answer and call the reporter back or 
-efer the reporter to someone who should know the answer. 

ERRORS 

Many stories written about drunk driving over the past two years have 
contained at least one error of fact. Reporters are only human and they often 
make errors when telling their stories. 

If the error leaves the public with an important misconception about part of 
the issue, ask that it be corrected. If it is a minor error, either forget it or 
Just bring it to the reporter's attention so that in the future the same mistake 
won't be made again. 



If you are misquoted tell the reporter, but if it is not an important point, 
don't make a big deal about it. You need the press, they don't need you. 

LACK OF NEWS COVERAGE 

Drunk driving is a major threat to the health and safety of every resident 
in your State and community and deserves to be adequately covered by your local 
newspaper and television station. 

While there are many issues that vie for a newspaper's (or radio and 
television station's) time and attention, there is no excuse for any competent 
news organization to fail to adequately cover the drunk driving issue. 

The public has a right to be informed about the drunk driving issue and news 
organizations have a duty to inform the public. 

Just reporting on the progress of a citizen activist group's attempts to 
improve the system or just reporting on new developments in the issue is not good 
enough. Quantity of news coverage should not be confused with the quality of 
news coverage. 

If your local newspaper (especially if you live in a one-newspaper town) or 
television or radio station fails to adequately cover the drunk driving issue or 
ignores it, there are ways a citizen activist group can bring pressure on the 
errant news organization to do a proper job of informing the public about the 
true nature of the drunk driving problem. 

First ask reporters on the newspaper or at the television or radio station 
why the coverage of the story is being neglected. Next meet with or call or write 
the editor or news director and if necessary the publisher or station manager and 
ask why they are not doing a better job of covering the drunk driving story. The 
lives and health of innocent people depend on the news organization informing the 
public about the problem. Ask that investigative reporters be assigned to the 
story and the flaws and faults of individuals and institutions that are endan
gering the public be exposed and documented for the readers, listeners, and 
viewers. 

If the newspaper or television or radio station still does not respond, then 
launch a public pressure campaign to get the news organization to do its duty. 
Ask everyone you can, citizens, victims, members of the clergy, police officers, 
business leaders, etc., to call and write to the editor or news director and to 
call and write to the publisher or station manager and complain. If enough 
people call the news organization, they may improve their coverage. 

If there is an Ombudsman at the newspaper, write to him and complain. And 
write to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and complain that the tele
vision or radio station is not providing the community it serves with coverage of 
a controversial issue of public importance: drunk driving. Ask that the 
station's license not be renewed. If properly documented, such complaints are 
listened to very seriously. 

If necessary, you could also encourage advertisers to insist on coverage. 



SAVE THOSE CLIPS 

Save and mount for later reference every story that is done on the drunk 
driving issue in your State and local community. They often contain valuable 
information that can be used by your task force to help correct the drunk driving 
problem in your area. 

GETTING THE INFOMATION OUT 

There are many public officials and government employees who are part of the 
drunk driving system who have firsthand knowledge of dangerous deficiencies and 
flaws in the system that they would like to see corrected but have been unable to 
get any changes made. 

Those flaws and deficiencies are killing innocent people. If an individual 
has first-hand knowledge of a deficiency in the system but is unwilling to make 
that information public because of fear of reprisals, let that person know that 
you are willing to pass the information on to the press without divulging your 
source. As an alternative, you could provide that person with the name of a 
reporter who has a reputation for keeping his or her sources confidential. Very 
often when that kind of information is made public, the deficiencies or flaws are 
corrected overnight. If you are told some information in confidence, it is 
important to always keep the source's identity secret. Failure to do so could 
cost that person his or her job or word could get back to the person who gave you 
the information that you are not to be trusted. 

PUBLICITY HOUNDS 

It really is easy to get lots of news coverage on the drunk driving issue. 
But don't fall into the trap of getting coverage just to get coverage or make 
yourself look good. Drunk driving is a serious.subject and there it no room in 
the issue for people who lose sight of their mission and try to become media 
stars. The press will turn off on you and the issue and your cause will suffer. 

GETTING DRUNK DRIVERS' NAMES PUBLISHED 

Having the names of people arrested for driving while intoxicated published 
in a newspaper is perfectly legal and helps serve as a deterrent to others. 

Many newspapers around the country have started this practice. In some 
cases this has been as a result of citizens calling the editor or publisher and 
asking that the names be published. 

If the paper refuses to publish the names of those arrested, despite the 
fact that they are public record, ask if the paper will at least publish the 
names of those convicted, the names of the judge who sentenced them and the 
punishment and other sanctions meted out by the court. 

SUGGESTION: Try all the newspapers in your area. One or more might think 
it's a good idea. 
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THE PRESS CONFERENCE 

Press conferences have been used very successfully by victim activist 
groups over the past two years. But they should only be used sparingly and when 
the. activist group has a major statement or campaign to kickoff. 

The announcement of the formation of a new anti-drunk drivin activist group 
or the launching of a statewide initiative to obtain a State or county) task 
force on drunk driving coupled with a petition drive or letter writing campaign 
would be an appropriate time to hold a press conference. So is the introduction 
of a major new anti-drunk driving law. 

But to be successful, a press conference needs to be well planned and orche
strated. There has to be enough time for all advance planning and arrangements 
to be made. 

The first thing to do is to select the theme for the press conference such 
as the kickoff of a statewide petition drive in support of a call for a State (or 
local) task force on drunk driving. 

Then line up the agenda for the press conference. The ideal amount of time 
it should last is between 30 and 45 minutes. Any longer and most reporters will 
get bored. 

So line up several speakers (three or four) who will have important state
ments to make on the subject. The speakers should include the leader of the 
activist group, one or two victims (or more) who will tell what happened to them 
and how drunk driving has affected their lives, and possibly a public figure such 
as a well respected elected official or other officials who are in support of the 
goals of the organization. In the past, congressmen, State legislators, and 
members of a State's attorney general's staff have participated in anti-drunk 
driving press conferences. A police chief, city mayor, or county^-executive would 
also be good candidates. 

Also line up visuals for the television media. This can include a picketing 
demonstration outside the place where the press conference is held and victims 
who have suffered gravely because of an impaired driver. Laura Lamb, the baby 
who was paralyzed by a drunk, and a woman who is confined to a wheelchair because 
of a drunk driver, have appeared at successful press conferences in Washington. 

Each victim who lost a child or other loved one should have an 8" by 10" 
picture of the one they lost to hold up when talking about their tragedy. 
Television stations will often show the pictures on the air. 

In New York State, Doris Aiken, president and founder of RID, Remove Intoxi
cated Drivers, has a seemingly endless scroll she unrolls at demonstations. On 
the scroll are the names of victims of drunk drivers. It is an impressive visual 
for television news crews to focus on. 

Visuals are important for television, because they need more than just 
"talking heads" to put on the air. 



After the theme and speakers and visuals are lined.up, the-next step is to 
pick a date, time, and place. 

Allow at least two weeks or more to get everything in order for the press 
conference. The best location to hold a press conference is where reporters 
usually congregate, such as a county or city hall, or the State capitol building. 
In California, the MADD organization got permission to use the governor's press 
room to announce the formation of the organization and its goals.. 

Ask the press secretary, the person who handles the media for your governor, 
mayor, or county executive to help make arrangements for an appropriate room. 
Most will do.' it gladly. It will be more convenient for TV crews to set up their 
equipment and for reporters to show up. Remember: You want to make it as easy 
as possible for the reporters to do their jobs. 

A press conference should be held about 10:30 in the morning to allow the 
story to make the evening television news and for print reporters to make their 
deadlines. Radio reports can begin airing almost immediately after the news 
conference ends and frequently will continue throughout the day. 

The preferred date is early in the week such as a Monday or Tuesday. The 
week is just begining and editors are looking for stories to do. And remember, 
the drunk driving story is important as well as a good one for the media to cover. 

IMPORTANT CAUTION: Make sure that the date you choose will not conflict 
with another major event. If you hold your press conference while another 
important event is occurring, your press conference might get little, if any 
notice, despite the importance of the drunk driving issue. It's a risk you don't 
need. 

No matter how well planned your press conference is, a major news' story can 
always break and take away from your conference. 

So, if only a few reporters show up, go ahead with it anyway. They came and 
deserve the courtesy of hearing what you have to say. You can always schedule a 
second press conference at a later date, but don't lose the opportunity at hand. 

After picking a time, date, and place, the next thing to do is to prepare a 
pre-press release announcing that the press conference will be held. 

The pre-press release should have a distinctive anti-drunk driving emblem 
on it or be on the letterhead of the organization holding the press conference. 

The release should have the title of the press conference, a few paragraphs 
explaining why the press conference is being held, and why it is.. an important 
subject worthy of coverage by the press. If there will be visuals, they should 
be explained. 



The release must be clearly written and have the name of a contact person so 
if there are any questions, the press will have someone to call. 

(The press release used by MADD when the organization went public is an 
excellent example to follow and is included in the appendix.) 

The next step is to obtain a list of all radio and television news depart
ments and the names and addresses of all local newspapers, including the weeklies 
and smaller papers. Any good press secretary will have an up-to-date list and 
will provide you a copy of It, if asked. 

S8QG663TOON: One week before the press conference, mail or hand deliver a 
copy of the pre-press release to every name on the list. If the list is long and 
postage is a problem, ask a local insurance company if it will mail them for you; 
most will do so gladly--other business organizations or governmental agencies 
will also help if asked. If the press conference is to be held at the State 
house, city hall, or the county office building then post a notice of the press 
conference in the press room bulletin board if there is such a room. 

Also call the Associated Press and United Press International and ask that 
the press conference be put in their "day book." This will help alert and serve 
as a reminder to all editors who get the wire services that the press conference 
is taking place. (Some AP ad UPI offices will do this for you, some won't, but it 
is worth a try.) The calls to AP and UPI should be made early in the day on the 
day before the press conference. 

Also send a copy of the pre-press release to representatives of the 
insurance industry, police department, and local or State government and anyone 
else who may have interest in the issue. 

Then, and most importantly, after mailing out the release wait a few days 
and assume nobody read it. get on the telephone and call the assignment 
editors at all radio and television news departments and newspapers. 

Ask if they have the release and if there are any questions. Try to sell 
them on the idea that it is an important press conference. The person making 
these calls should be very knowledgeable on the issue and if a victim, should 
tell the assignment editor that fact. Try to get a commitment that the assign
ment editor will send a reporter to cover the conference. 

SUGGESTION: Lots of people are always trying to get coverage in newspapers 
and on television and radio. There is a lot of competition for coverage, so the 
more controversial you are, the better. That's the way the news business works. 
If your governor, for example, refuses to meet with your group or refuses to 
agree to establish the State task force and does not have a valid reason why, do 
not hesitate to bring this to the attention of reporters. 

Before the press conference takes place, prepare a "press kit" to hand out 
to reporters. This makes it easier for them to do their jobs on a tight deadline 
and makes for more accurate coverage. 



The press kit should contain a typed version of every speaker's statement, a 
fact sheet on the drunk driving problem that includes important local statistics 
and a contact sheet with the names and phone numbers of people who are expert on 
the issue for reporters to contact. (Include, for example, a reference to the 
information office of NHTSA. They have people who know the issue and can best 
explain it to reporters.) The press kit should also have a press release that 
explains the purpose of the conference and the key points being made. 

.Each speaker.should limit their, talk to no more than five minutes. Anything 
longer risks turning off the press. 

On the day of the press conference make sure that one person is responsible 
for coordinating the conference and handling last minute details. A table should 
be set up at the front of the room for the speakers to sit at, and reporters 
should be met at the door and handed a press kit. 

But make sure the press kits are at first given only to reporters. Keep a 
list of the reporters who attend for later reference. Everyone who attends-will 
want a press kit, and if they are all gone and a reporter does not get one, you 
miss a chance for quality coverage from that reporter. If any kits are left 
over, they will still be needed to be distributed to news organizations that did 
not attend the event. They should be mailed or delivered in person to the 
.assignment editor. 

A press conference is not a time for people to get their egos massaged. 
Politicians, who pat each other on the back at a press conference turn off the 
press. Make sure all speakers stay on the subject at hand. 

SUGGESTION: Victims are very good speakers. They should be helped with 
their statements and for the purposes of television and radio each speech should 
contain several 10 to 30 second hard hitting statements such as: 

"Drunk driving will no longer be tolerated in our community"; 

"Drunk driving is the most often committed violent crime in our community 
and not enough is being done about it"; and 

."Our governor is dragging his feet on deciding to appoint a task force." 

Another important thing to do is to encourage victims and concerned citizens 
to attend the press conference. A good crowd shows the press that you mean 
business and that there is support for your efforts. When all the speakers have 
finished with their presentations, ask if the press has any questions and be sure 
to thank them for coming. 

Follow up--it is appropriate to call the editors of newspapers and broadcast 
media who did not send reporters and ask why the press conference was not 
covered. They may have a reasonable and valid reason such as being short 



staffed, or a breaking news story took precedence over your press conference. If 
so, offer to explain what took place at the conference over the phone and to send 
or deliver a news release. Remember you are continually trying to convince 
the media that this subject is important to cover and that your group is not 
going to give up. 

RADIO AND TV TALK SHOWS 

Before and after the press conference, try to line up appearances on radio 
and TV talk shows. Make sure that the person who appears on such shows is 
articulate and well versed on the issue. 

NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS AND TELEVISION EDITORIALS 

After the coverage by the media of the press conference, wait a few days and 
call the editorial writers of newspapers and television and radio stations and 
ask if they will write or broadcast editorials in favor of your request for a 
task force (or whatever). It does not hurt to ask and very often you will get an 
editorial. 

NOTE: At first reporters and government officals may be skeptical about 
the worth of a task force. Most task forces produce reports that sit on a shelf 
and no action is taken on them. This is not the case with a well-designed drunk 
driving task force if victims and concerned citizens demand that the task force 
recommendations are implemented. A drunk driving task force is action-oriented 
and can produce significant results. Ask the skeptics to call the chairman of 
the Montgomery County Task Force, Charles Short, to get his reaction to the task 
force approach. (see Task Force Concept, page 49) 

More on visuals--The press needs good visuals to help explain their stories. 
And victims who hold up a picture of a child who was killed by a drunk driver, or 
who are sitting in a wheelchairs make good visuals and will be well covered by 
the media. Take advantage of that fact. While it may be distasteful to you at 
first, it helps get the word out that there is a problem and furthers everyone's 
goal of saving lives and reducing injuries. It is one thing to say that "x" 
number of people have been killed and maimed by drunk drivers and quite another 
to vividly show the results of alcohol-related crashes. It is important to 
personalize the statistics. 
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CHAPTER 7: A FEW MORE POINTS 

ADVICE FROM THE NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL 

A National Safety Council panel of experts on alcohol and drugs in February 
1982 urged jurisdictions and groups presently focusing on DWI laws and other 
legal approaches intended to reduce the numbers of alcohol-related deaths and 
injuries to consider the following recommendations: 

1. Increase the number of DWI offenders identified by improving enforce
ment. In particular, require that all drivers in moving violations or 
crashes be tested by a reliable breath-alcohol screening device or 
some other chemical test for alcohol, and widely publicize these 
changes in enforcement. 

2. Eliminate severe penalties such as jail sentences for first offenders, 
and mandate license suspension and/or revocation for fixed periods for 
all convictions for DWI. Assure that all arrests involving DWI be 
identified on driving records. 

3. Change the procedures by which offenders are processed to assure swift 
and certain adjudication. 

4. Disallow present alcohol treatment programs as an alternative to li
cense suspension or revocation. (Such programs could be an additional 
mandatory requirement for repeat offenders.) 

5. Adopt a legal minimum drinking age of 21, if the present minimum is 
lower. 

MORE GOOD ADVICE--PROTECT YOURSELF 

The sin le most effective countermeasure to reduce death and injury caused 
by drunk drivers is to wear safety belts and correctly use approved child 
restraint devices for small children. 

No matter how successful you are in obtaining better control of drunk 
drivers in your community, it is important to know and understand that a certain 
number of drunk drivers will always be on our roads. We will never be able to 
totally eliminate them. 

No matter how careful a driver you are, your best protection from being 
killed or injured by a drunk driver is to fasten your safety belt on each and 
every trip--even if it's only to the corner store. Not doing that is akin to 
potentially committing suicide. 

Please, for your sake and that of your family, use safety belts and child 
restraint devices. Without them, a drunk driver can destroy your family's 
future, without warning, in a matter of seconds. 

Recommendation: Many States are enacting child restraint laws which save 
childrens's lives. National figures show that only about 11 percent of young 
children are restrained and of that 11 percent, a large number of children are 



incorrectly being restrained. Much tragedy and suffering can be prevented with a 
mandatory child restraint law. Obtain a copy of a model child restraint law from 
your Governor's Highway Safety Representative. Consider it as an effective drunk 
driving countermeasure. 

And a worthwhile project that a citizen activist group should consider in 
every community is to establish a "loaner program" at local hospitals that will 
provide for the temporary use of a child restraint device so that a newborn's 
first ride is a safe ride. A mother holding an infant or small child in her lap, 
even if she is belted in, is asking for trouble. That practice is unsafe. 

There is at least one case recorded where an infant was killed in an 
alcohol-related crash on the way home from the hospital after its birth. The 
parents will be bitter forever. Don't let it happen to someone you love. 

There is also something that all of us must do if we are to prevent drunk 
driving. And that is to personally prevent an alcohol-impaired person from 
climbing into a car and potentially killing themself or an innocent person. The 
concept of "Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk" is important for all of us to 
practice. Drive an impaired person home yourself or call a taxi, or let them 
sleep it off, on the floor, if necessary. 

And when going to a party or out for a night on the town, use the same 
concept the Scandinavians use. They pick adesignated driver for the evening. 
That person does not drink and is responsible for seeingg that those with him or 
her get home safely. It's a good practice and it works. 



CONCLUSION 

If the methods outlined in this manual are followed, death and injury can be 
significantly reduced in any State or community. 

The knowledge to control and deter drunks from driving on American highways 
has existed for at least the past ten years. But without public understanding of 
the magnitude and nature of the alcohol-crash problem and public support, traffic 
safety specialists have been unable to take the needed steps to protect the 
public from drunk drivers. 

During the ten-year period an estimated 250,000 people were killed on our 
roads. The mounting tragedy they comprise slipped through the cracks one death 
at a time until "America's Greatest Tragedy" had occurred. It is our nation's 
greatest tragedy because much of the death and injury associated with alcohol-
related crashes was largely preventable. 

An informed public led by able citizen activists can work for effective 
solutions. But it is a process that will have to be forever maintained and 
forever monitored in our communities or the terrible toll drunk drivers take will 
continue to climb and a plague of anguish will continue to cast a shadow across 
our land. In the final analysis, it will be up to the citizens in each 
community to make a choice. They can continue to look the other way or they can 
take a stand and loudly proclaim and demand that "drunk drivers will no longer be 
tolerated." 
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APPENDIX A: CITIZEN ACTIVIST GROUPS

State and Local kMs

1. Tom wind Dot Sexton (MADD-MD) (One of the nost knowledgeable and
3113 tinder Place effective victim activist groups
We,, !D 20715 in the nation.)
(301) 464-1842

2. Ed and Marie-Kuneg (Northern Virginia) MADD
2216 Casemont Drive
Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 532-8076

3. Joyce Salamy (C.A.A.D.)
Citizens Against Abusive Drivers
504 Virginia Street, East
Charleston, WV 25301
(204) 345-0932

4. Marge Charleville, President (One of the cost knowledgeable and
RID-Missouri effective victim activist groups
St. Louis Chapter in the nation.)
P.O. Box 12654
St. Louis,•MO 63141
(314) 576-5425

5. Susan Midget
Mothers-Many Against Drinking Driving
P.O. Box 14436
IBorfolk, VA 23510
(804) 587-0711

6. Susan Weight
Californians for Sober Highways
1748 North Verdugo Road No. 2
Glendale, CA 91208
(213) 277-5111

7. Frank Helmstadter, PARKIT
10 Union Street
Dryden, NY 13053
(607) 272-3914 Home; 256-3815 Office

8. Charlotte Kitowski
50 Arnoldale Road
West Hartford, CT 06119
(203) 525-1107
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APPENDIX B: GOVERNORS' HIGHWAY SAFETY REPRESENTATIVES AND COORDINATORS


Representative 

ALABAMA ""Governor Forrest H. James 

Mr. Bobby Joe Kemp

Highway Director

State of Alabama Highway Department

State Highway Building

11 South Union Street

Montgomery, Alabama 36130


Phone: (205) 832-5440


ALASKA -- Governor Jay Hammond 

W. William R. Nix 
Commissioner, Department 

of Public Safety

Pouch N Pouch N

Juneau, Alaska 99801


Phone: (907) 465-4300


ARIZONA -- Goverdor Bruce Babbitt 

Mr. Richard Zazueta 
Governor's Highway Safety 

Representative 
"'Office of Highway Safety


1801 W. Jefferson, Room 465

Phoenix, Arizona 85007


Phone: (602) 255-3216


ARKANSAS -- Governor Frank White 

Mr. Charles J. Curtis, Director

Arkansas Highway Safety Program

#1 Capitol Mall

Level 4B, Suite 215

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

.Phone: (501) 371-1101


0 

Coordinator 

Mr. James F. Quinn 
.Director 
Office of Highway and 

Traffic Safety

11 South Union Street, Room 741

Montgomery, Alabama 36130


Phone: (205) 832-5974


W. Charles Smith 
Director, Alaska Highway 

Safety Planning Agency 

Juneau, Alaska 99801

Phone: (907) 465-4371


SAME 

SAME 



Representative 

CALIFORNIA -- Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. 

Thomas A. .ankard, Director 
Office of .Traffic Safety 
Business and Transportation Agency11State of California 
7000 Franklin Boulevard - Suite 330 
Sacramento, California 95823' 

Phone: (916) 445-5373 

COLORADO -- Governor Richard D. Lamm 

Cordell Smith, Director 
Division of Highway Safety 
4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

Phone: (303) 757-9381 

CONNECTICUT -- Governor William A. O'Neill 

Mr. Norman C. Booth 
Governor's Representative 
Department of Transportation 
Bureau of Highways 
24 Wolcott Hill Road 
Wethersfield, Conndcticut 06109 

Coordinator 

Mr. 6. Van Oldenbeek 
Office of Traffic Safety 
Business and Transportation Agency 
State of California 
7000 Franklin Boulevard - Suite 300 
Sacramento, California 95823 

Phone: (916) 445-5373 

DELAWARE -- Governor Pierre S. 'Pete' duPont, IV 

Mr. Francis A. lanni Governor's Representative 
for Highway Safety Treadway Towers 

9 East Loockerman Street 
Dover, Delaware 19901 

Phone: (302) 736-4282 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA -- Mayor Marion S. Barry 

Thomas M. Downs, Director 
D.C. Department of Transportation 
Presidential Building, Room 508 
415 12th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Phone:	 (202) 727-5847 
Phone: (202) 727-5777 

William E. Corgill, Ph.D.

Highway Safety Program Coordinator

D. C. Office of Highway Safety 
Presidential Building, Suite 604 
415 12th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
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Representative

f'LOR I DA Governor Robert Graham

Robert S.ilkerson, Director
Division of Public Safety Planning

and Assistance •
.Florida Department of Veteran and

Cowsunity Affairs
2571 Executive Center Circle East
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

Phone: (904) 488-6001

GEORGIA -- Governor George Busbee

.Carlton Fisher, Director
Office of Highway -Safety
State of Georgia-,
2175 !forth i ake Parkway
Building 4, Suite 144
Tucker, Georgia 30084

Phone: '(404) 393-7480

HAWAII -- Governor George R. Ariyoshi

Dr. Ryokichi,'Higash-jonna
Governor's Highway Safety

Representative.
Mepartment of Transportation
09 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Phone: (808) 548-4655

IDAHO^t -= Governor John V. Evans

Darrell V. Manning, Director
Idaho Department of Transportation

Box, 7129
Boise, Idaho-83707

Phone: (208) 384-3699

ILLINOIS -- Governor James R. Tlwapson

Melvin H. Smith, Director
Division of Transportation Safety
319 Administration Building
2300 South Dirksen Parkway
Springfield Illinois 62764'

Phone: 1217) 782-4972

"
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Coordinator

ft. Sandra M. Whitmire
Chief Bureau of Highway Safety
Dept. of Veteran and Cowiunity

 * Affairs
2571'Executive Center Circle fast
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

Phone: (904) 488-5455

Mr. Charles 0. Hill
Program Manager
-Off i ce of Highway Safety
State of Georgia
2175 Northlake Parkway
Building 4, Suite 144
Tucker, Georgia 30084

Phone: (404) 393-7480

Mr. Lawrence K. Hao
Motor Vehicle Safety Administrator
State Department of Transportation
79 South Nimitz Highway
Honolulu, Hawaii 13

Phone: (808) 548-5755

Mr. Bill Miller
Manager of the Highway Safety

Section
Idaho Department of Transportation
Boise, Idaho 83707

Phone: (208) 384-3533

*
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Coordinator

'

Wafter H. Frick, Director
Division of Traffic Safety

;801'State Office Building. Rm 108
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Phone: (317) 232-1297

Mr. Sven Sterner, Director
Governor's Highway Safety Office
Office for Planning and Programming
Capitol Hill Annex
523 East 12th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Phone: (515) 281-3868

Dr. Arland V. Hicks, P.E.
Engineer of Safety
Safety Department of the

Department of Transportation
10th Floor, State Office Building
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Phone: (913) 296-3551

Ms Joe Ann O'Hara, Coa mandBer
Highway Safety Standards Section
Kentucky State Police State Office
`State Office Building
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Phone: (502) 564-7433

 * 

Representative

INDIANA -- %overnor Robert Orr
4

Ms. Susan. Davis, Executive Assistant
Governor's Representative
State Capitol - Room 210
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Phone: (317) 232-4579

IOWA -- Governor Robert D. Ray

Edward J. Stanek, Director
Office for Planning and Programming
Capitol Hill Annex
523 East 12th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Phone: (515) 281-5888

KANSAS -- Governor John Carlin

Mr. John B.'Kemp, Secretary
Kansas Department'of Transportation
State Office 8uildirf̂
TopekaY , Kansas 666I2

Phone: (913) 296-3461

KENTUCKY -- Governor John Y. awn, Jr.

Mr. Marion D. Campbell, Comissionelr
Bureau of State Police
Department of Justice
Building 326
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Phone: (502) 564-4890

LOUISIANA -- Governor David Treeh

Mr. Stephen M. Young Executive Director
Louisiana Highway Safety Commission
P.O. Box 44061, Capitol Station
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Phone: (504) 342-5460



Representative Coordinator 

WINE -- Governor Joseph E. ore an 

W. Albert L. Godfrey, Sr. 
Maine Department of Public Safety SAME

36 Hospital Street 
Augusta, Maine 04330 

MARYLAND -- Governor Harry Hughes 

The Honorable Lowell K. Bridwell William L. Carson, Director 
Secretary of Transportation Division of Transportation Safety 
P.O. Box 8755 Department of Transportation 
Baltimore-Washington International P.O. Box 8755 

Airport Baltimore-Washington International 
Baltimore, Maryland 21240 Airport 

Phone: (301) 859-7397 Baltimore, Maryland 21240 
Phone: (301) 859-7157 

MASSACHUSETTS -- Governor EJward J. King 

Paul R. McHugh,-Acting 
Governor's Highway Safety Bureau 
100 Charles River Plaza - 9th Floor SAME 
Boston, Massachusetts 02114 

Phone: (617) 727-5074 

MICHIGAN -- Governor Wlliam G. Milliken 

Mr. Philip W. Haseltine 
Executive Director 
Office of Highway Safety Planning SAME 
7150 Harris Drive - General Office Building 
Lansing, Michigan 48913 

Phone: (517) 322-1941 

MINNESOTA -- Governor Albert H. Quie 

John P. Sopsic, Commissioner Tom Boerner 
Department' of Public Safety Department of Public Safety 
Transportation Building Transportation Building 
St. Paul,'Minnesota 55155 St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Phone: (612) 296-6642 Phone: (612) 296-6953 
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Representative Coordinator

NEW HAMPSHIRE -- Governor Hugh H. Ci11en

an 8. NeDuffee, Coordinator
shire Highway Safety Agency

Pine Ivan Plaza SAME
117 Manchester Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

MISSISSIPPI -- Governor William Winter

Mr. Roy .Thigpen, Director
..Governor's Representative for Highway

Safety
Governor's Highway Safety Program
'10 George Street, Suite 246
Jackson, Mississippi 39201

Phone:, (601) 354-6892

MISSOURI -- Governor Christopher S. Bond

Edward B. Daniel, Director Mr. David Baxter
Department of-Public Safety Department of Public Safety
P. 0. Box 749 P. O.. Box 749
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Phone: (314)'751-4905 Phone: (314) 751-4905

I 0 NTANA -- GDverwr Ted Schrenden,

Albert E. Goke, Administrator
Highway Traffic Safety Division
Department of Justice
303 North Roberts Helena, Montana 59620

Phone: (406) 449-3412

NEBRASKA -- Governor Charles Thane

Harry B. Peterson, Director Mr. Fred E. Zwonechek
Department of Motor Vehicles Administrator, Office of Highway Safef
State Office Building State House Station 94612
State.House Station 94789 Lincoln, Nebraska 68509
Lincoln, Nebraska ' 68509 Phone: (402) 471-2515

one: (402) 471-2281
*

 * 



Representative Coordinator 

NEVADA =- Governor Robert F. List 

W.- S. *arton Jacka 0 Mrs. Nary Lynn Evans -"• 
Governor's Highway Safety Highway Safety Coordinator 

Representative Traffic Safety Division 
Traffic Safety Division Department of Motor Vehicles 
Department of Motor Vehicles 555 Wright Way, Run. 258 
555 Wright Way, Rm. 258 Carson City, Nevada 89711 
Carson City, Nevada 89711 Phone: (702) 885-5720 

Phone: (702) 885-5375 

NEW JERSEY -- Governor Thomas H. Kean 

Joan H. Wiskowski, Director Curtis A. Winston, Manager 
Division of Motor Vehicles Office of Highway Safety 
State of New Jersey State of New Jersey 
25 South Montgomery Street CN -- 048 
Trenton, New Jersey 08666 Trenton, New. Jersey 08618 

Phone: (609) 292-4570 Phone: (609) 292-3900 

NEW MEXICO =- Governor Bruce King 

Mr. Ruben Mier Mr. John D. Fenner 
Secretary of Transportation Department Chief, Traffic Safety Bureau 
P.E.R.A. Building - Room 220 P.E.R.A. Building - Room 224 
P.O. Box 1028 P.0. Box 1028 Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503 

Phone: (505) 827-2045 Phone: (505) 827-2863 

NEW YORK -- Governor Hugh L. Carey 

Mr. Leslie G. Foschio, Commissioner Mr. William G. Rourke 
New York Department of Motor Vehicles Executive Director 
The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Governor's Traffic Safety CCimittee 
Empire State Plaza The Governor Nelson A. 
Albany, New York 12228 Rockefeller Empire State Plaza 

Phone: (518) 474-0841 Albany, New York 12228 
Phone: (518) 474-5717 

474-3135 

NORTH CAROLINA -- Governor James.Baxter Hunt, Jr. 

Edwin-C. Guy, Director 
Governor's, Highway Safety Program 
Division of Motor Vehicles Annex 
1100 New Bern Avenue 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611. 

Phone: (919) 733-3083 



Representative Coordinator 

NORTH DAKOTA -- Governor Allen I. Olsen 

Mr. Duane R. Liffrig Edward Loeppke, Director 
Highway Coniiissioner' Traffic Safety Programs Division 
North Dakota,Highway,Department North Dakota Highway Department 
Capitol 'grounds' Capitol Grounds 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505 Bismarck, North Dakota 58505 

Phone:: =°'(701) 224-2591,--. Phone: (701) 224-2453 

OHIO -- Governor James A. Rhodes 

Mr. Earl H. Reich Dennis R. Garwood, Deputy Director 
Director-' of Highway" Safety Department of Highway Safety 
P.O. Box 7167 P.O. Box 7167 
Columbus, Ohio-43205 Columbus, Ohio 43205 

Phone: (614).466-2550 Phone: (614) 466-2895 

OKLAHOMA -- Governor George Nigh 

Mr. Ralph W. Graves 
Governor's Repretentative 
Oklahoma Highway Safety Office 
Room.G-80, Jim^Thorie Building 
Oklahoma City,''Okl`ahoma 73105 

Phone: (405) 521-3314 

OREGON -- Governor Victor Atiyeh 

Mr. Gil W.' Bellamy Mr.'Michael Baldwin, Deputy Administ
Governor's Representative Oregon Traffic Safety Commission 
Oregon Traffic Safety Commission 325 13th Street, N.E., Suite 306 
325 13th Street,` N.E.,' Suite '306 Salem, Or on 97310 
Salem,=Ore on -97310 Phone:(503) 378-3670


Phone: 1503) 378-3670
 378-3669

378-3669


PENNSYLVANIA -- Governor Richard L. Thornburgh 

John J. Zogby, Deputy Bradley L. Mallory, Director 
Secretary for Safety Administration 'Bureau of Safety Programming and

Commonwealth^of Pennsylvania Analysis 
215 Transportation Safety Building 1200 Transportation and Safety 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Building 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Phone: (717) 787-7350 

Phone: (717) 787-3928 

rator 



Representative Coordinator 

PUERTO RICO -- Governor Carlos Romero Barcelo 

Dr. Rafael Gonzalez Faria Mr. Elvin Ruiz Serrano 
Secretary of Transportation and Executive Director 

Public Works Traffic Safety Commission 
Box 8218 P. 0. Box 41289 
Santurce, Puerto Rico 00910 Santurce, Puerto Rico 00940 

Phone: (809) 726-5290 
(809) 726-5150, Ext. 3550 

RHODE ISLAND -- Governor J. Joseph Garrahy 

Wendall J. Flanders, Director Edward J. Walsh, Coordinator 
Department of Transportation Governor's Highway Safety"Office 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative 345 Harris Avenue 
State Office Building - Smith Street Providence, Rhode Island 02909 
Providence, Rhode, Island 02903 Phone: (401) 277-3024 

Phone: (401)'`277-2481 

SOUTH CAROLINA -- Governor Richard W. Riley 

Ms. Patrick J. Noble 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative 
Edgar A. Brown State Office Building SAME 
1205 Pendleton Street, Room 401 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Phone: (803) 758-3573 

SOUTH DAKOTA -- Governor William J. Janklow 

Robert C. Clark, Director James Feeney, Acting Program Manager 
Division of Highway Safety State and Community Programs 
Department of Public Safety Department of Public Safety 
118 West Capitol Avenue 118 West Capitol Avenue 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 Pierre, South Dakota 57501 

Phone: "(605) 773-4124 Phone: (605) 773-3675 

TENNESSEE -- Governor Lamar Alexander 

Larry M. Ellis, Coordinator 
Governor's Highway Safety Program 
James K. Polk State Office Building SAME 
505 Deaderick Street, Suite 1800 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Phone: (615) 741-2580 



Representative 

TEXAS -- Governor William Clements 

W. Mark G. Goode 
Governor's Representative 
State Department of Highways and 

Public Transportation 
11th and Brazos 
Austin, Texas 78701 

Phone: (512) 475-3525 

UTAH -- Governor Scott M. Matheson 

Larry Lunnen, Commissioner 
Department of Public Safety 
4501 South 2700West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 

Phone: (801) 533-4900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 

Phone:. (801) 533-5286 

Coordinator 

Mr. John L. Staha, Administrator;;; 
• Traffic Safety Section (D-18 TS) 

State Department of Highway and 
Public Transportation 

11th and Brazos 
Austin, Texas 78701 

Phone: (512) 452-8141 Ext 360 

Robert Parenti, Director 
Special Programs Division 
Utah DOT Complex 
Department of Public Safety 
4501 South 2700 West 

VERMONT -- Governor Richard A. Snelling 

The Honorable Tom Eyslin 
Secretary of Transportation 
133 State Street 
Montpelier, Vermont 05602 

?hone: 8-832-2657' 

VIRGINIA -- Governor Charles Robb 

John T. Hanna, Director 
Department of Transportation Safety 
300 Turner Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23225 

Phone: (804) 276-9600, Ext.'20 

WASHINGTON -- Governor John Spellman 

William Lathrop, Director 
Washington Traffic Safety Commission 
1000 Cherry Street 
Olympia, Washington 98504 

Phone: (206) 753-6197 

Mr. Donald Remick 
Highway Safety Coordinator 
Vermont Highway Safety Program 
Agency of Transportation 
It State Street 
Montpelier, Vermont 05602 

R. W. DuVal 
Assistant Director 
Department of Transportation Safety 
300 Turner Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23225 

Phone: (804) 276-9600, Ext. 24 

Mr. Charles Hayes 
Washington Traffic Safety Commission 
1000 Cherry Street 
Olympia, Washington 98504 

Phone: (206) 753-6197 
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Representative	 Coordinator 

WEST VIRGINIA -- Governor John D: `Jay` Rockefeller, IV 

Ms. Alicia Tyler 
Governor's Highway Safety Representative 
Governor's Office of Economic and 

Community Development SAME 
5790-A MacCorkle Ave 
Charleston, West Virginia 25305 

Phone: (301) 348-8814 

WISCONSIN -- Governor Lee S. Dreyfus 

Owen Ayers, Secretary James 0. Peterson 
Wisconsin Office of Highway Safety Wisconsin Highway Safety Coordinator 
Room 120B, Hill Farms State Room 936, Hill Farms State 

Office Building Office Building 
4802 Sheboygan Avenue 4802 Sheboygan Avenue, Rm 936 
Madison, Wisconsin 53707 Madison, Wisconsin 53702 

Phone: (608) 266-1113	 Phone: (608) 266-0402 

WYOMING -- Governor Ed Herschler 

Jim Rolf, Acting Director 
Governor's Office of Highway Safety 
720 West 18th Street SAME 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Phone: (307) 777-7497 

VIRGIN ISLANDS -- Governor Honorable Juan Luis 

Mr. Raymond A. Moorhead 
Governor's Representative 
Virgin Island Office of Highway Safety 
P.O. Box 1847 SAME 
Fredricksted, St. Croix 
Virgin Islands 00840 

'Phone:	 (809) 772-3025

772-2946
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Representative Coordinator

AMERICAN SAMOA -- Governor Honorable Peter T. Colman

Mr. Palauni M. "Brownie" Tuiasosopo . Marvin A. Leach, Ed.D.
Governor's Representative Director
Executive Office Building Office of Traffic Safety
Government of American Samoa Goverment of American Samoa
Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799 Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799

Phone: 639-9188 or 82
(Through International Operator)

GUAM -- Governor Honorable Paul N. C#lvo

Jose E. Gutierrez, Jr., P.E. Ms. Teresita C. Leon Guerrero
Governor's Highway Safety Highway Safety Coordinator

Representative Office of Highway Safety
Department of Public Works Government of Guam
Government of Guam P. 0. Box 2950
Agana,. Guam 96910 Agana, Guam 96910

Phone: 646-5831, Ext. 11 Phone: 646-5333, Ext. 60
(Through International Operator) (Through International Operator)

INDIAN TRIBES
01

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles Jaynes, Coordinator
Bureau of-Indian Affairs Indian Highway Safety Program
0epartaent of the Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs
19th & C Streets, N.W. Division of Safety Management
Washington, D.C.20242 P. 0. Box 2006

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
tome rc i a l (505) 766-12863

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS -- Governor Honorable Pedro P. Tenorlo

Mr. Jose Babuta, Acting Mr. William J. Manna
Director of Public Safety Highway Safety Coordinator
Office of Highway Safety Off ice of Highway Safety
Department of Public Safety Department of Public Safety
Commonwealth of the Northern Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands Mariana Islands
Saipan, Northern Mariana Islands 96950 Saipan, Northern Mariana Islands 96950

Phone: 6333/6431 Phone: 7212/7153
(Through International Operator) (Through International Operator)

 * 
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APPENDIX C: NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

Regional Administrators

REGION I

States: Connecticut Massachusetts Rhode Island
Maine Mew Harpshire Vermont

Regional Administrator John J. Connors Office. Tel.
Transportation Systems Center (617) 494-2680
Kendall Square - Code 903
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
Home Phone: (617) 762-4351

REGION II

States: New York New Jersey Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Regional Administrator, NHTSA Harry B. Nelson Office Tel.
222 Mamaroneck Ave:, Suite 204 (914) 683-9690
White Plains, New York 10605
Home Telephone: 914-948-2378

ilEGION III

States: Delaware Maryland, Vi inia
Dist. of Col`. Pennsylvania hest Virginiar

Regional Administrator, NHTSA Frank D. Altobelli Office Tel.
793 Elkridge Landing Road - Rm. 0-203 (301) 926-7692
Linthicum, Maryland 21090
Home Telephone: 301-647-8008

-99-
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REGION IY 

States: Alabama Kentucky South Carolina 
florida Mississippi Tennessee 
-Georgia North Carolina 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA Stanley M. Keesling Office Tel. 
Suite 501 (404) 881-4537 
1720 Peachtree Road, N.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
Home Telephone: 404-939-2449 

REGION V 

States: Illinois Michigan Ohio 
Indiana Minnesota Wisconsin 

Regional Administrator.,.l4HTSA Gordon Lindquist Office Tel. 
Suite 214, Executive Plaza (312) 756-1950 
1010 Dixie Highway 
Chicago Heights, Iliiiois 60411 
Home. Telephone: 312-798-2332 

REGION VI 

States: Arkansas New Mexico Takes 
Louisiana Oklahoma 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA E., Robert Anderson Office Tel. 
819 Taylor Street, Room 11A26 (817) 334-3653 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102-6177 
Home Telephone: 817-292-0426; 

1 1. . 
1 .i e

REGION VII 

States: Iowa Missouri 
Kansas Nebraska 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA Everett L. McBride Office Tel. 
P. 0. Box 19515 (816) 926-7887 
Kansas City, Missouri 64141 
Home Telephone: 913-341-7564 



REGION VIII 

States:	 Colorado North Dakota 
Montana South Dakota 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA 
555 Zang Street, 1st Floor 
Denver, Colorado 80228 
Home Telephone: 303-238-7080 

REGION IX 

States:	 Arizona Harali 
California Nevada 
Northern Narianas 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA 
Two Embarcadero Center, Suite 610 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Home Telephone: 415-376-2753 

REGION X 
t

States:	 Alaska Oregon 
Idaho Washington 

Regional Administrator, NHTSA 
3140 Federal Building 
915 Second Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 98174 
Home Telephone: 206-542-6447 

Utah 
$youing 

Robert C. O'Connell	 Office Tel. 
(303) 234-3253 

A werican Saaoa 

Calvin Burkhart	 Office Tel. 
(415) 556-6415 

William L. Hall	 Office Tel. 
206-442-5934 



APPENDIX D: TESTIMONY OF 7HELMR BRI0GEWATER - R.I.O.-MD 

Ily same is Thelma Bridgewater. My daughter, Jody, 23 years old, was killed 
by a drink driver on May 5, 1977 in, Houston, Texas. This was Mother's I MY 
weekend.- She was on her way home to her apartment from her new home she and 
husband had just purchased. About 1030 p.m. she had stopped for a red traffic 
signal at the intersection of a 6-lane divided street. Her car was hit from the 
rear by a drunk driver in a recreational vehicle traveling at a speed estimated 
to be about 60 mph. Jody's shoulder harness, headrest, and seat belt failed to 
prevent her death from a broken neck. An eye witness at the scene noted that the 
offending driver never slowed down or attempted to stop prior to the impact. The 
driver left the scene of the accident, but was apprehended by the police who 
arrested him and brought him back. By his own admission at the scene, and later 
In his deposition, he remembered nothing of the accident. He had passed out at 
the wheel. He admitted to having about 12 drinks that evening, with nothing to 
eat since noon. He had a "roadie" with him when the accident occurred. The 
police were very thorough in processing this case and remained with us at the 
hospital until our daughter died. The driver was charged with manslaughter, 
D.W.I., and leaving the scene of the accident. Even though the police did their 
part to bring this criminal to justice, the man was free on a $2,000 bond within 
two hours following his arrest. 

The defendant was granted five continuances which resulted in approximately 
a one year delay in bringing this case to trial. These continuances were granted 
on extremely Sort notice, causing interested parties to have to appear in court 
each time. When the "trial" was finally held, it lasted only a few minutes. All 
charges were rolled into one via-the plea-bargaining process. The defendant was 
found guilty. The Assistant Prosecuting Attorney assigned to this case recom
mended a fine of $2,000 and five years probation. At the request of the defen
dant's Attorney, the Judge waived the fine and put the defendant on five years 
probation. No trial, per se, ever occurred. The judge reprimanded the defendant 
for misbehaving and then released him. 

Our son diligently attended court each time this case was scheduled to be 
tried. He was present on the day the case finally came before the judge. lecause 
of our son's shock at this travesty of justice, he directed some comments to the 
defendant. Later that same day, my husband and my son made a 3-way call to the 
judge to discuss the judge's verdict. The judge made it very clear he did not 
have to answer to anyone for his decision, and also that if he had known the 
comments made in court were from a member of the victim's family, he would have 
cited him for contempt of court and perhaps even put him in jail to "cool off." 
It was most apparent the judge considered our son's behavior to be a far mare 
serious crime than the murder or of daughter by a drunk. 

A few weeks later the man who killed our daughter was allowed to leave the 
State. Soon this man will no longer be on probation. We do not know if be ever 
violated his probation because he lives in another State and we have been unable 
to learn anything about his bahavior since the crime. His driver's license was 
not revoked, so he has been free to drive and kill again. This killer did not 
serve a day in jail or pay even one dollar for his crime. However, my family and 
I are still serving a life sentence for HIS crime. 



APPENDIX E: ACTIVIST SPEECH 

March 2, 1982 
Alcohol Abuse Prevention Campaign 
Ramada Inn, Jefferson City, Missouri 
2 minute speech from the head table 

I am Marge Charleville, President of RID-M0, St. Loius Chapter and I want to 
thank Mr. Ed Corcoran and the Missouri Division of 'Alcohol and Drug Abuse for 
inviting members of RID to be here today. 

My husband Joe and I are angryl Our daughter's life was taken from us 
because of a senseless and violent crime--she was an innocent victim murdered by 
a drunk driver on Mother's Day weekend, May 10, 1980. I also became painfully 
aware of the inadequacies of Missouri's legal system, and alarmed at the slowness 
of justice. 

I directed my tragedy and grief towards finding a solution to this vicious 
crime that has taken more than 500 Missourians from us and more than 26,000 lives 
across the. country...during-1981. 

RID is the acronym for Remove Intoxicated Drivers, and the first chapter 
began last September 1, 1981, in St. Louis County. There are 36 chapters in 11 
States across the country. 

RID is a grass roots--all volunteer--citizen organization--not for profit-
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whose goals are: 

1. Educating the public and our officials about the 
DWI epidemic. 

2. Promoting passage of legislation requiring stron
and stiffer penalties for DWI offenders. 

3. Monitoring the courts, police, prosecutors, re
probation programs to assure they are dealing 
constructively with this epidemic. 

4. Aiding victims of drunk drivers and their famil

RID is not a teperance organization. We have no intention of interfering 
with the rights of those who choose to drink responsibly, but we are concerned 
with the public problem created when an individual's drinking endangers the lives 
and property of others. 

The first step in reducing death and injury is the formation of Citizen 
Activist Groups demanding reform of the DWI epidemic and keeping public pressure 
on our elected officials. We are dealing with a community problem and the 
biggest problem is the attitude that it is "O.K." to drink and drive--drunk 
drivers must be made responsible for their actions. None of us is exempt from 
this problem, and we must begin now to create new behavior--new habits. 
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We have learned that citizens like ourselves can contribute to the correc-
tion of the DWI epidemic by becoming involved NOW. We hope to see other RID
chapters develop in communities around the State. Citizens can examine the
system of arrest, prosecution, rehabilitation, adjudication of the drunk dr$ver,
and report the problem of DWI as it exists in your area.

The press is the key to our campaign! You will need community support
through education as the public is unaware of the magnitude of the problem.

We commend the Missouri Showcase officials for recognizing and identifying
the magnitude of the alcohol abuse areas.

I am also grateful to see that so many citizens are willing to take a firm
and public role in order to help resole one of the nations greatest problems.

I am also pleased to see our Governor Bond, Attorney General Ashcroft, and
other of our officials take the firts step in putting a stop to the carnage on our
highways.

Let's not talk about the problems anymore--let's get involved and again--DO
Something now! Don't let these tradegies continue any longer.

We need the cooperative effort of the community and all branches of Govern-
ment working together--we need a strong committment!

Thank You!

Marge Charlevflle
President, RID-MO, Inc.
St. Louis Chapter
3426 Bridgeland Drive
Suite 207
Brideton, MO 63044
(314) 739-5195

 * 
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APPEIDIX F: SAMPLE TASK FORCE LETTERS

t
Maryland Chapter - 3113 Tinder Place •

Bowie, Maryland 20715

Mr. Lawrence J. Hogan, Sr.
Prince Georges County Executive

Dear Mr. Hogan:

We are Tom and Dot Sexton. Our 15 year old son Tommy was killed by a
drunk driver on July 12, 1980. Since that date we have been working very hard
at making our state legislators as well as our fellow citizens aware of the
carnage on Maryland highways.

Drunk driving is one of the least understood yet most serious health
hazards. Drunk driving is a national, state and local problem. Significant
reduction of the human suffering caused by drunk drivers can be achieved at
the county level. A solution-oriented task force is an effective beginning.

We would likt..to meet with you and discuss the possibility of forcing a
solution-oriented to force on the drunk driving problem in Prince Georges
County. The task force should take a total systems approach to the problem
and develop any and all possible solutions that will lead to a reduction of
death and injury caused by drunk drivers.

MADD has recently organized in the county and has been developing broad-
based community support for reform of the drunk driving problem. MADD will
shortly call for similar task forces in Montgomery and Frederick Counties. It
is my sincere hqpe that Prince Georges County will become a model for the rest
of the State ard• nation to follow when it comes to abating drunk driving.

The victims of drunk drivers and many concerned citizens will not rest
until everything possible is being dcne to combat the problem. We look
forward to your cooperation and support.

Sincerely,

I

Tom and Dot Sexton
AA DD-Coordinators
Prince Georges County

 * 
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MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVERS
P.O. NOX HC. FAIR OAKS. CALIFORNIA 9562$
816.%6.7433

Sandy Golden, Executive Director''-'
21 Quince Mill Court
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760'
840-0081

2/23/81
Mr. Gerard E. Evans
Special Assistant to the County Executive

Dear Gerry,

As per our recent meeting, this is, to formally request that
the County Executive appoint a solution-oriented task force on the
drunk driving problem in Montgomery County.

The task force should take a total systems approach to the
problem and develop any and all possible. solutions that will lead to
a r eCuction of death and injury caused by drunk drivers. .

Drunk driVing is a national, state and local problem. 31gnificent
reduction of the hpman suffering (death and injury'and their related
consequences) cau4ed by drunk drivers can be achieved at the county
level. A solution-oriented task force is an effective peginning.

'Drunk driving is one of the least understood yet ,Most Fericus
health hazzards facing county residents,- yet nothing at the eouiity
level is currently being done to combat what can only be described
as a life-threatening "epid:emi.c." Nothing effective, that is.

Montgomery County can do better to control dTuhk driving. I )Ave
1reed that many 7':ontgomery County police officers will not tike
drunk driving arrests because they have no faith in the criminal justic
system and view such arrests as an unappreciated unste of their tine.
THAT PRACTICE FAILS TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL KILLS. And I have heard
serious allegations that the drunk driver rehabilitation Irosram
in P:ontgomery County is in drastic need of reform.

A thorough investigation of the drank driving problem in the
county by a task force will further expose the above mentioned
problems and other "cracks" in the system that hopefully can be
corrected administratively.

)"ADD is in the process of organizing in the county and will
develop broad-based community support for reform of the dr * unk eriving
problem. MADD will also shortly call for similar task forces in t

Gores and Frederick Counties. It is my sincere hole that
::t ;os.ery Cat my will Deco .e a model for the rent of the stat 3 end

T::.t' on to follow when it ccu;:s to ahat5.ng drunk driving. *

 * 

*
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MOrMERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVERS 
-

r.o. NOX IK:. FAIR OAKS. CAUFC*NIA 962$ 
-

916- W4-7433 

Pane 2 
Grerad E. Evans 

I. 
I have the names of some excellent people who would be willttg 

to nerve on the task force and will gladly provide them to you, I.: 
o)-..n Moulder of the National Hig}:vay Traffic Safety Administration 

i& one of them. He is a county resident and one of the leading 
authorities on the drunk driving issue in the United States. I would 
also be pleased to serve on the task force, 

The victims of drunk drivers will not rest until everytbing 
possible is being done to combat the problem. We look forward to ; :.= 
the county executive's cooperation and support. ^- 1 t

Thank you for your time and your concern about this matter. t 

Sincerely yours, 

Sandy olden, Jcecmive Director 
i 

J 

L 

i 
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APP NDIX

1Kon"ny County C'bvernmcx * ►L
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20850

February 8, 1982

Honorable Harry R. Hughes
State House
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Dear Harry:

In Montgomery County we have established a local Task Force on
Drinking and Driving. This Task Force has as its mission the develop-
ment of policies and procedures which will reduce drunk driving at the
County level. The Task Force has been very effective in bringing this
very serious matter to the forefront for discussion by our citizens and
active involvement of the media. We believe that it is a very promising
approach toward changing attitudes in our community so that the preven-
tion of drunk t#kr-iving will occur from societal pressures as well as
increased law enforcement and judicial effectiveness.

The Task Force has asked that we communicate to you its recommenda-
tion that you encourage all our Maryland Counties and Baltimore City to
establish local task forces. We understand that several jurisdictions
have already done so. Your leadership as Governor and as an individual
who, through the State Task Force, has clearly stated your concern for
this problem, will be very influential In convincing other local juris-
dictions of the benefits of the local task force approach.

The Chairperson of our Task Force, Mr. Charles Short, will be happy
to provide technical assistance to any County or City which may need
guidance in getting a task force started. He may be reached at 301-
279-1530. His mailing address is 100 Maryland Avenue, Rockville, Maryland
20850.

We thank you for your continued commitment to eliminating the horrible
death and suffering caused by drunk driving. We in Montgomery County con-
tinue to share your concerns and will continue to work at our local level
and in support of State-wide efforts to prevent this crime.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Charles W. Gilchrist Neal Potter
*

County Executive President, Montgomery County Council

CWG:NP:.jmh
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national
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Council

January 22, 1982

.f
Mr. John Herrity
Chairman, Fairfax Board C

of Supervisors
4100 Chainbridge Rd.
Fairfax, VA

Dear Mr. Herrity:

The drunk driving problem is probably the most difficult
public health issue facing the country today. More than
26,000 Americans are expected to die.this year on our
nation's highways from alcohol-related motor vehicle
crashes. In addition, roughly 650,000 Americans will suf-
fer disabling injuries. Even more tragic, a dispropor-
tionate number of those victims are young people, under
the age of 25 for whom alcohol-related crashes are the
leading cause of death.

For these reasons, the-National Safety Council strongly
supports the formation of local task forces to combat
this problem.. Through these local efforts it is possible
to identify t^fie problems and solutions specific to the
community's individual needs.

By establishing a task force, Fairfax County. can take
a lead role in this campaign to curb the senseless
slaughter and thus become a part of the solution to
the problem.

Good luck on your efforts.

Sincerely,

Charles A. Hurley
Executive Director
Federal Affairs

CAH: nb

1706 Ds Sales Stnst N.W.rn^ vsrnnwrblA Non o
°c 20038
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WASHINGTON, D.C %0076.Us. Goverment
S

January 22, 1982
*

Mr. Jack Herrity, Chairman
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors
4100 Chain Bridge Road, 11th floor
Fairfax, VA 22030

Dear Mr. Herrity:

GEICO is one of the largest insurers of private passenger automobiles
in Virginia with over 140,000 policies in force. we are extremely
concerned about all aspects of highway safety, especially keeping
the drunk drivers off the road.

Nationally, alcphol-related traffic deaths exceed 26,000 persons
each year. Half a million more are injured and economic losses
exceed $6 billion;

We fully support the request that you appoint.a Task Force to investi-
gate and recommend solutions to the drunk driving problem in Fairfax
County. Through our participation on the,,Montgomery County, Maryland
Ad Hoc Task Force on Drinking and Driving we have become enthusiastic
about how much can be accomplished by such a group. We believe that
the creation of a task force in Fairfax County would be a positive
step toward reducing the number of deaths, personal injuries and
amount of economic loss caused by drunk drivers.

We would be pleased to provide a Company representative to serve on
a task force to study this important problem. Please let us know
if we may help with this or any other highway safety endeavors you
may be considering.

Very truly yours,

Terry
Avulast,; i Baxter

 *
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APPENDIX H: SAMPLE STATE TASK FORCE LETTERS 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE GOVERNORS OF THE UNITED STATES 

February 21, 1982 

Dear Governors, 

We have a national crisis on our hands that deserves your 
immediate attention, 

It is an undisputed fact that there is an epidemic of 
uncontrolled alcohol impaired drivers in virtually every 
community in the nation to which no one is immune. 

Staggering numbers of innocent people of all ages are 
routinely being killed or seriously injured in alcohol related 
crashes day in and day out in every state in the nation. Human 
suffering is widespread in every state in the country. Much of the 
carnage is absolutely preventable, yet little is being done in the 
vast majority of..the states to bring the crisis under control. With 
your leadership many lives can be saved and tragic injuries prevents;. 

Drunk driving has been allowed to become a neglected national 
disgrace and a disgrace in every state. Drunk driving is the most 
often committed violent crime in America today and is a major health 
and safety problem in every state. 

In the past ten years alone, an estimated 250,000 Americans, 
roughly five times the number of Americans who were killed in the 
Viet Nam war, have been killed and millions more innocent people 
have been seriously injured and disabled by alcohol impaired drivers 

This year another 25,000 people will be killed and in excess of 
half a million people will be injured in largely preventable alcoho;. 
related crashes. Drunk driving is truely "America's Greatest Trade-.., 
because much of the death and injury is needless and preventable. 

There is much that you as a governor can and should do to 
immediately better control drinking drivers in sufficient numbers 
so that death and injury can be substantially reduced in your state. 

While many states are now taking a harder look at the issue, 
mainly due to growing grass roots citizen pressure and intense 
media coverage of the problem, much of the current efforts to 
address the problem are doomed to failure. Despite the good 
intentions now underway to legislatively correct deficiencies that 
allow the problem to continue unabated, many of the so called 
"tough" new drunk driving laws will turn out to be counter product.v4-. 

Tough new laws alone simply won't work. 

What iC f1L1x%AchA Ic a I► I'► ^wrl^wn ^i+.i w^+.w..w ^w{•..w .^j ^. s. wi4....I. -- 4l-.. 



OPEN LETTER TO ALL GOVERNORS Page 2 

problem In each state led by each governor. With such an approach, 
the drinking driver can be better controlled, the public safety,.: 
better protected ;and .many 'lives ' spared . 

Therefore, we ask that you promptly establish a state task 
force to throughly investigate the problem in your state and design 
a master plan that will reduce death and injury associated with 
alcohol related crashes. 

We also ask that you encourage the highest elected offical 
in every county and municipility in your state to appoint a local 
level task force on the drinking driver problem. The local task 
force must throughly investigate the local system that is supposed 
to protect the public from drunk drivers and identify dangerous 
flaws and inadequacies that endanger public safety. The local 
task force also needs to develop 'a system of general deterence 
to keep drunk drivers-off the'roads. This goal.is obtainable. 

The state and local task force approach is endorsed by both 
the National Traffic Highway Safety Administration and the National 
Safety Council. Either organization can provide you with enough 
information s.9 that you can get these vital efforts underway 
in your state-'so that your citizens can be better protected from 
drunk drivers. 

With a task-force that takes a total systems approach to 
the problem, it will be possible to bring the epidemic under 
control in your state.' State laws must be improved. Arrests 
of drinking-drivers substantially increased and punishment: and 
appropriate sanctions made swift and sure. The public wants 
these efforts to be undertaken 

The vital improvements that are necessary to be accomplished 
in each state can be done'in-a.way that is both socially acceptable 
and economically feasable. 

The fact of the matter is that there is available knowledge 
you can now°use to protect your citizens from drunk drivers. 

Right now there are so many drinking drivers on the road at 
all hours.of the day and night that no one is safe from them. 
Our families are not safe. 

Please take immediate-action and make the resolution of the 
drinking driver problem a priority of your administration. To 
ignor this request will mean needless continuing tradegy in your state. 

Thank you. 
-112

Sincerely yours, 

The victims of drunk drivers and concernced 
citizens. 
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January 28, 19R2

1% 1

Honorable Harry Hughes z
Governor of I.;aryland
Annapolis, MD

Dear Governor Hughes,

A state of emergency exists in.I.:arylanrl that deserves your
immediate attention. Simply put: Our families are not safe because
of drunk drivers. We look to you for relic f.

It is fact that there Is a life-threateninrr, epidemic of
uncontrolled drinl:in.^, drivers in virtually every co-'unity in the
State. Public safety is unnecessarily beinr* jeopardised.

Staggerin^ nuibers of innocent Y-en, vinrion nncj chiluro:l in
'laryland are still being routinely .::ille.1 and s,;riously Injure.'
in alcohol-related auto crashes. :o have widcanrelrl _-ufrerir.• anc:
nisery throa;-icout our state. !such of the trr± ;e'y,°is rr('cut:c' le.
yct, the 131r;::Cr of victims -ror: aa`ily. llc.^pite tt^;•^: ta' c.i: 1' 'tte
and those planned for the future, thc•ri' i s no end in :-:i^1:t to
".:'.ryland's drual. driving horror..'

Lar!-c nirnbers of innocent rron, ego*`en ^.r:.d c1ii? c'rc:r. ^vho v-i l l
1:illed or is J-ure1 in the days, r:o; tL an years ah.oac' c v
be S .ared. ';.'e firr^ly ask that yoi 've tl!eir ].ivy":. your or Tice

Las all the ,over necessary to acerm li:^!^ t.l,i . .c,nl .

Drunk drivin'* is the' mo_ t often cor:r,i tt ri<^1:•:;t rri-:^ in
our State and can no longer be tolerated. It cloe.r not. h've to Lc.

There is ],nowle ►l e that can Le teed to sal r t:tnti•111 t re,luce
death ar,d injury associated. with alool-ol-re1.•+tcr'' in -trvland.
]"e firmly as;: that Sou obtain and use that :.r.o1 ]c^,!^^^. '-triv lives
can be save, acid seriou:.w in,jur! e . l revente '11:er•! is. r:o excuse to
let the problem remain uncontrolled any log,: er.

The puLlic can and should be better r1rotoete.! fro,-.! c:r lnl: d riv::rs
in 1.:ary]and. I:ut it gill take effective leaders:ii'; i'rori our Covenaor
°e : firmly asl: that you provide that Icac',cr..hi}^ an i ir^ ►nec:i,teas take
bold and decisive steps de: ic-ned to halt the unnecen!i ry cr:rn :-re that
has become our State's r;reatcst clisnraee. :eryday you deliiy roans
more unnecessary trr7cdy to your pco- ► lc . 11"11^c: ur out of this
nightmare.

Specifically, w:e ask thnt you:

o' Develop and implement a comprehensive, coordinated master
plan for the State that.is.dcsicncC to subst-tntially reduce
death and injury .associated...with• alcohol-related crar)'es.
Such a plan can largely be.°dr,wf.tgdi. in a matter of vcel_s.

 * 

Significant efforts to address the drunk drivinr. yrobleri
could be launched in a matter of weeks.
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o Expand the State task force on drunk driving to include 
qualified victim activists as members and charge the task 
force to thoroughly investigate for dangerous flaws and 

• .nadequacies in Maryland's system of drinking driver control 
end recommend obtainable corrective action. 

o Order a spoarate investigation of the policy and procedures 
us©d.by the State Department of IJotor Vehicles to deal with 
drinking drivers. The competency-of the Department's 
management also needs to be awcessed. The findin;;a of the 
investigation rust be made public. There is ample just 
cation for.the investigation. 

o Order the Department of jlotor Vehicles , to inl:► tudiately be as 
• tough on drunk drivers as the law allow;. 

o Find a more qualified, core agg.;resrive and Effective chAirrnan 
to continue the work of the State: twin: force on Brun:. ..riving. 

Lndorse anti lobby for an effective pacl:ai-.o of 
driving laws that will accomplish the , o:il n" :,:,vin;- l t•us 
and hreventin-; injury and dcterrin. r;reat nu A,C r of drinlaug 
drivers from :laryland'c Lil;iiways s.nd ntreetu. 

o Lncou=atte the hi ;hest elector? official in every coi:i.ty an.' 
city in L:aryland to establi:::i lac,11 level L' ► i>;, force offorts 
similar to the ones started in J..ont^omery ^u: ?,riiice Georg 's 
counties. Those task for%:o efforts •'ust Lo .iti, 
investigatior: the drinLinr driver i-•r. ► ,&-1 r..: i at t!:- 1r-cal level 
from arrest through disposition :;c t:iat any fi' w:; or iua.ria
quacies in the system can be correct.:'! aite'. "-un:;r:t]. detervnce 
estaLlishe.'_. 

o Call those elected officals to7ethher so ti;. they r. :y learn 
frog experts exactly how to save liv,.w i.u t::e1i' cities nn,d 
counties. (Qualified experts Lave: a^roec: to volunteer t:ietr 
services to this mission.) 

o In ,our cai:aeity as Chairman of - li t, 'jr:,;i:;; 

of the i;:ational Governor's Conteruuce:, %%u aL t.L,t you write 
to every Governor in the nation ciicoura;°in:- t:.e!.: tti i,e•;ii: 
the necessary efforts to control e!rin::int. iriverc. i.ver;• 
Governor should appoint a `'tate force a,.d f•t.;ilitat^- the 
formation of loyal level. efforts to lien l r: ith the hro.,ler... 

o Address this problem at the upcomix,- National Governor's 
Conference. We are asking that you take a national leaders-hip 
tole .to help protect all Americans. from drunk driver_ 

o Stop efforts to implement the Bates Program throughout the 
State until it has been evaluatea for effectiveness. There 
are.many who believe that the•deciuion to embrace the Latcs 
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Program was politically derived and not made on the basis 
iof fact after impartial deliberation. L:eanwhile, the funds 

•	 earmarked for the Program could be immediately used to 
*ubstantially increase enforcement throughout the 1tate 
to deter drinking driverb. This will help save lives 
immediately. There are serious questions about'tho Bates 
Program. Foremost, does it, in fact, work? 

o	 Encourage all police officinls, pror;ecutnrs .%.n(! jutl,-es to 
take a hard look at their efforts to deal with t1riz kinr' 
drivers. Arrests need to be iucrer.ned, prosecution as 
vigorous as possible, and juclr*ez must get tou, It if we are 
to save lives. 

o	 Provide adequate funds to the Itate police so that they can 
continue their efforts to crac1 down on drur ► h drivers. 

o	 Lake this the highest priority proble: i in the state. % c 
have a true crisis on our hands-our fn ► iilic are not s:t"c:. 

With effective leadership the goal of reducing :'.eat:: anU ir:jury 
caused by drunk drivers can be accomplished. We till accept iiotain^ 
less. 

Respectfully your, 



        *

A'r 1T_1Qt+ August 1980

M.A.D.D. h7rR RS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING

To the Honorable Governor Jerry Dsvwa,

Drunk Driv1.a is the amber one highway traffic safety trobllea 1n the state

of California r a very wide'*argim.

A significant number. of California citizens dho.insecestly come into, contact.

with drunk drivers are unnecessarily losing their lives or are beings riously"

injured -- many crippled or iapaired for life.

According to the California Highway Patrol, over 2500,peeple were killed

Aurint 1979 in alcohol related crashes'and over 73,000 people were'iaJurel[.

The drunk driving problem is net and has not been dequatly or-effectively

addressed by the state.

And as'a result, the life of every California citizen is throat aad it

affected by drunk drivers -- every day.

Tbereforon We the undersigned call on Governor Brows to'take a firm and

public leadership role and use the full powers of his office to address a" where

possible to correct the drank driving problem in the state- of California.

Specifically we iA that the Governor appoint a task force, not to

study the problem because at has been studied eneugb,'but to develop realistic

solutions to the problem which can be advocated and iapllaented by the Governor.

We ask that the task farce be adequately funded and staffed and that the

task force be required to issue a public report by January 1, 1981.

We also ask that the Governor, through his office, help seek national reform

of the drunk driving pzebles.

Respectfully signed:

1 NAME ADDRESS ZIP PHONE

 **

 * 



Mothers Against Drunk Drivers

Maryland Chapter.

DISTINCTIVE LETTERHEADS HELP LET ELECTED OFFICIALS KNOW
YOU MEAN BUSINESS.

ALSO OBTAIN.BUTTONS WITH THE NAME OF YOUR GROUP ON THEM
TO BE WORN WHEN COURT MONORTORING AND WHEN AT DEMONSTRATIONS.

APPENDIX J: S WLE LETERHEAD

        *

        *

        *

        *
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APPENDIX K: TASK FORCE WIOCPujs

MISSOURI

A CITIZENS' PROJECT TO REMOVE INTOXICATED ORI . `:.'

• St. Louis ChWW P.O. !ox ?2654 St. Louis. Mo. 63141 p14) 576.Si2S

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIVES AND WORK PLAN

ST. LOUIS COUNTY'S ALCOHOL AND

HIGHWAY SAFETY TASK FORCE

STATE OF MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS COUNTY

GENE McNARY
ST. LOUIS COUNTY EXECUTIVE;

NOVEMBER 16, 1981

PRESENTED BY
MARGE CHARLEVIL4,E

PRESIDENT
RID-MISSOURI

ST. LOUIS CHAPTER

DRIVING IS A PRIVILEGE-NOT A RIGHT

 * 

*



The U.S. Department of Transportation recently identified the 
drinking driver as the number one cause of death on the highway. 

Approximately 25,000 persons die annually; 70 Americans are 
killed every day - one life is lost every 21. minutes. 

In the first ten months of 1980.in St-Louis County-approximately
38 people died because of drunk driving. including many innocent 
motorists and pedestrians. Approximately 2,093 persons were 
injured in the first ten months of 1980 in St. Louis County. 

Nearly half of all alcohol related accidents involve our 
society's future - the youthful driver. 

The total cost of alcohol related motor vehicle.. accidents in the 
first ten months of 1980 for St. Louis County was'$15,434,520. 
Nationally, this adds up to an annual estimated economic cost of 
over $5 billion. 

Drinking driving affects or threatens the life of every Missourian 
every day. 

Yet, despite these startling facts, society has viewed the 
drinking driver with tolerant-indifference. 

V. 



What can be done about the Drinking Driver Problem? What can we

do to reduce the needless slaughter on our highways? Past efforts

at preventing and dealing with drunk driving have not been fully

coordinated and have not been. successful.


Cleary, the alcohol-related crash can be called the mat often

committed violent crime in our country, which has been allowed

to become a national disgrace.


The citizens of St. Louis, Missouri (RID-b0 volunteers) want a 
Task Force to design a comprehensive and coordinated plan to 
alleviate problems relative to alcohol and highway safety. 

The Task Force, assisting the County Executive, will: 

- undertake a comprehensive analysis of alcohol related highway

safety problems in St. Louis County;


- analyze different prevention, intervention and rehabilitation 
models which may effectively reduce the population of drinking 
drivers and alleviate other alcohol and highway safety problems; 

- investigate alcohol and highway'safety related problems to 
determine the feasibility of coordinated and/or expanded services; 

- investigate funding mechanisms to assure the development and 
maintenance of a comprehensive coordinated county program to 
alleviate clcohol and highway safety problems; 

- prepare reports for the bounty Executive and Legislature on the 
nature and extent of alcohol related highway safety problems; 

- cooperate in the preparation of legislation to promote alcohol 
and highway safety; 

- collect and analyze data on the impact of Federal and State 
spending on alcohol and highway safety; 

- coordinate St. Louis County efforts for obtaining available 
Federal funds for alcohol and highway safety; and, 

- develop mechanisms to inform local government executives, 
legislators, police officials, Judges, health care officials 
and other interested parties of efforts aimed at alcohol and 
highway safety. 
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Membership of the St. Louis County Alcohol and Highway Safety Task
Force includes the chief executives of those St. Louis County agen-
cies directly involved with drinking driving issues as well as key
members of the Legislature (approximately 30 members) from the fol-
lowing agencies

1. Legislator
2. Religious Leader
33. Prosecuting Attorney's Office
4. County Police Department

Municipal Police Department
Board of Education

7. Bar Association
8. Liquor Licensing Commission
9. Hotel/Motel & Restaurant Asso

10. County Medical Association
11. Insurance Industry
12. Rehabilitation/Probation Progra
14. Department of Health
11. Department of Motor Vehicles
15. Department of Transportation
16. Judge from Associate Circuit C
17. Judge from Circuit Cou
18. RID-MO Volunteer
19. Victim
20. Emergency Medical Technician

ciation

ms

ourt

Establishment of a :lto4 member steering committee will help to co-
ordinate the daily operations of the Task Force.

To readily urnertake the multiple duties and responsibilities incum-
bent in its charge, RID-MO recommends the Task Force be organized
into the following committees

Steering
- coordination of task force activities
- analysis of current and consideration of future legislation
- report to the County Executive and serve as liaison to the

Legislature
- transmit to the County Executive the comprehensive analysis

and Task Force Plan on Alcohol and Highway Safety, including
fiscal needs projection

Education
- review of current public awareness and prevention activities
- assessment of youth drinking and driving problems
- analysis of training needs among professional groups, school

and community organizations
- development of a plan addressing public awareness, preven. fo_r

education and training needs

Enforcement
a sis of current arrest system
- assessment of hardware, training, policy and inter-departmen-

coordination needs for system refinement  * 

- development of plan addressing police activities



Vehicle and Road Safety 
- assessment of technology 
- analysis of role of mass transit 
- development of a plan addressing vehicle and road safety 

Court and Adjudication 
- analysis of current practices and procedures 
- assessment of needs 
- development of a plan for improvements 

Research and Rehabilitation Coordination 
- assessment of cur;ent research. 
- collection of county specific data 
- development of plan addressing research needs and a com

prehensive systems approach to the rehabilitation of drink
ing drivers 

Resource and Community Development 
- assessment of current economic impact of the drinking driver 
- identification of public and private sources of funding to 

support a comprehensive plan including community organiza
tions 

The Task Force's suggested timetable for preparation of its compre
hensive plan would be six to nine months; meet every two weeks; ap
proximately three hour sessions. 



AGENDA 

RID Task Force Meeting 

December 1, 1982 

9:30 a.m. 

Conference Room.- 9th Floor 
Government Center 

•r 

I. Call to Order - Roll Call 

II. Organizational Matters 

A. Introduction of Task Force members 

B. Nomination and selection of Chair & Vice Chair 

C. Establish date,.time, place of future meetings 

III. Statement of Purpose 

A. Encourage increased effectiveness in the 
enforcement of DWI laws 

B. Observe and track the handling of DWI cases 
in the'Courts 

C. Expand public awareness of the mortal hazard 
of D W I 

0. Reduce the danger on the highways caused by OWII, 
by reducing the number of persons DWI on the highways 

E. Monitor the effectiveness of the effort by using 
comparative statistics 

IV. Standing Committees 

A. Law Enforcement (Police Liaison) 

B. Monitor progress and disposition of DWI cases in 
the Courts 

C. Corrections 

D. Legislation 

E. Promotion and Publicity 

F. Funding (Sources and uses) 

-123V. Other



.SACRAMENTO COUNTY 
COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF DRINKING DRIVERS 

A. Appointed by the Board of Supervisors on December 2, 1980-
to terminate April 7, 1981. 

MISSION 

1. Study the problem relating'to the drinking driver in 
Sacramento County. 

2. Review the procedures'-from arrest through disposition 
of the drinking driver. 

3. Make recommendations to the appropriate authorities that 
would decrease the number of tragedies cussed by the 
drinking driver. 

4. The committee to report their findings and recommendations 
to the Board of Supervisors in writing no later than 
April 7, 1981. 

8. Process to accomplish the mission. 

1. Fact finding.overview,of the magnitude of the drinking 
driver problem in Sacramento County. , 

2. Determine the amount of personal injury, death and property 
dambge being caused by drivers who are under the influence. 

3. Determine the procedure for processing the offender by 
law enforcement. Problems involved. 

4. Determination of legal intoxication by testing center. 
Blood, urinalysis, and breath. Problems. 

5. Booking -- jailing of the arrested offender. 
Procedure -- release O.R. - citation - etc. problems. 

6. Prosecution of the drinking.driver -'magnitude - evidence 
plea bargain - trial - reduction of charge - problems. 

7. Judicial disposition of drinking driver - pre-conviction 
plea bargain - court and jury trials - probation reports. 

8. Sentencing -- alternatives - treatment programs - safety 
council - driving under influence. Jail, weekender program, 
community service, fines, license suspension. 



APPENDIX L: SAMPLE COURT MONITORING LETTER


R 

D A CITIZENS' PROJECT TO REMOVE INTOXICATED DRIVERS 

MISSOURI ' St. Louis Chapter P.O. Box 12654 St. Louis. Mo. 63141 (314) 5765425 

The Honorable 
St. Louis County (Circuit or..Aasociate) 

Court - Division 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Sir: 

This letter introduces you to RID-MO, St. Louis Chapter, a citizen 
group organized to Remove the Intoxicated Driver in Missouri. As some 
of our members plan to visit your court from time to time, you might 
like to know more about our organization. We have the following 
objectives: 

1. Educating the public, and raising the awareness of the community, 
our legislators, judges, district attorneys, and law enforcement 
agencies concerning their responsibilities to deal strongly with 
the problems created by drunk drivers. 

2. Developing and lobbying for progressive drunk driving laws. 
3. Monitoring the courts, police, prosecutors and rehabilitation 

and probation programs to assure that they are dealing 
responsibly and constructively with this urgent public safety 
problem. 

4. Aiding the'victims of drunk drivers and their families. 

Any attempt to permit a Suspended Imposition of Sentence, to accept' 
a plea out of manslaughter, or other substitute charges only mask the 
problem, invite continuing abL3e, an3 often lead later, to death or 
permanent injury. Sentencing, in some cases, undoubtedly presents 
judges with a tough decision, particularly where a breadwinner's job 
may be at stake. We believe courts should make-more use of Weekend 
Intensive Rehabilitation Program. Where there has been a serious 
accident, courts should use their o tion under the law, to summarily 
lift a driver -1-9 license it-hen-'arraigned and while awaiting trial. 
Driving is a privilege, not a right. Courts must protect a public's 
right to safe streets and highways. DWIs that kill, must serve jailtime. 

In dealing with DWI cases, we hope that the atmosphere of the court will 
be as serious as the problem merits. Proceedings should not only be 
open, but audible to'the public, so the defendant's name, the charges, 
and the disposition are clear. 

Our members look forward to observing your u t and meeting you. 
we will be glad to receive your suggc:ationaAht help to bring this 
increasing heavy toll in lives and money to a halt. 

Yours truly, 

Marge Charleville, President -125
RID-NO, St. Louis Chapter 

MC : yr 
DRIVING IS A PRIVILEGE-NOT A RIGHT 
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APPENDIX M: COURT MONITORING NEWS ARTICLE

4A Mon., Nov. 23,1981_ _ LOUIS YOST•DISPAICH
 * 

Group To Monitor Court Cases
By Cthertotto Gri Is
of ttw Poat-0hpatd Sail -• , • emwaa d the • p . and, > tltst's wham an her death eere."

*

otfidals don't know what to do about ft. said itiD Vlge' P SS16U t CelesteA volunteer program to °modtbr ►
RUt It Is really a political problem that Da . whose 1$-yyearole eaurcourt actions involving drunken drivers

wes^by a drunken driver In June.Is among the mayor goals of a new responds to public pressure."
want vale tsars to "People think our- laws an working.organization that wants to get dnstixn .'Ile 'V nap

but they don't know that these drivazsdrfvers oft the highways. monitor the amts as part of -an
are often back on the road gtdc * thencaw RID. for Remove Intnxdcatsd

DCases.baad{es dzualoeo ddtiltoig the police officer am' fill •rivers. The o gorse tiara bass . Lou y
- 9M , ^ Will. be Vidft AR-6received the endorsement nr st. t^onb

00lwta is the c unty, wd RID puns toCounty.Ezeotlve Gene McNary fora RID wants to on" t>a
task force on alcohol . and hlOwaj• start a slms!Pr novem" Is the d4 in from the•done anew.^q^;,4 the tee nnSar ttsms. .. , .. :. .Safety. And Smaday. • It apuai

 *  * rie
lime mentiecas are liria^e4 titd iliaam was fomxied is AAg et. meas.second public workshop et,ite add. Mw .poop bass • hewntgsd }dth

than • a Year Mai - Mrs. (mrievWxcampsip. - : which.. is aim * awl boto" "Um to ad We" tv" ofdaughter leas killed in .an aCddpatsupport from state of icials and pooca:- dnmkeo•dltviitg. arra4ta. tp 1b ,b. a dninten • drhwc; •Manq of"Drunk ditving: is out of cooqd . to • . ="° d can can be followed up. The poop will
m4.ira ) ofber membses.iod waceisthe point that our highways an not sane also .enm m 'the' slh isr'^ d

at •any.*hottr of me! day „Lr ; aisitt."•: abo have Yost i 6udd4: m^tabirs in alcohol tt^baba[tauen yROgrrlsllft tiad
^aorJdeatsMargaret CharlevWe, tounder . • arld_ p^nvle among drunken drirMrs.

presWent of RID, told this pthecling_of _ • ^I,°_ not gook .Ward,- the rt 4_
about 50 people at the Pam "Some people cell lt.^hq' e^ai0^

acceptable torso -of.'a addb TT ^!' •t

m.s "T1ss ptnbuc' to a , gnbat ;"My daughter was murdered -

Iinvolvin .en river
Mrs. ClarkvWe.. A basic prmlMr'd by the •Jfatloom Aisbway saRID
RID ,is .that poIIce, ,dad :4siders sq,, show that d nmkn. ddvms^udgea too aften^teet

lac the mo the of 3km-_ _ ^P^!drlmkea?drtver: t'My a*u a^death ab answas not lust an accident but 'a rioleot pepe who art drunk whge dnv s sarsons We al bec
l

em.acoaores. to
uthis crime i we passivel •.'...•:

y he It ^N̂•}w :

"r, ARID b.atao dratlWas pmruons b,.
P"aldeetl•R,onald Reagan aed Gov..min• "dSae^eQ`lo ei S. Sand. -addag . Iheat. bamb,g' was sentenced this. telluWgh awwos

years to prison gm assaolSbsiatlonel'andatate task torosnMrs. ^ a! Wig-And empeclaftnote!!' fiat_the case ' sook '1'r 1
becabae; it, .went . ,tbrsuA dove ' t lpr *MR.

POVOC90,' stash 412-.000.oontleniinoes sand Sevar ,., drunkau dr!sstao he Cft b the aoNSgr. has bssq:It uiia'1bo.'^he bgi'msiioed.
0.bacRecislip 1srecord-keeping., . and . t sess , s a1

ahyoed with taw;k oftloeas.pursuit by the ISgat system. "1t-we havaa p^^D1enA+ t....hadn't pushed. Ilse q1w " _alco__hol is a Ws remwpw^et tiers cidtbti wiy e ee.a lost^•• .• ' : ^;• .. ^ Ma►; edd.a tk'ertwootj pptba atfiaer
^o stteodad the rroikehop aoik asked

Part of. *IDit t•tnpilsa;"ltn- ant to be,ids Wtled. "We're pleased to
educatlo* ass an amanixatim Mo this - we needwe canbumper stickers a ti ootMt Out all the bop we can gat.
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APPENDIX N: PROSECUTION NEWS ARTICLE 

"Jro+ofgaeaej Joarstal, cedar. oroaimr i , ^____..: ;..;.x^. ?.laid ^,..t r.• .c..{..{•...t 
°. ee, 

_. ^..• .'/..i s•.n Pc a1SN"pee f 1: /r.r .i +•1.w..i n...•.-., -r-.. ^..^. . . 

Holiday trunks e*are 
$y Jes Itdst^eM ?. `; > ^, ►Wed as the P sid$a Jadg sad the senteaee 

..rant jWdlw ; ;^ • ^' said be ipei lb. pcadblitt^► e[
Partygoers arrested tar'^nak driving this =M614 t lit will convince many pot^eati 

- holiday season will be In for a "rwk a ' o drink lore er have a tread drive thou 
s f they expect to be treated a ^► hmee,

foe prosecator'e eflise, State's lteatt aeasry Count! ppoelo eblef Bernard D.

L. Bonner warned Tbunday. one of ^sevent 4w enforcement 

^... to a caned oeatermm Seiler r olaLs. t softer In the we" oonterenoe

said d en who tld. io."Mad been a dgdDcaaf drop la tl*e Use=


+'C hristmu Party defense" will get themea the ; acelde is involrtn drunk driver ben.

book are "dead wrap " .: ., Last year, he said. drunk driven contributed to


"We will have a deaf ear In the state's attar. ' W kw crashes. go far this year, he said, there

ney's office to tilt defense, ' be said. - ' have been only 17 fatal accidentaLvolving drunk 

Por the past year, $oatbl' aid, Ws erne ha , . irlvots. .. . .

been com prosecute hard In all drnnha

driving cases. He sald'the only instances in which


now are

stateb acks sumcient eviden a

Conviction. w2


more than M pert of all drink irides cues

tried in District Court here in recent menthe have

vaulted in convictions, he said. He reminded the .t

public that, "Going to trial is u embarnsdag

and expeive " A eoavietloa, he

said, can l nsead to dri a


` heavy floe Increased learanee »fea^

acme, Jails


To add to that embarrassment, Sooner said, b4

,office will begin publishing a weekly lit - today

it Monday -- of everyone convicted of drunk

41r1 charges. The Hat will include the sari.'

and address of each convicted, drunk•lldver as 

This is exactly how to build general deterence. The state's 
attorney held.a press conference before Christmas to again warn 
the public that drunk driving wontolerated. 

Show this article to your state's attorney. Does his office 
stack up? 

Does general deterence work? Read the last two paragraphs. 
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.APPENDIX 0: WING, MUI( pRIVERS

Drunken drivin
suspects listed

no fom- drivers arrested in the St. Loafs area
who are Mapected ar dnnnk ; eslvt "wtU ' be
published " Is t 'Gibbs De acrat, e

.a n .T hersday rc ^_ '4-^

The newspaper `node' the'decl^ico' De w d
statlfIticsshowtrg that drhld t^lelvolied m'alrtr
number of fatal hldbwa ' incidents. `

In the United States, drunker drivers acamnt'f -
about 26,000 deaths and 750.000 ln)ln1es per yedr.
aoconltoB_ w•the NaUooal• Hidtn ay hafnc Safety
AdmWatration. • •

In a report to Congress thIs year, the' National
Institute 9o Alcohol Abuse and. Alcobolbrn said
alcabd d a factor In 10 percent: dap deaths to ft
United Stites. the report said 25 peramt to 04 peicept
of the drivers is fatal accidents waara drinking below
the accident. Mao, nrianaly. police : prrest_atl
esdmated one of every 2,000 dnmkaa drlverar C

Those Hsi d here are people
driving while IntaYkated .(DWI) or *ft u der he  * 

WflueDOe d iatadcathK Liquor (DUI)1 DWI :b a A&%0
offense oMctally deRermiged .by .e .,

' caotmrof 0.1 paneat,,DUI Is a.'dty4(fmi6rlo
Louis.

Both carry • Possible 1tpotttt penalty af+LbA a
person's driver's License, meaahtj a poe-yw
MoD of the drbft privilege t M1esc t1.

'tJ ^.' .4 STMOU1S ^.^
PRUITT. Owes K. 1e,0 121$ Vista Am; bound OMvn nE for

4pera11n a moles vwMcle ands lM Wlusn e d hlmo Miller Neu
1OU11 Monday t'1:Ww 410$ blurt of Latovralb AVIMMM rsbwd
Tuesdovan$3DObend.. .v •^[►-^

TER BELL Lena 0..31. of 4316 Gillman Avs i DUO MordW(,YJIs
4*blod^ d gM Sh ust: ralearedm$JXbadTtl$$OSv

•: CRISNI OEUR . . 41 . , del. •
GAUNT, porno M.. 21.al•11191I.COdarmlN Orhe. OWIWW;

*t* q wile R$oxlaMd (OWtI. 1:r e.LL. Wsdtnesdoy d, Roes
Avariueandolkv evard •' -

FERGUSON 0.
SMITH. Dandd. 2& of 1000 Arpvle A`'~, Q1Wloildi 0W1 !!.M

aka. wedlsday in the 400 bbdt of Son4h Flortltad Rood.
FLORISSANT .. .

NICHOLS. Mark G. 24. at 3301 Cram Keys DrM. Ftarbeard;
owl 12:22 a,m. Wednesday In Mn 110e block d New Fib
Rand.

•RIDGETON
TRAUaE. Mary. 2T. d 12025 We h. d Dr1Ma. MCV i 14";

DWI 1:31 a.m. V wmmv on, LMdb . aou.4.vard CO N01te
Avenue. ., '

LADUE
WILBURN. Joy. 49. of M Van.IMat Way. tlr6094104 OM-7A3„

pin. Tuasdov In lhs 1000 blodt of Cbvbn Road.
HAZELW000

ROa1SON, Ka0) rMs 0.. 22. d WM Wana* C Woy. arldatlon,
DWI 3:30 am. Wednesday on I nterstah 270 ai False Dr".

s7.CNAR14ARIEScUVNTT.
ST: CLES

• BENOIST, Jet'MS. 326 of 30 MaMaoo Cart. $1. Paters. DW1 at
laentata ?Oland FMh theet d 7:2I omn. Tuesday.

MILLER. Gory. 40, of 4 Cobbleatane. adhMn; DWI 1:1 sun.
We& uedav d Fair Lorne and NId.Nray N, ,

sT.PiTUv •
WAKEMAN. Sea". 2$. of 12 H*oheod Court. Nmslweod: Owl

1:06 a.m. W. esdoy an Inls}ld • 1$ d Amerman Rand.
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V I# 1 V x,1 1 0

Period of January 11- 14, 1982 . hill.	 Driving Alto Intoxicated 1/10/82 Y1r
801 61son 5t, .%	 $loos fogsi$isq 1w.pmn4.4
bcx•1 tie, Ivry land

This list of those convicted of driving while intoxicated and driving under the influence 
of alcohol has been furnished by the Montgomery County State's Attorney's Office as a J.41tl .. rata lawn Driving roue 1500.15.1.4 ,/14/42 1116.. 

public service. Driving while intoxicated carries a maximum penalty of $1000 and one 
2501 Arcola M"w 81005 flea/1130 a.+p..4ed 
V1..to.. lrrylaed 

year In jail. Driving while under the influence carries a maximum penalty of $500 and two 
is rs supervised probatis. 

r.lt•r Ion.y Driving will. Intoxicated 1/11/62 
months in jail. 

Yes
1105 Ill,.nrr Street $505 flee/1250 suspended 
datt.vl11e, Irryl.na Is was supervised prob"las 

C1TSICT Coca? IIIIPOIITIOaa. 

The District Court has exclusive original jurisdiction in the trial of
pa1Ra said a84r. s.	 Data t .int.. , J.cu!  all traffic offenses. If

convicted in District Court, the defendant has the right to appeal and have a new trial in 
Jeffrey W. Grow. ?!vies .111. lataalcat.4 1/11/82 Woodrsrd the Circuit Court. Because the possible penalty in a driving while Intoxicated case is more 
15005 5"flaer aurt than 90 days, the defendant may waive trial in District Court and demand a jury trial in
betv131., arrived	 It., tins15 ay./Suspodad 

4108.up.rvi d probation
the Circuit Court.

Cobol eouusl lag 
CIL.1J1T CONK OISPOa1TICSS: 

b1.rt V. {agar Drivlag under ianwsc. 1/11/82 Lob. District Court Clrerlt Court Circuit ILt.rt 
12619 g,8tlM Orchard mar% 15.00 costa g... an4 Addiso ' ta.rsr Diswslttm Dl see i t Ion Judge 
Ul,.r sprlad. lary1a.4 transition before J.s4^s.bt 

Paul J. sown Driving 7/70/81	 12/2/81 {waders 
A.1 T. belt., Jr. Drlvty under lames.	 1/11/62 650 Lays on.r111. load under Do disposition/ 60 &.I5 s. 9.nd.a 
6012 K. 11.11118 10.4 0255 rlu. Os1Llerslurg, 10rylaaa lanurscs Jury 4.s.s4 18 ao. probable0

h.4srllI, 1471.4 1 de./S..peo4.d 1150 fte.


36 .D/ s.pervll4 probation Couin.!lag

alcohol program


K 1beel IL Armstrong Drivlad veil* latoueec.4 1/u/82 100.1ao


911 Awalton ate at, N.V. 1 yr/aaap.Hd 11.1d J.rrr.1. Driving 10/9/81 12/2/81 CMoaa

WYuasta, D.C. 3 Fro supervised probation 91-00 Cor.lca bad under $205 Cl.. Pro,atio. 0.101. Juagmst


8.tbo.ds, Irrylesd lsneasce 15 days M.nt. on. 18 00 proatlet 
Dora Lll.abatb 1011 Drtvtad under Lanevsc. 1/11/82 \. at..tton Ctr/SHpMN 42104201 eo....91a

20653 larttaabur1 03.4 1505 to.. 12 .on, supervised,

n.serw, 10rylead 30 440/8u.p.s6M probation


one supervised probation 

Jr Dry All.. Mo4.r Drilled 3/23/81 12/9/81

O rvr.w V. 0trt1e Driving w.4ar Ianw..e. 1/11/62 20671 or..ssrl.ld goad 04., $505 nn./$600 Prob.t1on b.fo1. Jutpwat

T820 gcotla Drive f0 day. Meet. Cie. at.atlo. O.rs.ntos., 11ry15.4 lanesvi suspend" 3r1. probatio►

rsavlll.. 10ryfa.4	 a.t.r/30 "y. swap-4e4 24 m.a .wp.rvls.4


36 m.. .panlaea probation probation 1i/* ft..


at.pbe. C. V, so Drilled sals i.toiltatM	 Au/e2 101. r St.". E. P ppg3. Driving 3/30/81 12/16/81 OWa 
1809 Op.. ruts Way	 8155 flag 1009 beta goad under 150 4.7s/120 sw.pe. M4 60 Mr./50 Yye 
brfmmtonm, 10471.4	 80 Dry./all but 5 ws.ss.4a Soap.0de4
Silver spring. 10471.508 la flwence 8...psM.d 

srpmaN Is .0e ..p.r.1s64 00.m..liag

IWI Walter progress prol5tlon 18 W4 proML b


Willis. D. Area Driving under lanyme.	 1/12/82 80111s V. Stanfield Drilled 10/9/81 12/16/81 
849 Dropper load	 1255 rid. 

11105 .olosburowgl 00urt .04., $105 ties probation beta" JuBpaat 
i.ti.rsbar$. 10471.nd	 (A says/ell but 2 r.etesaa hlrfu, 91,11.1. 1.01...c. 10 days ewp"104 1105 ft" 

s..ap.aded 1 fear probatidm 2 yra probatlue true 10/9/81
is we ...pound probstlon Wlydlal8 alcohol prop.. 
4p.41 50104 

Aar Ll llt.n Witt," Driving 10/30/61 12/36/81 elsusl a. nom Driving .111. lauucuM 1/12J42 elf ar	
2310 Glffbe.rD. Floe., I.N. 1070 ti.vt.r Drive while $350 flag probation betor. Ju.4g♦..t 

90 fists mat. Co. Dats.tto{-
WdeYagass. D.C. bet0.w, 10ryl.o4 a5totlcaLM 1250 6wspa.44 I yr probation 

lYltsr 
amt m.ltorieaundella4 

t 
boll L I000m.14 pr/vial; under latlarde 1/12/42	 laser 

Otrtstopber. too Cs.wOaugb Drtvtn4 8/10/81 12/16/Al
1906 in. amoles Road $505 fir/8350 auapad14 wells 5422 X1 -r4.4* load $150 flee/ prosat l on beta" Js4p.atB attrnbvs. "Land	 Is we s..wpsrvl.M psobst lm Rlr.r.sli. 10ry1.s4 15toalc.ted	 $550 wsp.nd.d -Woo to.. 

0 chmA co More.r ttttlba Under. to on* p obstlaslsnwde.s IS dye soapse4M 1/l2/82 Woodyard 
is me ewperwts. .31.11 .os..tltsa10500 bgrIL. Pike 62,311 tie. 

bdralls. 1rf{4204 pro/. t t as 
Alco►ot program 

Joyce Unless Amberoold Orlriy whale L4toueot.4 1/12/82 MAMA"
 Tanpr Fare. bills Dtl'i.g 1016/8% 12/16/83
3701 Hnsa.s a.wnn I rr/Susy nde4 ♦000 all* slangy 10.4 4300 ties 1ml67lde before J04 st i.bmarlps.. -10171.a 13 coats	
besvlll., 142471554 80tos1rat.4 la .o 5t.perw1111

16 a" supervised probation	 plebes b./Cwt/ 
ca.n s. umg Asbbel West. Larldwies l5r/vlsg under astlua.e. 1/11/82 M.b.a mt matter 5235 twos. Sall !.a $303 tang/8250 suspended 

1081.45. "1404 
btepl.n D. Drill., Wifry 9/ 11/81 1111/82 
1: Timber 1.001 hand rbit. 90 4.y./83 suspended lapv.ltlon of samteac.

oar L. Fang privies under aaflus.c. 11.1/82 bb.e 
O.tttt.r.Wrg, '0ry ta0.1 l4L0xacet.4 16 mate s.prvised . t.p.nad

b4 15u) 10905 Troy 8.42!8250 • tp.nd.J 
probation r, supervised PrOballas

ieosvllle. Maryland 1{ ms .vldrv Ie.d prvb.tl v.	 .:cabal cauass4las progrsw 

 



APPENDIX P: THE ALCOHOL AUTO CRASH IN THE UNITED STATES 

The Problem: IT'S A POLITICAL PROBLEM 

Federal --Lack of leadership, direction, and effective uses of resources. 

State -- Inadequate laws poorly enforced and administrative problems, that-need 
correction or adjustment. 

Local -- Total system breakdown from enforcement through disposition. 
system is flawed and incomplete. 

The Solution: 

Federal --A Blue Ribbon Commission conducting an organized investigation 
to expose how the flaws and faults of individuals and institutions 
endanger the lives and property of the people. The Commission must be 
charged with identifying exactly the steps that must be taken to reduce 
the number of people who get killed and hurt by drunk drivers in our 
country. Cost vs. risk analysis must be done and made public. 

State -- A Governor-appointed task force to investigate State laws and 
administrative procedures and policy. Minimum guidelines should be 
set for county and city jurisdictions to follow. Every county and city 
should be encouraged by the Governor to established a local task force. 
The-State needs to develop with expertise to help counties and cities 
achieve goals. 

11 
Local -- Every city and county must establish a local task force to . 

investigate the local system. Public attitude must be changed and 
general deterrence developed. . 

The Public.-- The public must be taught how to demand and get reform, and 
the public must support these reforms. 



APPENDIX Q: THE PROBLEM SIMPLIFIED


On a radio or TV talk show there is little time to express exactly what the 
problem with drunk driving is and why they are a danger to the public. 

The following is a simplified restatement of the problem. 

There is a dangerous uncontrolled epidemic of alcohol impaired drivers on the 
road at all times. On weekend nights as many as one in ten or more vehicles on 
the road is being driven by a person who is legally and dangerously impaired. 
Innocent people of all ages are routinely killed or seriously injured by drunk 
drivers. 

Enforcement levels are dangerously low. It is estimated that between 500 and 
2,000 drunk drivers escape detection and arrest for every one drunk driver who is 
arrested. There is no deterrent currently. 

Prosecution is usually inadequate and judges all too often lax when dealing with 
drinking drivers. 

Few States have adequate laws to deal with the problem and finance needed efforts 
to protect the public. 

At the local level, the system that is supposed to protect the public is loaded 
with dangerous'-flaws and deficiencies that result in innocent people being killed 
and injured. 

What is needed isa total systems approach to the problem that is designed to 
keep drunk drivers off the road. This can be accomplished by increasing arrests 
and continuously publicizing that fact coupled with swift, sure, and certain 
punishment and sanctions when that drunk driver is convicted. 

The best way to accomplish the above goal is for the highest elected official in 
your jurisdiction to appoint a local level solution oriented task force that will 
uncover those system flaws and deficiencies and develop a comprehensive plan of 
action designed to deter (prevent) drunk driving from occurring in the first 
place. 

It is an absolute fact that death and injury associated with alcohol-related 
crashes (don't call them "accidents"--there is no such thing as a drunk driving 
accident. It is a collision that follows a crime. The crime of alcohol-impaired 
driving) can be substantially reduced in any community or State that takes the 
position that "DRUNK DRIVING WILL NO LONGER BE TOLERATED." 

Take this page with you to the talk show. It will help you articulate the problem 
and the needed solutions. 



APPENDIX R: NHTSA COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

A COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM FOR STATES AND COMMUNITIES 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ORTA ON 

I. General Concept 

o Systems Approach: 

-- Intergration of enforcement, prosecution, adjudication 
treatment, public information, and education. 

-- Local government supervision and coordination. 

o Self Supporting System: 

Financial burden placed on offender thorugh fines and treatment 
fees. 

-- Program revenues and expenditures locally controlled 

o Deterrence--For First Offenders/Social Drinkers 

-- Increased perception of risk of arrest through increased enforce
ment, convictions and public information campaigns 

-- Redueed first offender recidivism through court referral to 
alcohol safety schools or treatment based on needs and 
traditional sanctions especially license suspension and/or 
revocation 

o Health/Legal Concept--For Multiple Offenders/Probations Drinkers 

-- Diagnosis of underlying alcohol problem 

-- Court mandated assignment to treatment'and traditional sanctions 
such as fines and jail 

-- License revocation 

II. Enforcement Programs 

o DWI emphasis by police leadership 

o Special training in detection and apprehension techniques 

DWI enforcement patrols 

Overtime staffing 

Check all hazardous moving violations for alcohol involvement 

Patrols at times and places of high DWI activity/crash experience 



-- Use of traffic check points (roadblocks) 

Improved Technology Support 

-- Preliminary roadside testing 

Evidential breathralcohol equipment. 

III. Court Program 

o Efficient Case Processing 

o Drinker Diagnosis 

o License sanctions, fines and jail when appropriate plus treatment 
referral or alcohol safety school 

o Expanded support services (presentence investigation/diagnosis/proba
tion) 

o Mandatory record or incident alcohol offense 

IV. Treatment.-Program 

o Alcoholftducation for first offenders/social drinkers 

o Treatment for multiple offenders/problem drinkers 

-- license revocation/restriction 

-- extended treatment referral for long term effect when needed 

o Case records/report feedback to court 

V. Public Information and Education (PI&E) Program 

o PI&E programs to support countermeasures 

o Contiuing assessment of public knowledge, attitudes 

o Professional, scientific design of PI&E projects 

o Voluntary sector participation 

VI. Driver License and Control Program 

o Offender license renewal only upon treatment completion 



o	 Use of the National Driver Registry, State compacts for new driver 
license screening. 

o	 Restricted licenses for selected offenders. 

VII. Supporting Legislation 

Preliminary (Roside) Breath Testing 
Illegal Per Se Offense 
Mandatory Record of Incident (Alcohol) Offense 
Regulation of Treatment Agencies 
Impoundment of Vehicles Plates/Registration, Confiscation of 
Vehicle 
Self-supporting System Through Dedicated Fee System 
Redistribution of Fines, Court Costs, User Fees/Taxes, etc.,, for 
Increased Level of Effort 

-,. 
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APPENDIX S: SAMPLE EDITORIAL
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S HE IS ONLY 18 months old, but little Laura Lamb hol cone ntration standard in Maryland from what Is
of Mount Airy, Md;, Is paralyzed, and has been, the highest level in the country, .15 percent, to .10

ever since a car accident caused by one of the most percent--which Is the current standard in many
lethal failures in automobiles today: the failure of places, including the District of Columbia and Virgin-
people behind the wheels to stay sober. The driver re• ia. Witnesses also have urged that the lesser offense

1►ponsible for this accident had several prior eonvie- of driving while impaired be defined as having a
ions for drunken driving. This might have occurred blood-alcohol level of .06 percent Instead of .10 per- J

anywhere in the country, but It happened in Mary- cent. But Mr. Owens argues that because relatively
land, which has some of the weakest drunkdriving few drivers • would fall in such a new category,
laws in the country. change Is.Aot justified; as for what other states do, he

But drunk drivers needn't bold their breath, be- notes that'offenders are frequently allowed to plead
cause the Maryland lawmaker with the most influ- guilty to a lesser cbaige of reckless driving.
ence In this matter -,D& Joseph E. Owens (D.Mont- But all of tbese-arguments pale In Maryland, where
gomery). bead of the HouseJudlciary Committee, has nearly 50 percent of, traffic deaths are alcohol-relat.
never lifted a finger to tighten up the laws effective. ed. It Is true that on a 'national level, Improvements In
ly, and he doesn't appear Inclined to do so now. As he the National Driver Register-an index of more than
sees it, making the law, tougher would "only help law- d.5 million suspended and revoked driven--could
yen because the rougher the penalty the more cases speed Information acroi sus state linen and help curb
They get." Maryland's law lct not "working perfectly." the ce,of licenses.to irresponsible driven. But
,be says, "but it is woridng better than others." the repeated blocking by Mr. Owens of bills to 'Im-

That's act quite how others rse • IL The American prove Maryland's laws ahduld not be permitted any •
Council on Alcoholism, Inc., a voluntary organization longer in 'Annapolis. After Laura Lamb's accident,
-fbat has monitored these laws around the country and * Gov. Harry lughes appointed a taalc force to'coaslder
the world for the better pert of X years, calls the Mary. this matter; and Its recommendat ons from loess •;
stand laws "depiorablq" and charges that efforts In the hearings Are due next Wednesday. Among them
legislature to improve them have been "stonewalled." should be proposals to revise the state standards, and

Among the changes sought by this and other cone Gov. Hughes and leaders in -the general asembly
cerned grganizatbos Is a lowering of the blood alco. abould see them to enactment In the nest a Mon.
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DRUNK DRIVING CRACKDOWN URGED IN MARYLAND May 20-21,1980

Drunk drivers in Maryland kill people. All too often they get away with it.
Drunk drivers in Maryland ruin lives. 'All too often they get away with that
too.

Consider the case of Laura Lamb of Frederick County. When she was five months
old, she was injured in an accident caused by a'drunk-driver---a driver with
a string of drunk driving convictions, who was.,-still behind the wheel, even
though his license had been revoked.

The accident happened seven months ago, now Laura Lamb is paralyzed for life.

Maryland has a terrible record for drunk driving accidents. Last year, half
of the people killed, and the majority of the people injured on Maryland roads
were killed or injured in alcohol-related accidents.

Why can drunks -behind the wheel get away with murder and mayhem in Maryland?
There are several reasons---among them the fact that Maryland has some of the
most lenient laws in the country--laws which make prosecution of drunk drivers
difficult. There are also communications breakdowns between the courts and
the Motor Vehicle Administration. Also, many middle-class, middle-aged judges
are reluctant to-crack down on middle-class, middle-aged drunk-drivers. The
cases often hit too close to home.

Everyone is aware of the problem, but so far, Maryland has-been unable to
mount an organized attack on drunk killers behind the wheel.

One of the people who ought to be most concerned is Governor Harry Hughes. He
was .formerly State Secretary of Transportation---responsible for the Motor
Vehicle Administration. As we see it, the Governor's special background
puts him in an ideal position to act on the drunk driving problem.

That action could start with the appointment of a Governor's Commission to
come up with recommendations for a full-fledged effort to get drunks off
the road, and keep them off.

The problem can be solved. But the solution has to start with the, realization
that drunk driving is- no accident---it's a crime.

Rich Adams speaking for WDVM-TV.

80/87
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THE WASHINGTON POST 
December 27, 1981 
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One for th^ R 
I F EVER THERE WERE an effective way to and friends victims, starting Math 110 people 

focus the pie-eyes of drunken drivers on a sober- killed in the county between January 1980 and Oct. 
. ing threat--namely, arrest on the spot---it is the 30, 1981, when the program began, of whom a ma-
Montgomery County police department's new prac- jority were in accidents involving drunk drivers. 
flee of stopping traffic to check the alcoholic condi- This statistic does not even include the five mem
tions of motorists. And if this practice can be car- bars of an u r Montgomery County family who 
rigid out with the courtesy and good sense that seem ° were killed Thursday in an accident in Carroll 
td, ave prevailed during the first wed of this pro- County in which the driver of another car has been 
gpm, it deserves the strong citizen support that it is .. charged with driving while intoxicated. 
enjoying so far--assn important effort to protect The Montgamy County proFrarn, or any other 
the lives of everyone using public roads. . .. '• -bke it, should avoid ur ssary Nvasement. For ex-

That is a big if, we know, because anything that' ' ample, the teetotaling couple on the way to the thea
smacks of stop-and-frisk or discriminatory harass- ter should not be caught up in a huge traffic snarl on a 
Went by law enforcemedt authorities is subject to main. artery and then grilled unne arily for 39 
legitimate protest. But the drunk driver, like the > minutes---or asked to get out of the car and do cart-
loaded handgun toter, is a potential killer • on the eels at roadside. But reports so far indicate that the 
loose, and every law-abiding citizeta on 'the meets checking in - Montgomery has been executed with 
deserves not only effective police protection, but - courtesy and dispatch, everyone is stopped, but only 
also reason to believe that the' oa ditions ' wader: When there are overt.signs of alcohol use-evident 
which drivers' licenses are issued.are met by otheei's odor of liquor, bottles or cam in the car, awkward

-bghind the wheels., ',t • movements or slurred speech--do the officers pursue 
Dry statistics--the routine radio readings of boll- any_furtlrer questioning .Plc searches are supposed to 

day death tolls on highways, for example-do aot... be eonduded; that policy should stick 
always hammer home the horror of drunken driving Should police have 'to wait until a car is weaving 
as the leading cause of highway deaths in this court- across Oncoming lanes or barely missing pedestrians 
try. But then, Montgomery County Police Capt. before chasing down or pulling over a car? Or isn't it 
John Baker is one who known-20 recent fatal acci• better to get, the message out to all .that in Mont-
dents he investigated involved drunk drivers. gomery County, people who drink had beat find 
Others who know painfully well are the relatives people who don't to do the driving. 
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APPENDIX T: DEAR COLLEAGUE LETTER

Conaregg of the 1niteb *tattg

Wa4inston, 10.6. 20515

October 6, 1981

Dear Colleague,

Over the past decade alone, an estimated 250,000 Americans have been killed
in alcohol-related auto crashes, and millions more have been seriously injured --
many crippled or maimed for life. Many of those killed and crippled were innocent
children.

Drinking driving is the most often committed violent crime in the nation and
a significant cause of death among our youth.

This year another 26,000 people are projected to be killed by drinking drivers
and about 750, 000. seriously injured at a conservatively estimated economic cost
exceeding $5 biliton. Clearly, drunk driving is one of the nation's most serious
health and safety problems, one which experts say is worsening.

It is time that we, as members of Congress, take immediate action to help stem
the carnage occurring routinely in every community nationwide. The human suffering
inflicted on the American public by drunk drivers can no longer be tolerated by a
sane society.

We are convinced that much of the tragedy is preventable. Therefore, we invite
you to join in calling on President Reagan to appoint a blue ribbon Presidential
Commission with the goal of developing a realistic master plan to help bring udder
control what is perhaps "America's greatest tragedy." If you are interested in co-
signing the attached letter, please contact Bill Bronrott (5-5341) or Don Leonard
(5-0453) at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

times V. Hanse Wichae Barnes
--'R - Utah _ D - Maryland

. a- Am",
Gl enn M. Anderson
D - California
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Congrtgg of tie Wnittb Otate 

iaasbington, $.C. 20515 

October 6, 1981 

Hon. Ronald Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President, 

We, the undersigned members of Congress, wish to bring to your attention the 
need for you to take a fine public leadership role to help resolve what-is perhaps 
"America's Greatest Tragedy" -- the alcohol crash problem in our country. 

Drinking driving and the gruesome toll it takes everyday is the most often 
committed violent crime in our country and has been allowed to become a national 
disgrace. In the past ten years alone, an estimated one quarter of a million 
Americans have been killed.in alcohol-related crashes. Millions more have been 
seriously injured -- many crippled or maimed for life. This year another 26,000 
people are expected to be killed in our country by drinking drivers -- hundreds of 
thousands more seriously injured. The problem is projected to get worse -- much worse. 

We are convinced that much of the pain and suffering inflicted on innocent 
American families by drinking drivers is needless and preventable. In a country 
as great as ours, with our wealth of resources and talent, there is no sane reason 
to let this carnage continue. Drinking drivers can be removed from the highways. 
Death and destruction'can be substantially reduced. But for this to happen your 
involvement is needed. 

Therefore, we ask that you appoint a blue ribbon Presidential Commission which 
will bring together the most qualified persons in the nation to develop a realistic 
national master plan to curtail the tragic suffering caused by the drinking driver 
epidemic. We ask that you call on the American people to help in this effort. 

And, finally, we ask that you encourage every Governor to establish a solution-
oriented state task force to deal with drinking drivers at the state and local levels. 

We believe society does not want the tragic problem of the drinking driver to 
continue. We believe the American public will get firmly behind your efforts to 
reduce death and injury caused by drinking drivers. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
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APPENDIX U: SAMPLE PRE.-PRESS .RELEASE

August 25, 1980
PRESS CONFERENCE
For Further Info
Contact Sandy Golden

M.A.D.D MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVERS PRESS CONFERENCE,

A good press release
contains the 5 Ws

A press conference on the state-wide drunk driving problem in California
what

will be held on Tuesday, August 26, 1980 at 10:30 A.M. in the Governor's
when(4)

Press Room on the first floor of the State.Ca itol Buildin by the President * 

where
of M.A.D.D., Candy Lightner.

who

At that time Candy Lightner, whose 1,3-year old daughter was killed earlier

this'year by a repeat offender drunk driver, will announce a State-wide

petition drive aimed at getting drunk drivers. off the, road and will publicly

ask Governor Brown to appoint a task force charge with the res onsiblit of
why

developing solutions to the State's drunk driving problem.

The identical twin of the slain girl will talk briefly on the issue

and the principal of Del Campo High School, Eleanor Brown will also speak.



Starting at 10 A.M. on Tuesday, a demonstration in support of the task 

force and reform of the drunk driving problem will take place at the North 

entrance of the Capitol building. About 20 high school students will picket 

and gather signatures on the petition. 

Drunk driving is the number one highway traffic safety problem in California. 

Over 2,500 people were killed in alcohol related crahses in 1979 and more 

than 73,000 were injured. 



-APPENDIX Y: GUIDE-BADGE-DIAL-A-RIDE-PROGRAM 

In the last several years there has been an alarming increase in the number 
of drug and alcohol-related automobile accidents In the Bowie community. In 
response to this severe problem. GUIDE initiated the Dail-A-Ride Program during 
the 1980 holiday season. 

0 

The GUIDE Dail-A-Ride Program was a service that offered safe, no-questions 
asked rides home to intoxicated youth, as well as those' dependent on intoxicated 
youths for rides home. Staffed by an operator and teams of adolescent and parent 
volunteers, GUIDE Dail-A-Ride answered calls between 9:00 PM and 2:00 AM on 
Friday and Saturday nights from November 26 through January 4, as well as 
Christmas Eve, Christmas, New Years Eve, and New Years. 

This year GUIDE and the BADGE Committee are sponsoring a second Dail-A-Ride 
Program. This service will operate from 9-2 Friday and Saturday nights for the 
Thanksgiving weekend through New Years, as well as Christmas Eve evening and New 
years evening. 

GUIDE and BADGE are currently seeking parents and teenage volunteers to 
comprise "teams" to work with Dial-A-Ride. Each member would volunteer one or 
two Friday orSaturady eveings be remaining at home between 9 and 2. When a call 
is received by Dial-A-Ride, the staff operator calls the members of the assigned 
team and give them the location of the youth. The team drives to the given 
location and provides a safe ride home for the caller. 

After volunteers have signed up, GUIDE and BADGE will hold a staff training 
session to explain the service, provide information about typical calls and 
answer question. 

In order to staff the Dial-A-Ride program, we need both teenage as well as 
adult volunteers. 

One evening of your time may ensure that a youth's ride home is a safe one. 

Questions about the Dial-A-Ride Call: 

529-1700 
Teenage Volunteers 

Name: Preferred Night of Service:

Address:

Phone: Friday Saturday


Adult Volunteers


Name: Prefe`ri^ed Night of Service:

Address:

Phone: Friday Saturday


Questions may be addressed to: --Volunteer forms may left with: 
Mr. Fred Rook, GUIDE Mr. Terry Summons 

-529-1700 -bowie City Hall 
or 

Ms. Elaine Johnson, Counselor 
Bowie Senior High School 
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APPENDIX W: DISCUS ADVERTISEMENT

A license to
drive des

*

n't
SS$ n

a Ilcer seto
dri *

Don't drink too much of a good thin
The Distilled Spirits Council of the United States.

1300 hnnfznnia Building, Wzshington, D.C. X0004
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APPENDIX X: FRIEND'S DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

friends don't let friends
-drive drunk.

 * 

If your friend has had too much to drink, be doesn't
have to drive. Here's one way.to keep your friend

alive ...

your friend

US Dgx"".c CO WVgXrK M

Nanlond I war BrARC SONY
AdeNr
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friends
let

drive
If your friend has had too much to drink,* he doesn't have
to drive. Here are three ways to keep your friend alive ...

 * 

USDupannrnalaapor% .

Wahtiand W1Awny fle^llc Wry
Nbnirrrri
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APPENDIX Y: MAGAZINE AND NEWS ARTICLES ON DRUNK DRIVING
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,fact at nc5U fight ThimdaJ, appears. to Blue the' p°0r e00i-16D°y - ado maydeath rate inbtought about a sew caution in mast' ddv=rhave .rb0ent 0°0 Citiaefi lsanpa>tn :IMM' They said the developcasat a help

iras.auclsi ad:accelerate a the ooun- °
produced motre''sontbrn about #be laws"try of laws Against &unkeii d*Aiij AA
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Mostlylp-tagWi -figures provdd byCalifornia Highway )Patio Voloeemaf'
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Deng effort•inSacramento, now a pafidedYto 
About a dozen other states, including Mary-
sad and Virginia, after her I3-year-old 

daughter was struck and fatally injured by 
a car whose driver had been drinking. 

mortis to toughen drunken driving pen
alties have been resisted in tho past by 
judges who feel mandatory sentences are 
too inflexible, by prosecutors who feel ju
rim would be unwilling to impose them and 
by defense attorneys who argue ,that such 

would Just make jails most mwded 
red hurt rehabilitation efforts. C43sefl lab
ying•last'gear,'bowever, reeultea.in Cal

ifornia s eritusually tough lam and i!tt Jess 
Ear-reaching changes in other states,includ
irrg Maryland, where the blood alcohol level 
,requirements have been stiffened. - f 
'` -Law erfercement efforts also have been 
'increased, a dui Maryland, where rood
-blocks were Bet up to check drivers during 
the New Year's holiday. 

John Moulden, a march psychologist 
-for the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, said the tole of citizen 
groups like MADD and Remove Intoxicat
•ed Drivers (RID) 'has been absolutely crit

" Moulden said the initial. California 

results show driven responding to the 'except there are a lot of loopholes here we 
threat of penalties, but he advised a close -'also. want to plug.' Maryland's MADD 
look at how vigor cutely judges VA pcoeec -_ .:chapter is headed by Tom and Dorothy 
tore apply the laws when cases begin to Sexton of Bowie. 
come to court in two weeks. Vnder the new California law, every ow-

Reducing drunken giving, Mo 4den vicrtjon for driving under the influence of 
said, 'appears • to be a political and not a awl requires a jail sentence of at least 
technical problem." Most states have harsh 48 hours, with one exception. If the can is 
penalties on their books that are rarely in-.- m misdemeaw first offense, the judge may 
eoked, be said. t.ieibettitnte a'-fine, require attendance at 

r.440Y of the changes in California law -"drinking drivers' school and a 9b-day li
iittvaive subtle *4istinctiona imd tec3l-' _tense. suspension including permission to 
sties such as. a new statute making' a 10 '; drWe only to and frpm work. 
percent blod aleoh) level absolute W. '*mandatory minimum fine of $375 for 
dance, and not joust a presumption, OW the evail driving-under-the-influence convic
driver is under the influence of alcohol. tion has been instituted, and $20 of each 
Maryland last year also stiffened its blood ' fine will be directed to a victims' indemnity 
OcobW level requirensnt, resorting h a to help,pa acc sot damagm 

mcx+eseea m assts for drunken duly- Ga a second drunken.driving convi Lion, 
erg. But Maryland, Yrgima and the DM- a judge may require the driver to attend an 
b set have not yet Instituted tips kind at alcoholic. treatment pro'graim for one Year 
penalties for drunken drivers now in affect and add fbrther .ice 'thi a if Ind or she fails 
is Californi&• is attend. If a judge dismisses a drunken 
..brut MADD ire sin f£ dnfi'ing diaige 0 reduces ape to a laoeer 

$uemn Midgett of Nogfaik, the Virginia ofense, be must r+esA into the record his 
state representative for MADD,- acid her reasons for doing so,' tl»s summary 
group is pushing for low ebanges that wit must remat on his personal record, the 
be 'fie ar" kit' like those California barn, - California law prowls. . , ,x 
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ADVANCE PUBLICITY IS IMPORTANT. THIS ARTICLE AND OTHERS LIKE 
IT RESULTED IN OVER 300 PEQPLE ATTENDING THE PUBLIC FORUM. 
THE TASK FORCE REQUESTED WAS IMMEDIATELY GRANTED. 
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Drunk driving forumi Sunday 
,W tyExtar 

WESTMINSTER - A 
Westminster pastor is deter
mined to do something about 
drunk drivers. 

Reverend Loren L. 
Gisselbeck has organized a 
forum for Sunday at 3 p.m. at 
his church Westminster 
United Methodist Church, 
Main and Center Streets. • 

church, was driving her fami
ly to the Christmas pa^ at 
about 3:55 p.m. on̂ 47 
when a southbound car driven 
Dy Ervin , Is, of Glen 
Bwi Ie the center line 
and head-on with the 
Proctor . 

Two of Mrs. Proctor'; sous, 
Terref, 33, Roger, 14, were 
killed instantly. Three of her

andchildren also died: Ruth 
Ann Jeanette, one month 

^lagut a kepi "'s MS. 
'Peopid tepf aatinR Raavme, 
'Wheat can we do," . 
Gisselbeck said. 

The pastor 'has 'Invited
representatives from county..

and outside agencies In-
eluding Thomas E. Hickman, 
vocates a attorney, wbo ad

"get tough" stance 
do drunk drivers. 

Glsselbeck has asked 
Hickman along with Neal 
Bechtol, commander of the 
Westminster barrack of the 

Smeelser; beleegatte I y 
Harchenhorn; Jim Doolan, of 
Carroll Alcohol Drug 
Awareness Team (CARAT); 
and Tom Satan, of Mothers 
Against Drunk Drivers 
(MADD) .to give live =M ft 
speeches. 

What the pastor hopes to 
complM with the forum Is the 
formation of a task force much 
like Abe !roes in Prince 
Georges and Mongomery 
axmtlea. The task force would 
answer to the county commis
sioners and evaluate 
the ystem 
and a oe the Floopholes to 

order to make the s 
more effective. ut, 
Gisselbeck said, the eo nununl-
Ry needs to support such a task 

Although others have berm 
a against drunk drivers 
long before the Christmas Eve 
=1 hat is when Rev. 

. He said be 
was the pastor who told the 
family of their loved ones' 
deaths. "I don't want to have 
b do that again," be saki. 

Another Idea Re'v. 
Giaselbeck has on how to not 
drunk drivers Is a method us
ed to Prince George's County. 
The pollee appear on radio and 
telewtaion prior to tea! 
events and holidays with the 
me ssa of : "U you're going 
In drink and drive, we're going 

b get you. program bas"bom 
In effect, other has been only 
one alcohol related fatality in 
that ketyy, the pastor noted. 

getting drunk 
drivers off the mads Is to 'get 
to the people " Rev. 
Gisselbeck atre. "It won't 
be tolerated." 

The pastor said that his con=s- Pauline Marie Jeanette, ii 
corn about drunk driving 
stemmed from the accident 
which claimed the lives of five 
church members while they 
were on their way to 

.'Christmas Eve services. 
The tragedy has attracted 

wide-spread attention; 
metropolitan A v stations 
covered memorial services for 
the family at (be. Church last 
Sunday, and continued media 
attention, including reporters 
from papers as far away as 
The Washington Post, are ex-
pdeacyted at the forum on Sun-

Martha Proctor, director of 
religious education at the 

months; and Rebecca Ann 
Jeanette. three. Mrs. Proctor 
and three others were injured.

Statepolice charged _ 
with five counts of 
manslaughter driving while 
intoxicated, ?allure to drive 

of center, and recklegs 

Rev. Gisselbeck said that 
the idea for the forum "came 
out of my bead." He noted that 
about 400bout a also came toc 

memorial services held 
Sunday for the five who died to 
the Christmas Eve accident. 

"I wanted to have some way 
of getting peo le tog! to do 
something," said of the pro

of drunk driven who are 



Car Dealers Combat Drunk Dri^ng_ 
by Pat Elea apria g, barb the aaromobiie "71e deafen will Sow the 

-Montgomery County's dealers' effaA aping drunk high schools to FWM prog

smtomobile dealers, using this &*vWg- ram" and will also use their 

pre-holiday week for anus- In 4rmchang the ampoAgn Abowrooms to empbasim the 
st the beSlaning of the bond y hazards of driving whileg 

'drunk driving, we r /enaoai, a spokesman said the drank, said the spokesman. 

county's police force with dealers hope their dtar con There am about 35 smo

•a Christmas ̂ , a preliminary tadp to avert tragedies loving a mobile dealers is the county. 

Vareaffi testax. time when an iecreaaod mum- Their representatives ache-

The breath tester, the firs lea of people are prase to take dined a press oonfuc a on 
sue to be owned by the local to the road after ' `Ioo much Wednesday to announce the 

police department, is a Pffiltyin-•• Dealers Aping Dntok Driv

mechanism that can be used The dealers plan a year- en ear psign.


on riaW patrol to indicate if a round campaign said will con- The preliminary breath ses


motorist is under the influence. ceatrate on the educational ter is not to be confused with 

of alcoholic beverages. aspects of keeping people. _ the equtpmeat used at polwc 

Robert Fdgauty, vice ptesi when they have been drink- alatioo to measure alcoholic 
dent and general manager of . ittg, from driving motor vehi- content of a person ayFpoctrd 

Sport Chevrolet, -Silver . else --
of drunk thivhg. 

Thursday, December 17,1981 

The Gaithersburg Gazette 
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RID Begins Billboard Campaign

By Mary Jo Goellner 
Journal Staff Writer 
When Celeste Daugh

erty's children asked 
her what she wanted for 
Christmas, she knew ex
eepy what to answer. 
Her list is a short one. 

"All I really want is a 
billboard with Joanie's 

• picture on it reminding 
people not to drink and 
drive," she responded. 

-Mrs. Daugherty's 18
year-old daughter Joan 
was killed by a drunken 
driver on June 19, just 
two weeks after her 
high school graduation. 

FIGHTING HER 
way through bitter an
ger and a mother's 
grief, Mrs. Daugherty 
has been working hard 
during the past few 
months to save other 
parents the anguish 
he has suffered. 
. As .vice president of 

RID, a citizens' group 
aimed at Removing In
toxicated Drivers, 
Mrs. Daugherty has 

donated plenty of her 
time to educating the 
public about the perils 
of drinking and driv
ing. 

And the next step in 
her campaign will fea
ture four billboards do
nated by a local 
outdoor advertising 
company that will pro
claim the dangers of 
driving while intoxi
ca ed. 

Motorists who drive 
by the four billboards 
will see a four-foot tall 
photograph of Joan in 
the upper lefthand cor
ner and a matching 
photo in the righthand 
corner of Catherine 
Brickey, another 
drunken driving vic
tim and the 20-year-old 
daughter of Marge 
Charleville, the presi
dent and founder of the 
Missouri chapter of 
RID. 

ALTHOUGH THE 
52-year-old driver who 
hit and killed her 

daughter also was for is $330 in basic Gravois; Union nor(

killed in the accident, materials. of Easton; Chotea

Mrs. Daugherty says The four billboards and Carlaine; and 23,

she still feels a need to are located at 6800 N. Lindbergh.

lash out at other drink

ing drivers.


"I suppose my activ
ity with RID and my 
plans for the billboards 
are my way of letting 
people know what can 
happen when you drink 
and drive, ' Mrs. 
Daugherty says. "In 
my own little way, I 
suppose I'm hitting 
back at the drunken 
drivers who are still 
driving on our streefi 

'The billboard space 
is being donated b 
Gannett Outdoor AY_ 
vertising Co., which 
will also defray the 
cost of printing the 11 
signs. The only thing 
RID will have to pay 
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Lama Lamb meat agar mlttans becatiss, with as leafing Is her ham, else ch wsNovember 10, 1979. on a rolling
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D.C. Cindi Lamb, shopping-bound
with her five-month-old baby Laura hugs. She doesn't feet anything from the judge said, would accomplish
belted in beside her, was approaching her shoulders down." little since sooner or later he would
the crest of a hill when an oncoming For Cindi Lamb and her husband, Baum to society to drink and drive
car veered across the center line and life would never be the same. Within again.
smashed into her pickup had-on. months the round-the•ctock strain of

 *

Even the offender was shucked by
The driver was drunk. caring for Laura had placed a fatal the judge's attitude, "Sure, what I

The 25-year-old mother was pulled burden on their troubled marriage did was wrong." be said later from
from the wreckage with a dozen and Alan lamb moved out. Gndi his jail cell. "But it really was the
broken bones, which were soon to had no choice but to quit her two judge's fault too for not keeping me
heal, but Laura sufl-ercd irreparable jobs (selling Tupperware and reach- off the street."
injuries to her spin.l column and ing the deaf) and rely on welfare and Alcohol on the highways is respun•
will be paralyzed (or life, After six Medicaid to keep herself and Laura sAble for killing at least 23,000 per-
months of irimnsivc care, she was sent alive. sons a you in the U.S and fa grave-
home from the hospital with braces And what happened to the person IT injuring at least a million of era.
on her legs and body and a tube in who was respunsible for all this? He Every day neatly 70 persons die-
her throat so that mucus could be turned out to be a man who was out about one death every 25 minutes
suctioned from her lungs. Although on parole for armed robbery at the --end an additional 2.770 me maimed
she could move her arms, she had no time of the Lamb accident. In addi- at seriously hurt. It is estimated that
actuation in them not in any other tion, he wai found to have been driv. one out cu ! every two Americans will
pan of her body. because she could * ing without a bcegse and to be a be involved is an alcohol-related at
feet no pain. the had chewed one repeat drunk-driving offender. On the assh during fit or bar We. Ya, tip*

hand bloody and had to wear mit- day of sentencing, the judge-the to now, the general public and aut
tens. She must still wear them. same man who bad sentenced him criminal justice sy^lira have man-

-11 remember the last time Laura for armed robbery-returned him to &Sed to turn their backs on the prob-
felt a hug," Gndi Lamb says. "I re- prison far violating his parole. He larn, letting most drunk drivers lit-
member the last time she moved her then tacked on a mere two yeas for erally get away with murder and
fingers and her hands and her legs the smash-up that crippled Laura showing little concern for their
and feet. Now she dozen t feel any Lamb. Locking the man up longer, surviving victims. Ti P.gv too
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"[c is a tut des l Msaps an oM. 
cW with der Wads ghway Tratabe 
sk(ery /44. In spite of duo 

^ dlmkl and driving is 
sottemal part of d IWe." Small .caoa. 
dtrr dew disc many cf the matxatei_ 
Wkdaw *(vim 6. dwr AD. a 
otense two bket 
O Lumb did no sock thing. 11a 

der Lam's suody slaatld oaca be Is 
wain, she b consider l 
snwgias and tslesua 
hwmakaca, the Quarts and the pubin 
begs CO tea its oa the bisasr 
pWag ak:uhel off tea s 

an>txs to W ettrss so t 
other strong voce 
arts Is at kit Made. 

tt the stronpau. 
Wordiest !lade legs " e LlnionvAls, 
Ltd., smother ternean6stae. '.ghe was 
beegginnlod to cm M at An of the 
aoddent. Now she can't move as on. 
But site can more people." 

Last mm em. soother and daughow 
descended on their state capital to cose
tiont a sooemful of legislators who one 
considering whether to toughen Macy. 
land's toursk-driving lmvin if lowerini; 
the permissible alco l consent in the 
blood from Muyland't then 150 to 
to%, which Is the standard in all other 
roues. Under the law then in e3ect (it 
btu since been changed), a man who 
weighed 150 pounds caould have had 
to bolt down six shots of liquor within 
an hour in ceder to be found legally 
drunk. ttefoamera, including, of course, 
Cindi Lamb. regarded the standard as 
ludicrous but many ltgidetoes dis
rryy^^reed. -*o, are wrong, dead erg,.' 
Ciahdl sold she ecand•par lawrnaltsrs. 
-My daughter is living proof of how 
wvOng you are.. 

The lawmakers at Impassively 
through her testimony. After the heart. 
ing, a man who wts being bred for 
blocking the tefonu me cure cupla.inad 
his reason. "I want to get lades that will 
awrk." he said. "but I don't linos what 
they should be. It I did, I'd ccetainly 
be the fuss to push for passage." He 
and like-minded legislators argue that 
the tougher the standards, the amerce 
likely drunk drivers would be to wriggle 
off the hook by hiring high-pressure 
lawyers, pleading guilty go lasses of
fenses (reckless driving, for a=mple) 
and generally impeding justice. 

Still, le islators notwirhsrandM4. 
Cindi Lamb sticks by her uns. It is 
possible, she insists, to reduce drunk 
driving by establishing a deterrent 
which will be tough enough and wall-
enough iced to make drinhecs 
think orrice before tubing behind a 
wheal. Highway eafsny ass^osrrtts agree. 
lays one Ilredssal Official: `You've Nor 
to score hell out of PMP12." But. h1S 
adds, ytw'sC also Rat t ^ ovwy
one involved in ariminel juatko to work 
to ecther. Unless ^ardgges. prosecutor., 

are equally 
determined to clamp doe' on 
sass no deaareni will work. And chum 
gowns s pressers; (tom the gas=n1 public. 

To" 1:0 

r 
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That's precisely what the survivor 
groups are larntng to do. And the 
pressure they're bringing is already be
ginning to achieve dramatic result,: 
• Threes months after bear daughtei s 
death, Candy Lightno, under the aegis 
of MADD, appealed to Califotttk 
Governor Jerry Brown to appoint a task 
force. He did mo and be seined her a 

"MADD is hitting right on target." 
mays Ssae mauo Judge Latmoo Pa. 
Lino, who was named task-force chair
man. "At judges' meetings we always 
used to talk about standardized men
tencin^, but these wit no pressure be
fore Lajhtnei a group g^ot to work." 
Be inning last January the Sacramesnto 
judges agreed to accetpptt reduced charges 
onl for first offenders. If a second 
violation coma in less than two years 
after the first, the drunk driver will be 
sent to jail for 40 days. 
o A governor's task force was also 
formed in Maryland, following ex. 
tensive publicity ova the Laura Lamb 
tragedy and an appeal by the Lambs to 
Governor Harry H. Hughes. The panel 
one down with eiu major` escommen
datioras, which have feu the moat (ppa.̂rr^^ 
been enacted. In addition, the chief 
county prosecutor directed his assist
ants to stop plea bargaining in most 
drunk drivin sues. "The recent public 
hue and cry nu made me examine the 
issue again," he says. 

"My d atgbr r De4k# tans! bidbd at sb. 
age of 23, ' a Monranlle, Mass., Yorb.r 
wr.ae Cindy LiSki .r. "Abs,*rr kniba.nd 
and rkr inky sbry .wren ram a ha.,. It u'ar 
1979, tb. day afro Tbashaaivatg, ^ybicb 
er. add *vxi in tarbbis asd Mib.'i b.w.. 
Next Lary rb. bill at . in Asir r r 1Lr 
V'wsnira and a ace b• awn `.frn 
tb. baby caner. A 27•yaar••dd wan, drrs4, 
bit s/tnr stn bad-.a, sating barb sb.ir 
limos. H. war Yaeknnd st as. year of sigkIJ 

{ • aro+ 

And a nowt of DId l Ib1d. 
6aeaa*amd) a weans e?s '7$, 76 id '71. 
Hr hiddad DebAt+. awd MAS i '79." 

0 
As things now viand, a drunk dti^'s 
thanes of gat' taugaht are ncltotnod 
a tune in 2,000. Pot those who see at-
sea ed, the chances of balm 
at ail are no noose than one In t o. AM 
puaiahmeats tend to be benign. Drink. 
en who drive are apparently willing so 
Kcept t hems rdaks. 

Why do so maay drunk drivers get 
off scoot-fret 
• because many )sd ag any guard 
their right to ' jut' discr Lion"
the t is, their right to mete out unequal 

Because defense lawyer are quids to 
make hue of plea bargaining, nadudug 
the severity, of the charges. 
• Because stn some staters civil libertari
sae oppose laws setting objective, 
mnuurable blood and bleach . and-
aids (or intoxication. 
• Because bar owners not 
bills tat would hold don for 
what their patxonm do when they gee 
on the highways. 
• Because U.S. jails ate already so over
crowded, many penologists agree they 
eight burst their meaams if drunk drivers 
woe added to the prison population. 
• Because by and large prosecutors still 
take the view that driving while drunk 
is a relatively minor offense. 

Far example, Isar December two 
judges in Belleview, Wash. agreed to 
postpone fix 90 days mending drunk 
drivers to jail fix one day, am required by 
Washington state law. The judges 
acted a the request of the city peomecu
roe, in the hope chat jail conditions 
would improve in civet months. "It ls 
hard to believe," the prosecutor wrote 
the judges, "that the Legislature in
tended char otherwise responsible citi
seas be subjected to the physical con
ditions or atmosphere of fear that 
now exists in the Kung County jail." 

WHAT YOU CAN ISO ABOUT DRUNK DRIVINQ 
It's going to take a lot of pressure 
from the general public to get alto
hol off the highways and keep it of. 
Here's how you can help: 
1. Discourage everyone you know 
from driving after drinking. One 
way is nary to ride in a car driven 
by anyone who's high. 17► at must 
include everyone -even spouses, 
familyy and friends. 
2. ^ID'lhen someone in your town is 
arrested (or drunk driving, make it 
your business to follow up on the 
disposal of the case (if the police 
won't ggive you the facts, the courts 
are obliigated to do so by law). If 
you think the punishment doesn't 
bt the crime, write a protest letter 
for publication in your local news. 
papa. or for airung oar your local TV 
Station. 
S. To find out what dse needs do-
in$ and how to go about doing it, 
write to one of the many citizen 
action groups that are springing up 
woos the country (please enclose 
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a starch , self-addressed envelope). 
Two t t welcome uuaes-and 
also need volunteers and cash-ere: 

MADD (Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving), P.O. Box HC, Fair Oaks, 
Calif. 9962$ or Rt. 4, P.O. Boa 311, 
Mt. Airy. Md. 21711. 

RID (Remove Intoxicated Driv
es). P.O. Box 320, Schenectady, 
N. . 12301. Pot those starting their 
own survivor groups, RID has how-
to-do-it kits. They inlude fan 
sheets, a speaker's outline, buttons 
and bumper stickers, a "Dear judge" 
letter, petitions, court murutonng 
forms and a training manual. These 
items, RID points out, ant all "tools 
to involve p ople on a local level in 
getting the drunk driver off the 
road.' 
4. The National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, which is an 
aim of the Federal Government, can 
also be helpful. Its address: 400 
Seventh St., S.W., Washington, 
D.C 20990. 
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wides o im IMA scciduase, 
off eny ea "oaherwlso 

fill " eho e6 'w 
tmu®r be shielded tkoam do rely 1emIp 
aides that might deter thssm from ldrir
hag while drunk. 
• Ia Now York Scare, BID war la^al^ 
taepoueible for the Jpassagt fe 19ag of 
!rank elaivin laws dash had bow sit 
on the leg ive back burner foe ni 
asai mossloas. Ths new laws vlnmly 
end the prac^ ice of plea bargaiting from 
an cohol so a ewn-a cohol re aced 
offense such as t eldest driving. 't1M1 
alto dos ^j 
taking away an rover's 
Idealise. 

"We waste told the bills coddm't 
possibly pass because of consututsvool a 
problems mind because half the IaBitslo
sort wore law yes who earned few bums 
plea bargaining pee out of 
said Dtords Aiken, m y N. 
mocha of durst who touadst^ KID 
when two teenage children of am 
acquaintance wane killed by a drunk 
driver. 

Playing hardball. RID warned des 
lawaakaa, "Defense attorneys doubl
ing as legaislators with a possible ooe
dict of ieuomest should abstain from 
young on these bills. RID with the 
help of she media and supporters will 
elect the public in the district of much 
legislators who put the tights of else 
public aeroad to their own intaeats." 
]!ID's memo was denounced as "tack. 
lass mad without merit" by same law
makers, but ultimately 200 of 210 voted 
in favor of the measures. 

Farther down the road. the battle 
against drunk driving will coat tmwmey 
--lots of it--fox mote prosecuto s, 
police, judges and jails. Nowadays, 
bees pod foe driving while intoxicaedd 
ate [tot emrmatkead fox clue purpose. but 
ate added to " d funds,' big pots 
of revenue u for b all enciea 
o! government. bu enyif fnees ware 
evabible foe the b ttle, tddctional 
monies would probably be needed. Oise 
suggestion coma from Poresr Lowery. 
coordinator of Minnesota's alcohol 
programs Hie Thou ,a sew 
Iwv -cahta-a-deia aas be imposed tux 
liquor saved in bass and that proceeds 
be used to keep drunks out of oltivotnt' 
aeat.. 

The bottom lino:, however, Is atd
rude. Charles Hayes,, a Washingto n 
rotate raQic safety official, mss a parallel 
between the issue of driving while 
drunk aid the issue of smoking. "It's 
now become socially wron to awoke 
in public, " he says. "I to think l 
couldn't stop, but then pea disap
peoval began to get to me. livery tine 
I wernt into a sheeting. I used so bad 
ashtrays. But often thins pteblic's attitude 
c ha ged. the ashtrays dimapprnod. 
After that, 1 managed a>o stop atmOk

°Atcitudes toward drunk 
could change, too. But 
enough for Laurs Lamb. As Ciadi 
Lamb wryer. "The sun rises. the sun srts, 
Laura's stilt paral sed. And thaw's the 
way ii s going so be.' • I 
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a drnra atrnw use p uuog at a aa^.ru-
oxS yeAter lice et sing stvr a bill "
^, listill, faallt sagest Crane L.atab.

Ha tats thwrgael with ereartitiagbar.
JtAv and Lour, u.AAlalf eau a ethane
Of M@W Nett' prabrrislt aced trill AO if
afar (bar trier At bada's Mere to no".
bt' tats waoiId Al stain zed be awrMda s
fair a kid stew it craro sf of a
fr/ary. A link twe+r tb►an Am years 4wr,
uv atatirad is ifs: d n hid here
^nv aid lkr diwak lang. ''dry tend it'll
Ir (rid at a fffi►:tr gg r. .w sawr'rr
yaw pw tp m tole flspa ►auaw of a still."

But that are music and more outraged
victims who refuse to blue up. Candy
Li hint, for esample, is a Nair Oaks.
Calif., mother whose 13-year-Old
Daughter, Carl, was run over and killed
while walking to church. It was the
second time Cori Lightner had been hit
by a driver who'd been drinking. This
time, the driver turned tout to be a man
who'd been out on bail for only two
days after a previous hit-arid-run
drunk-driving arrest.

As soon as the could pull herself (o-
prther, Candy Lightner, as site says.

went public" and turned Mothers
Against Drunk l)rivers (MAI)L)).
Last year slit paned bites with Crndi
Lamb and staged is Washington protest
and press conference. "We can put an
pressure We talc lay the blame where
blame belongs," Ligl ►tuct says.

In aikinum to MAUI), thte" are
Other "survivtx groups" across the
country. They include RID (Remove
Inioziteted Driven, whith has 19 local
chapters) and PARK IT (Prevent Alco.
hul Related Kilhng% and Injuries its
Tompkins County, N.S`I). As angry
and determined as (licit names imply.
they are all working to makcouthwt-
ties aiwuntahk by nwntturing Court-
nn ►llls, lobbying arnollg legislaeutr and
holding media events

The tinergente of these citizen-
activist groups is a new and hopeful
ekine+u Ali an told sold frustrating story.
Put decades European and hriusli guv-
ern+ttrtsts have been grappling with the
problem of drunk driving, but with no
great success. As salon as laws were
toughened. in ltritain, Norway, Sweden
and the Netherle+ids, the rate of alto-
huh-related Students dropped but itself
it began creeping up again. Today
there is no hard evidence the pubicin
has been sulvcJ a+syaisere in Lures.

The U.S. government plunged into
the field its the I'17th. pouring $if$
millwn into i1 Alcolu+l Safety elation
Prugratns -trusts the fend. Here, too.
the results were disaplxnntin . liven
though the overall number of arrests
more than doubled, there was a aignif-
uanr reduction an nighttime accidents
in only Wee-third of aloe program-t. As
for dramatic success st rses-only one
stands our: In Iltaosep ►n Cuuiny,
Minn., attests almost tripled between
1971 and 197.1, and alcoih ►ol involve.
ment in fatal accidents dropped from
63% in 1972 to 41x1, four years later.

One reason many programs have
misfired is, that treatntttn fur alcohol
misuse, which was meant to supple-
ment punishment, has, often ended up

ILA riuattr LIEU ,,ties

dottier wusuliru us Inc alIIAauet eeeat- ewaere.y7",
aaertt pnr(essoweals, FaJasl "Palo have erfrted I#Ma nc to outwits.
c ichided that there is -ao steers evi. setet'diing a record ofeoewaetion or aQti-
denctie rehsbiliacium is ittatxive is edu . tiatne. al? aonvicviatt."
tqCdwe number elf repeat uieaders.

dwre is an iamrpttrtaclt lasso t in "My 36- nei4M tw®i b fAr rirnfni of a
the coa&aeJ pp date serest awiu Aid Awn ddim*ing and
cecents have and abroad au. ca a ben" dtirittg tw^rrl..' o KanvfW!
cited crackdown with tough laws can r boom or. "my east
and will wuth. but only so loo as arviart 6nain apsry. Mr 6 alien. !toV*
potential offenders believe rleey w^ be 6 rnime Tdtr s,,us. k P ae lasers- as
aught said (ailed. Once weird sins arariae driest. is b aleraar as tdw
around thee the chances of Met. TAW are aids A* my ne bet!
wets and punishment we dim, Aid 20 a" rok"M and acv oiler
will once more flaunt theist'. sd M it h r Ali Yore Joan, &a be rMrtaW

"It is s ptelWirr farm of aim. in a ttetll% a 't vr't
that it Is one (raquently cusocetiued by
citiaeers who have no bistiwy of rmclic• ''Le AMe of suchlenieruae on t)aase
 times of any other criminal uQeose," deluged with aeestuyg drunk drivers is
the Chief jodga of Maryhtnd's District arvistacing. "It's a waste of time." said
cam ensened in anew rring a letter a policeman in suburban Montgomery
60m Cindi Lamb and he husband Gatnty MJ.: "Notbi g happew. Un-
complaining about the judge in Laura's las a urunk 4iva we a hard time, I
case. ..In drunk drivin erases, more simply give hem a tide home or all
titan in any tether type ease, the argu• eetateone to pick him up. If judges sod
meth is made to judges that 'we are prosecutors aren't going to do any.
dealing with an illness, no a aiaoa.' Out may, the hell with it!"
hedges are constantly asked to use Aldiou it kgislatwi Ito been msw-
charges of this kind to «babiliate a eltitod in ress to (talcs staters tee get
person sufl'erin hum this sickness, to eottgh or Wig( U.S. highway saky
restore him to the ranks of healthy, law. foods. Padetal tillicials wtwl l prefer to
biding, self-sufficient citistms." Clan. have local dusts carry the ball. - be

ly the response Acted neither the crime Ilsdetal nrle," says John Moulders, had
out the auninal. of the Alcohol Safety ems. is to

Similarly, the man responsible for catalyze. facilitate and stimulate action
Cart Lightner's death chid his alcu- in the local euenntunity." To that and.
hulissn as a tnitigatlug circumstance AMuulilttl'a agency is this year sponsor-

ld was allowed to plead "ewe ccattiest" ing wcdsshupa sound the country an
to manslaughter while all'uther char a the subjects of drunk driving and auto

ere dripped. The prosecutor asked safety oestralnrs.
for it triter-year prison eentasce. Tree To sell the locals how to do it, the
judge sentenced the man to two. "1 was government has hired, amwug others. a
ppalled." said Cindy Ligluner. fe elance investigative reporter namede
The senrnsce would not have sur- Sandy Golden wdw has worked cdoeeiyy

prised Federal officials is charge of the with both Lamb anti Lightner. "Dztari
Akotwl Staley Programs. They found driving is a political peublem such it
epeatedly that many judges believe succumbs to political pleasure." he

that must defendants deserve to avoid believes. "Tlw trouble is that must
he kiss of license to increased insur- people don't know how to right City
nce penahirs, and they will protect hall." y'e i' 11.6
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Victims speak out
on drunk driving
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Group wants to get

`RID' of drunken drivers


Determined woman who lost a daugh
ter to a drunken driver leads other 
survivors in crusade for tougher laws. 

By BILL SMITTI

Globe-Democrat Staff Writer


These are the ones who were left 
behind, the ones who survived - the 
mothers and brothers and grandfathers 
whose personal tragedies typically 
began with a phone call from a stranger 
in the middle of the night. 

They are the loving fathers and 
longtime friends whose lives were 
suddenly and cruelly twisted apart by a 
case of beer and a four-lane interstate, 
a quart of gin and a blacktop country 
road. 

People like Gloria Dintelman of 
South St. Louis, a registered nurse who 
buried her 24-year-old daughter on 
Christmas Eve 1979 after the daughter 
and a friend were killed by a drunken 
driver. 

PEOPLE like Ed Wiley, a 19-year. 
old electrician from Manchester, wtpse 
sister and 9-year-old nephew died Aug. 
3, 1990, on Missouri 94 in St. Charles 
County - victims of a dnmken driver. 

People like Celeste Daugherty of 
Mehlvtle, whose 18-year-old daughter, 
"my baby.,, died just two weeks after 
her high school graduation last spring 
in a traffic accident on Gravois Road 
near Sunset Hills - the victim of a 

drunken driver. 
They say they will never forget; 

most will never forgive. 
In the last two months - led by a 

determined Creve Coeur housewife who 
lost a daughter in a drunken driving 
accident in May 1900 on Interstate 270 
- they have joined with dozens of other 
concerned area residents to form the 
state's first citizens' group to concern 
itself exclusively with the problem of 
drunken driving. 

TAKING its lead and its name from 
a New York-based citizens' group, the 
organization uses the acronym RID 
(Remove Intoxicated Drivers). and has 
taken its message to the St. Louis 
County police superintendent, the 
county prosecutor's office. the mayor of 
St. Louis, area judges and the 
governor's office. 

By the and of this month, the RID 
chapter here hopes to be in a position to 

ask the governor for a state tack force 
on drunken driving - a task fora 
similar to the recently farmed Missouri 
Commission on Crime -- that thsy hope 
will come up with some bard 

err, nmendations on bar to Improve 
the arrest and prosecution of drunken 
drivers. 

Marge ChadsYWe, who formed the 
gtottp In the basement of liar Cleve 
Coeur condomWum. said a RID 
priority is the establishment of a court 
monitoring program to use the 
sentencing practices of area Wass. 

"JUDGES have to u ndersta d that 
we're just ant going to sit back any 
more and let them continue to give out 
weak sentences," Mrs. Charlevllle said. 
"We're going to be tasumg report cards 
an judges and we're going to make 
them public... 

Other priorities of the group, she 
said. include: 

- The education of the community 
and public officials regarding the 
problem of dnmken driving. 

- Developing and lobbying for 
progressive dnmket driving laws. 

- Aiding people injured in drunken 
driving accidents and the families of 
people killed or Injured by drumlin 
drivers. 

The formation of the group is pan of 
a booming, nationwide trend. 

For the first time, state legislators 
and Congress are under mamting 
public pressure to take hard looks at the 
drunken driving problem. 

GROUPS like RID and the much. 
publicized, California-based Mothers 
Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) are 
beginning to accumulate Impressive 
legislative victories. 

Doris Aiken, a Schenectady, N.Y., 
housewife who formed RID in February 
1978, said there are 29 RID chapters in 
pates from Vermont to Pennsylvania to 
Colorado. She said her group has 
pushed laws through the New York 
State legislature that she said gives the 
state "the toughest enforceable 
drunken driving laws in the country. 

"We have 300 requests to part 

chapters in 300 more cities," Mn. Aiken aid, 
including requests from Hawaii. Puerto Rico and 
Canada. 

She said she came to St. Louis recently to help 
organize the RID chapter here because the situation 
ht Missourl "was the worst I've ran. It's riddled with 
loopholes. 

"1 WAS appalled that It takes tree DWI's (*Mn 
while intoxicated convictions) before you're a felon. 
You give a person three times to drive draM, three 
chances to kill somebody, before be's a felon. 

"There's complete judicial discretion. And I was 
appalled at the recotdkeeping system in Missouri. 

.In New Yak, I can pick up the phone and find out 
the driving record of anybody in 10 minutes. 

New York laws mandate no plea bargaining in 
alcohol-related cases, she said. The easiest sentence 
on a dnmket driving conviction or guilty plea is a 
$250 minimum One and the Issuance of an 9-week 
conditional driver's license to be used to drive only to 
and from work and to and from an 9-week drunken 
driving course. 

MISSOURI LAWS allow judges to suspend 
imposition of sentence for people determined to be 
first offenders, and a study by the county police 
Department shows that suspended Imposition of 
sentence accounted for 59.0 percent of all drunken 
driving dispostions in the county from December 
1979 to September 1190. 

While people arrested for driving while Intoxicated 
in Missouri are allowed to drive pending disposition 
of their cases, New York law rsgtdres that a driver 
who is convicted of one alcohol-related offense and 
then is arrested on another. is stripped of his license 
until the can is settled. 

-Missouri has a lot of work to do," Mrs. Aiken 
said, "but I've never seen a population that was so 
ready to do it." 

NATIONALLY, statistics compiled by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and 
the National Safety Council show that drunken 
drivers account for about 29,000 deaths and 75000 
Injuries per year. 

In Missouri, the state Division of Highway Safety 
reported that drinking driven were involved in 278 of 
the 1,000 fatal accidents In 1990. In 396 others, the 
blood alcohol level was not dncbd or it area 
milmown whether one of the drivers had been 
drinking. 

A special division study of the blood alcohol level 
of 378 drivers killed in 1977 and 1978 showed that more 
than 00 percent had been drinking and 40.9 percent 
had a blood alcohol level in excess of the legal limit of 
.10 percent. 

Formation of the RID organization In Missouri is 
coming at a time when area drunken driving 
enforcement programs are running out of money. 

IN SEPTEMBER. the St. Louis Police Department 
ended a five-year $17S,0004ayear federally financed 
program to crack down on drunken drivers by putting 
police officers an special over time duty. 

Sgt Richard Swatek. a supervisor its the City's 
traffic division. said the department will sorely miss 
the money. He estimated that one- ird of the city's 
alcohol-related arrests the last five years have been a 
result of the program. 

The county has been involved in a similar program 

a 
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Marge Charleville with a picture of
her daughter, Catherine A. Brickey,
who died in May 1980.

Celeste Daughtery with a picture of
her daughter Joan, who was killed
fast spring.

for the last tour years, but it is not known whether if he had shot her with a gun."
that financing will continue in 1582. For Mrs. Charleviile, she said It was one

Swatek, who 'is married to an alcohol frustration after another. The pr hors were
rehabilitation counselor, said he applauds the efforts changed three times in the 17 months between the
of the RID group, but he said he has serious doubts death of her daughter and the sentanclM of the man
whether the group will be able to effect much charged in her death. The man was sentenced to two
significant change, years in prison.

She said she and her family recidved little help"PEOPLE have just been drinking and driving for
from the prosecutors - "people," the said, "whotoo long," Swalek said, "Traffic fatalities are just too
were supposed to be an our side.commonplace. People feel it's just something we

have to live with, "Drunk driving just is not treated like a serious
"A traffic fatality gets two paragraphs on page 18 crime, eve when people are killed."

of the newspaper, but A holdup victim is on the front
page. IN THE beginning at leam. Mrs. Charleville said

her group will focus its attention on an area of"Usually, a drunk driver is just trying to get
northwest St. Louis County ( t, Hazelwood,home. He doesn't intend to get into an accident. He
Bridgeton and Berkeley) that the Missouri Division ofdoesn't intend to hurt anybody or kill anybody."
Highway Safety has pinpointed as having unusuallyInstead of stiffer punishment, Swatek said, the
high numbers of drunken driving accidents.RID group probably should be pushing for better

methods of treating alcoholism as a disease. She said her group will work with police, judges
The current laws in Missouri, Swatek said, "are and prosecutors in those areas in err effort to get

workable, real workable."
 * 

tougher punishments for the offenders.
But Mrs. Daugherty says she doesn't think so. The Already, she said, more than 200 people have

man she said murdered her daughter was also killed volunteered their help. Workshops are being
in the accident. Had he lived, she said, she cringes scheduled to teach the volunteers about drunken
when she thinks about the sentence he might have driving laws and meetings with judges and lawyers
received. are being planned.

"IF THIS man had killed my daughter with a gun The people in the group are bitter, frustrated and,
or a knife, he would have gotten 30 to 40 years in some admit, vindictive.
jail," Mrs. Daugherty said. "But he killed her with a The carnage, they say, has to stop.
car and somehow that's acceptable. "Two people are killed," >Faid Nn. Dintelman,

"But it's not acceptable to me. It is so real and it "and this man kept driving.
hurts so bad. He murdered her. She's just as dead as "And nobody wants to accept the bility."
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